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Unit 1 Family 
Unit 1 aunt Tante *** n C /ǡənt/ the sister of your mother or father, or the wife of your uncle Elinor is Effie’s aunt.

Unit 1 couple Paar *** n C /ɑkȜp(ǩ)l/
two people who are married or involved in a romantic relationship with each 
other

The couple got married four years later.

Unit 1 cousin Cousin ** n C /ɑkȜz(ǩ)n/ a child of your uncle or aunt. This person can also be called your first cousin Charlie shares a flat with his cousin.

Unit 1 daughter Tochter *** n C /ɑdǤətǩ(r)/ your female child I now have a lovely daughter.
Unit 1 grandfather Großvater ** n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕfǡəðǩ(r)/ the father of one of your parents Who was her grandfather?
Unit 1 grandmother Großmutter ** n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕmȜðǩ(r)/ the mother of one of your parents Effie is Jason Joseph’s grandmother.
Unit 1 husband Mann *** n C /ɑhȜzbǩnd/ the man that a woman is married to Judy and her husband Larry live in Atlanta.
Unit 1 mother-in-law Schwiegermutter n C /ɑmȜðǩ(r) Ǻn lǤə/ the mother of your husband or wife Diane is Mia’s mother-in-law.

Unit 1 nephew Neffe * n C /ɑnefjuə/
a son of your brother or sister, or a son of your husband’s or wife’s brother or 
sister

Jason Joseph is Neil’s nephew.

Unit 1 niece Nichte * n C /niəs/
a daughter of your brother or sister, or a daughter of your husband’s or wife’s 
brother or sister.

Tara is my niece.

Unit 1 parent Eltern *** n C /ɑpeǩrǩnt/ a mother or father Are your parents from this town?
Unit 1 pet Haustier ** n C /pet/ an animal or bird that you keep in your home and look after How long have you had your pet?
Unit 1 son Sohn *** n C /sȜn/ your male child She now has four sons.
Unit 1 son-in-law Schwiegersohn n C /ɑsȜn Ǻn lǤə/ the husband of your daughter Have you met my son-in-law?
Unit 1 uncle Onkel ** n C /ɑȜŋk(ǩ)l/ the brother of one of your parents, or the husband of your aunt I'm going to visit my uncle soon.
Unit 1 wife Frau *** n C /waǺf/ the woman that a man is married to Oliver lives in north London with his wife and children.

Friendship
Unit 1 best friend bester Freund / beste Freundin n C /ɑbest frend/ the friend that you like best How often do you and your best friend see each other?
Unit 1 classmate Klassenkamerad n C /ɑklǡəsɕmeǺt/ someone in your class at school I get on well with my classmates.

Unit 1 colleague Kollege ** n C /ɑkǢliəǱ/ someone who works in the same organization or department as you I'm having a drink with a colleague.

Unit 1 get on (well) with (sb) gut auskommen phr /ɑǱet Ǣn (wel) wǺð/ if people get along, they like each other and are friendly to each other We didn't get on well at first.

Unit 1 have a lot in common with (sb) viel gemeinsam haben mit (jdm) phr /hæv ǩ lǢt Ǻn kǢmǩn wǺð/ to have the same interests or opinions as someone else We have a lot in common.

Unit 1 keep in touch with (sb) in Kontakt bleiben phr /kiəp Ǻn tȜtȓ wǺð/ to continue to write or speak to someone although you do not see them often We keep in touch by phone.

Unit 1 neighbour Nachbar *** n C /ɑneǺbǩ(r)/ someone who lives near you Are they good neighbours?
Unit 1 roommate Mitbewohner n C /ɑruəmɕmeǺt/ someone who you share a room with, for example at university My roommate is away for the weekend.
Unit 1 Other words & phrases 
Unit 1 accommodation Unterkunft ** n U /ǩɕkǢmǩɑdeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a place for someone to stay, live, or work in Good pay and free accommodation.

Unit 1 accountant Buchhalter ** n C /ǩɑkaȚntǩnt/ someone whose job is to prepare financial records for a company or person Her father was an accountant.

Unit 1 advert(isement) Anzeige n C /ǩdɑvǬə(r)t[Ǻsmǩnt]/
a short film on television or short article on radio that is intended to persuade 
people to buy something

I can find information in newspaper advertisements.

Unit 1 appointment Termin *** n C /ǩɑpǤǺntmǩnt/
an arrangement to see someone at a particular time, especially for a 
business meeting or to get a professional service

I have an appointment at 10 o'clock.

Unit 1 attractive gut aussehend ** adj /ǩɑtræktǺv/
an attractive person is pleasant to look at, especially in a way that interests 
you sexually

The British like attractive TV personalities.

Unit 1 background Verhältnis *** n C /ɑbækɕǱraȚnd/ the type of family, social position, or culture that someone comes from We come from similar backgrounds.

Unit 1 beach Strand *** n C /biətȓ/ an area of sand or small stones beside the sea or a lake He spent the day lying on the beach.
Unit 1 best-selling Bestseller adj /bestɑselǺŋ/ a product that many people buy She has written two best-selling novels.
Unit 1 blonde blond * adj /blǢnd/ blonde hair is pale yellow in colour My daughter has blonde hair.
Unit 1 box Feld *** n C /bǢks/ a container with straight sides, a flat base, and sometimes a lid Complete the questions from the box.

Unit 1 bucket Eimer ** n C /ɑbȜkǺt/
a round open container with a handle, used for carrying liquid and 
substances such as sand or soil

She washes the clothes in a bucket.

Unit 1 building Gebäude *** n C /ɑbǺldǺŋ/
a structure made of a strong material such as stone or wood that has a roof 
and walls, for example a house

It is the only building in the village with electricity.

Unit 1 busy viel zu tun haben *** adj /ɑbǺzi/ having a lot of things to do I'm very busy this week.

Unit 1 career berufliche Laufbahn *** n C /kǩɑrǺǩ(r)/
a job or series of related jobs that you do, especially a profession that you 
spend a lot of your working life in

He has planned his career carefully.

Unit 1 celebrity Prominenter * n C /sǩɑlebrǩti/ a famous person, especially in entertainment or sport The winner of the poll was the celebrity Cheryl Cole.

Unit 1 charity wohltätige Organisation *** n C / U /ɑtȓærǩti/
an organization to which you give money so that it can give money and help 
to people who are poor or ill, or who need advice and support

They donated all the money to charity.

Unit 1 circus Zirkus n C /ɑsǬə(r)kǩs/
a group of people, and usually animals, that travels from place to place and 
entertains people by performing skilful or funny movements and tricks

The Boehmers are a circus family.

Unit 1 clothes Kleider *** n pl /klǩȚðz/ the things that you wear such as shirts, dresses, trousers etc She washes the clothes in a bucket.

Unit 1 colleague Kollege ** n C /ɑkǢliəǱ/ someone who works in the same organization or department as you I have a meeting with a colleague at 5 o'clock.

Unit 1 college Fachschule *** n C/U /ɑkǢlǺdȢ/
in the UK, a place that gives students qualifications below the level of a 
university degree, often in the skills they need to do a particular job

We were at college together.

Unit 1 concert Konzert ** n C /ɑkǢnsǩ(r)t/
an event at which an orchestra, band, or musician plays or sings in front of 
an audience

He likes attending concerts.
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Unit 1 contact kontaktieren *** v /ɑkǢntækt/ to write to someone or talk to them on the telephone Which of the ways shown do you use to contact other people?

Unit 1 corn Getreide ** n U /kǤə(r)n/ crops such as wheat and barley Gemma cooks simple dinners of corn.

Unit 1 couple Paar *** n C /ɑkȜp(ǩ)l/
two people who are married or involved in a romantic relationship with each 
other

The couple got married four years later.

Unit 1 district Bezirk *** n C /ɑdǺstrǺkt/ an area of a town or country Oliver lives in the fashionable district of Primrose Hill.
Unit 1 doll Puppe * n C /dǢl/ a children’s toy in the shape of a small person I bought my daughter a new doll for her birthday.

Unit 1 dress Kleid *** n C /dres/ a piece of clothing that covers a woman’s body and part of her legs She's wearing a red dress.

Unit 1 electricity Strom *** n U /ǺɕlekɑtrǺsǩti/
a form of energy that can produce light, heat, and power for machines, 
computers, televisions etc

There is no electricity in the home.

Unit 1 email E-Mail *** n C /ɑiəmeǺl/ a system for sending messages from one computer to another We keep in touch by email.

Unit 1 enquiry Anfrage *** n C /ǺnɑkwaǺri/ a question intended to get information about someone or something This customer has made an enquiry about our products.

Unit 1 experience Erfahrung *** n U /ǺkɑspǺǩriǩns/ knowledge and skill that is gained through time spent doing a job or activity Experienced teacher offers private English lessons.

Unit 1 expert Experte *** n C /ɑekspǬə(r)t/
someone who has a particular skill or who knows a lot about a particular 
subject

She's an expert on the subject.

Unit 1 famous berühmt *** adj /ɑfeǺmǩs/
if someone or something is famous, a lot of people know their name or have 
heard about them

Which famous person would you like as your neighbour?

Unit 1 fan Fan ** n C /fæn/
someone who likes watching or listening to something such as a sport, films, 
or music very much, or who admires a famous or important person very 
much

She does not, perhaps, want to live close to her fans.

Unit 1 farmhouse Bauernhaus * n C /ɑfǡə(r)mɕhaȚs/ the main house on a farm, where the farmer lives They live in a big farmhouse in the countryside.
Unit 1 fashionable schick ** adj /ɑfæȓ(ǩ)nǩb(ǩ)l/ popular at a particular time Jamie Oliver lives in a fashionable part of London.
Unit 1 find out herausfinden v /ɑfaǺnd aȚt/ to discover a fact or piece of information Use the questions to find out about your colleagues.

Unit 1 fit fit werden ** adj /fǺt/ healthy, strong, and able to do physical exercise without getting very tired Get fit and make friends at the same time.

Unit 1 flat Wohnung *** n C /flæt/
a set of rooms for living in, usually on one floor of a large building. The usual 
American word is apartment

We have a beautiful room in our flat.

Unit 1 flowery geblümt adj /ɑflaȚǩri/ full of flowers She's wearing a dress with a flowery pattern. 
Unit 1 gardening im Garten arbeiten n U /ɑǱǡə(r)d(ǩ)nǺŋ/ the activity of planning and looking after a garden My father's hobby is gardening. 

Unit 1 guitar Gitarre *** n C /ǱǺɑtǡə(r)/ a musical instrument with six strings, used in a wide variety of musical styles. The boy with the guitar (Nicholas) was Christine’s boyfriend.

Unit 1 health Gesundheit(szustand) *** n U /helθ/ the condition of your body, especially whether or not you are ill Vera and Farai run a health centre.
Unit 1 hobby Hobby * n C /ɑhǢbi/ something that you enjoy doing when you are not working What are their hobbies?
Unit 1 housework Hausarbeit * n U /ɑhaȚsɕwǬə(r)k/ the work that you do to keep your house clean and tidy I have so much housework to do today!
Unit 1 include dazu gehören *** v /Ǻnɑkluəd/ to contain someone or something as a part His neighbours include film stars.

Unit 1 judge Jurymitglied *** n C /dȢȜdȢ/ someone whose job is to make decisions in a court of law Cheryl Cole, who is a judge on the reality TV show The X Factor .

Unit 1 juggle jonglieren v /ɑdȢȜǱ(ǩ)l/
to keep objects moving through the air by catching them as they fall and 
throwing them back into the air

The Boehmer Family can juggle very well.

Unit 1 juggling Jonglieren n U /ɑdȢȜǱlǺŋ/
trying to balance several things that you are holding without dropping any of 
them

They do different kinds of juggling.

Unit 1 laugh lachen *** v /lǡəf/ to make the noise with your voice that shows you think something is funny A true friend makes you laugh.

Unit 1 library Bücherei *** n C /ɑlaǺbrǩri/
a place where books, documents, CDs etc are available for you to look at or 
borrow

Her mother worked in a library.

Unit 1 lovely schön *** adj /ɑlȜvli/ very attractive You have a lovely garden.
Unit 1 male männlich *** adj /meǺl/ belonging to the sex that does not give birth; relating to men He wants to have a male child.
Unit 1 meat Fleisch *** n U /miət/ the flesh of an animal or bird eaten as food Do you eat meat?
Unit 1 medical medizinisch *** adj /ɑmedǺk(ǩ)l/ relating to medicine and the treatment of injuries and diseases They found jobs with a medical charity.
Unit 1 member Mitglied *** n C /ɑmembǩ(r)/ someone who belongs to a club, organization, or group I'm a member at the gym. 

Unit 1 message Nachricht *** n C /ɑmesǺdȢ/
a piece of written or spoken information that you send to someone, 
especially when you cannot speak to them directly

This is a message for Mr Smith.

Unit 1 model Model *** n C /ɑmǢd(ǩ)l/
someone whose job is to show clothes, make-up etc by wearing them at 
fashion shows or in magazine photographs

The winner of the poll was the celebrity, model and pop singer, Cheryl 
Cole.

Unit 1 motor home Wohnwagen n /ɑmǩȚtǩ(r) hǩȚm/ a large road vehicle designed for living in while travelling They also have a 10-metre-long motor home.

Unit 1 nurse Krankenpfleger *** n C /nǬə(r)s/ someone who is trained to look after ill or injured people, usually in a hospital She met her husband who was also a nurse.

Unit 1 obviously offensichtlich *** adv /ɑǢbviǩsli/ in a way that is clear for almost anyone to see or understand The British public obviously think they know a lot about Cheryl Cole.

Unit 1 opinion Meinung *** n C /ǩɑpǺnjǩn/
the attitude that you have towards something, especially your thoughts about 
how good it is

A recent opinion poll asked 1,000 people in Britain this question.

Unit 1 perform auftreten *** v /pǩ(r)ɑfǤə(r)m/
to do something in front of an audience in order to entertain them, for 
example by acting in a play or singing

They now perform all over America.

Unit 1 pink rosa ** adj /pǺŋk/ between red and white in colour He's wearing a pink shirt.

Unit 1 politician Politiker *** n C /ɕpǢlǩɑtǺȓ(ǩ)n/ someone who has a job in politics, especially a Member of Parliament There was not a single politician in the top twenty names.

Unit 1 poll Umfrage ** n C /pǩȚl/
an occasion when a lot of people are asked what they feel about something, 
usually by a company paid by a political party, television programme etc

Cheryl Cole was the most popular person in the poll.
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Unit 1 pop singer Pop-Sänger v C /pǢp ɑsǺŋǩ(r)/
someone who sings popular music, especially someone who sings well or as 
a job

The winner of the poll was the celebrity, model and pop singer, Cheryl 
Cole.

Unit 1 popular beliebt *** adj /ɑpǢpjȚlǩ(r)/ a popular activity, place, thing etc is one that many people like How popular is she?

Unit 1 practise üben ** v /ɑpræktǺs/ to repeat an activity regularly so that you become better at it What languages can you practise on Thursday evenings?

Unit 1 prefer vorziehen *** v /prǺɑfǬə(r)/ to like or want someone or something more than someone or something else Which do you prefer?

Unit 1 press drücken *** v /pres/ to push one thing against another For general enquiries, press 5.
Unit 1 primary school Grundschule * n C /ɑɑpraǺmǩri skuəl/ a school for children between the ages of four or five and eleven There is a small primary school in the village,

Unit 1 prime minister Premierminister *** n C /praǺm ɑmǺnǺstǩ(r)/
the political leader in countries such as the UK that are governed by a 
parliament

Who is the prime minister of England?

Unit 1 private privat *** adj /ɑpraǺvǩt/ used only by a particular person or group, or available only to them Experienced teacher offers private English lessons.

Unit 1 pub Kneipe *** n C /pȜb/ a place where people go to drink alcohol, especially in the UK and Ireland Would you like to go to the pub?

Unit 1 public Bevölkerung *** n U /ɑpȜblǺk/ people in general The British public obviously think they know a lot about Cheryl Cole.

Unit 1 quiet ruhig *** adj /ɑkwaǺǩt/ making very little or no noise It is a quiet and beautiful residential area.

Unit 1 recent kürzlich *** adj /ɑriəs(ǩ)nt/ happening or starting a short time ago A recent opinion poll asked 1,000 people in Britain this question.

Unit 1 recruitment agency Arbeitsvermittlung n C /rǺɑkruətmǩnt ɑeǺdȢ(ǩ)nsi/ a business that provides a service finding employment for people What is the name of the recruitment agency?
Unit 1 repair reparieren ** v /rǺɑpeǩ(r)/ to fix something that is broken or damaged Can you repair my computer?

Unit 1 result Konsequenz *** n C /rǺɑzȜlt/
something that is caused directly by something else that has happened 
previously

He lost his job as a result of the company's problems.

Unit 1 roots Wurzeln *** n C /ruət/ the place, culture, or family that someone comes from originally Both Farai and I wanted to go back to our roots.

Unit 1 secret geheim *** n C / adj /ɑsiəkrǩt/
a piece of information that is known by only a small number of people, and is 
deliberately not told to other people

She tries to keep her address a secret.

Unit 1 secretary Sekretärin *** n C /ɑsekrǩtri/
someone in an office who works for someone else and who does jobs such 
as arranging meetings, making phone calls, and preparing letters

I spoke to his secretary on the phone.

Unit 1 share teilen *** v /ȓeǩ(r)/ to use or to have something at the same time as someone else They share photos, audio and video clips.

Unit 1 shirt Hemd *** n C /ȓǬə(r)t/ 
a piece of men’s clothing that covers the top part of the body. It usually has 
long sleeves and buttons down the front

He's wearing a white shirt.

Unit 1 show Show *** n C /ȓǩȚ/ a performance, especially in a theatre All the children take part in the show.

Unit 1 similar ähnlich *** adj /ɑsǺmǺlǩ(r)/ things that are similar share some qualities but are not exactly the same We come from similar backgrounds.

Unit 1 simple einfach *** adj /ɑsǺmp(ǩ)l/ easy to understand, solve, or do Gemma cooks simple dinners.

Unit 1 soap opera Seifenoper n C /sǩȚp ɑǢp(ǩ)rǩ/ a television or radio series about the imaginary lives of a group of people My grandmother watches all the soap operas.

Unit 1 staff Personal *** n U /stǡəf/
the people who work for a particular company, organization, or institution: 
can be followed by a singular or plural verb

We are looking for staff for shops, restaurants and offices in this area.

Unit 1 surprise Überraschung *** n C/U /sǩ(r)ɑpraǺz/ an unusual or unexpected event What a surprise! 
Unit 1 temporary befristet *** adj /ɑtemp(ǩ)rǩri/ existing, done, or used for only a limited period of time We are looking for temporary staff.
Unit 1 terrible schrecklich *** adj /ɑterǩb(ǩ)l/ causing or involving serious harm or damage That's terrible news!

Unit 1 theme park Freizeitpark n C /ɑθiəm pǡə(r)k/
a large park where people pay to play games and have fun and where all the 
entertainment is designed according to one theme

The first show was at a theme park.

Unit 1 together zusammen *** adv /tǩɑǱeðǩ(r)/
used for saying that people are with each other or are doing something with 
each other

We were at college together.

Unit 1 tone Signalton *** n C /tǩȚn/ a sound made by a piece of equipment as a signal or warning Speak after the tone.
Unit 1 traditional traditionell *** adj /trǩɑdǺȓ(ǩ)nǩl/ relating to or based on very old customs, beliefs, or stories We had lunch at a traditional English pub.
Unit 1 typical typisch *** adj /ɑtǺpǺk(ǩ)l/ like most people or things of the same type Listen to a description of a typical English family.

Unit 1 university Universität *** n C/U /ɕjuənǺɑvǬə(r)sǩti/
an educational institution where students study for degrees and where 
academic research is done

She studied at Leeds University.

Unit 1 urgently dringend adv /ɑǬə(r)dȢ(ǩ)ntli/ urgent things are things that you need to deal with immediately We are urgently looking for staff.

Unit 1 user Nutzer *** n C /ɑjuəzǩ(r)/ someone who uses something such as a service or a piece of equipment Facebook has over twenty-five million users.

Unit 1 vegetable Gemüse *** n C /ɑvedȢtǩb(ǩ)l/ a part of a plant used as food, for example a potato, bean, or cabbage Gemma cooks simple dinners of corn and vegetables.

Unit 1 village Dorf *** n C /ɑvǺlǺdȢ/ a very small town in the countryside Gemma was born in a quiet village in the south of England.

Unit 1 voicemail Voicemail n U /ɑvǤǺsmeǺl/ an electronic system that records and stores spoken messages from people You have reached the voicemail of Katie Jones.

Unit 1 vote stimmen *** n C/v /vǩȚt/
to formally express an opinion by choosing between two or more issues, 
people etc

How many people voted for Cheryl Cole?

Unit 1 website Website ** n C /ɑwebɕsaǺt/
a place on the Internet where information is available about a particular 
subject, organization etc

Facebook is one of the most popular websites.

Unit 1 wedding Hochzeit *** n C /ɑwedǺŋ/ a ceremony in which two people get married When was her wedding?
Unit 1 winner Gewinner *** n C /ɑwǺnǩ(r)/ someone who wins a race, competition, or prize The winner of the poll was Cheryl Cole.

Unit 1 wonder sich fragen *** v /ɑwȜndǩ(r)/
to think about something because you want to know more facts or details 
about it

I wonder if they have arrived yet.

Unit 2 Adjectives with prepositions
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Unit 2 afraid of Angst haben vor *** adj /ǩɑfreǺd ǩv/ frightened of, for example because you feel you are in danger I was afraid of the older children.

Unit 2 bored with gelangweilt sein von ** adj /ɑbǤə(r)d wǺð/
feeling impatient or dissatisfied, because you are not interested in something 
or because you have nothing to do

I was bored with my school.

Unit 2 fond of mögen ** adj /ɑfǢnd ǩv/
liking and caring about someone very much, especially as a result of knowing 
them well or for a long time

I was fond of my science teacher.

Unit 2 good at gut sein *** adj /ɑǱȚd ǩt/ able to do something well I was good at mathematics.
Unit 2 interested in interessiert an *** adj /ɑǺntrǩstǺd Ǻn/ wanting to know about or take part in something I was interested in science and technology.
Unit 2 keen on gerne mögen ** adj /ɑkiən Ǣn/ liking someone, or thinking that they are attractive I was keen on sports and swimming.
Unit 2 terrible at schlecht sein ** adj /ɑterǩb(ǩ)l ǩt/ very bad in quality or ability I was terrible at arriving on time.

Unit 2 worried about besorgt sein * adj /ɑwȜrid ǩbaȚt/
unhappy because you are thinking about your problems or about bad things 
that could happen

I was worried about my grades.

Unit 2 Education

Unit 2 break Pause *** n C /breǺk/
a period of time between lessons when students and teachers can eat, rest, 
or play. 

English children must sometimes stay in class at break.

Unit 2 cafeteria Cafeteria n C /ɕkæfǩɑtǺǩriǩ/
an informal restaurant in a place such as a college or hospital where you 
take the food to the table yourself

The school has its own cafeteria and an exciting social programme.

Unit 2 certificate Urkunde ** n C /sǩ(r)ɑtǺfǺkǩt/
an official document stating that you have passed an examination, 
successfully completed a course, or achieved the necessary qualifications to 
work in a particular profession

Susan got a certificate when she passed the test.

Unit 2 compulsory verpflichtend ** adj /kǩmɑpȜlsǩri/ something that is compulsory must be done because of a rule or law Compulsory subjects are maths, Irish and English.

Unit 2 computer Computer *** n C /kǩmɑpjuətǩ(r)/
a machine that stores programs and information in electronic form and can 
be used for a variety of processes, for example writing, calculating, and 
communicating on the Internet

James does all his work on the computer.

Unit 2 course Kurs *** n C /kǤə(r)s/ a series of lessons or lectures in an academic subject or a practical skill What kinds of courses does the school offer?

Unit 2 desk Arbeitstisch *** n C /desk/ a table that you sit at to write or work, often with drawers in it I was walking up and down between the rows of desks.

Unit 2 education system Bildungswesen n C /ɕedjȚɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n ɑsǺstǩm/
 the activity of educating people in schools, colleges, and universities, and all 
the policies and arrangements concerning this

Ireland now has one of the best education systems in the world.

Unit 2 examination Prüfung *** n C /ǺǱɕzæmǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/
an important test of your knowledge, especially one that you take at school or 
university

What English language examinations do people take in your country?

Unit 2 exam Prüfung ** n C /ǺǱɑzæm/
an important test of your knowledge, especially one that you take at school or 
university

I failed my exams.

Unit 2 experienced erfahren ** adj /ǺkɑspǺǩriǩnst/
someone who is experienced has skill at something because they have done 
it a lot

Our qualified and experienced teachers provide top quality tuition with 
flexible timetables.

Unit 2 fail (an exam) durchfallen *** v /feǺl/ to be unsuccessful in achieving a satisfactory level or standard I failed my exams.

Unit 2 fee Gebühr *** n C /fiə/
an amount of money that you pay to be allowed to do something such as join 
an organization

Special fees for international students.

Unit 2 get a place (at university) einen Studienplatz bekommen phr /Ǳet ǩ pleǺs/
to be able to attend an educational institution where students study for 
degrees and where academic research is done

I got a place at Cambridge University.

Unit 2 grade Noten ** n C /ǱreǺd/ a letter or number that shows the quality of a student’s work I was worried about my grades.

Unit 2 headmaster Direktor * n C /ɕhedɑmǡəstǩ(r)/
a male teacher who is in charge of a school. A more usual word is 
headteacher

The headmaster was standing at the door of the class.

Unit 2 headmistress Direktorin n C /ɕhedɑmǺstrǩs/
a female teacher who is in charge of a school. A more usual word is 
headteacher

Can I speak to the headmistress?

Unit 2 head teacher Schulleiter * n C /ɕhedɑtiətȓǩ(r)/ a teacher who is in charge of a school
At the end of the month the head teacher organized a party for all the 
new teachers.

Unit 2 homework Hausaufgaben * n U /ɑhǩȚmɕwǬə(r)k/ work that a teacher gives a student to do out of class I never did my homework.

Unit 2 language laboratory Sprachlabor n C /ɑlæŋǱwǺdȢ lǩɕbǢrǩt(ǩ)ri/
a room containing special electronic equipment to help students learn a 
foreign language

The school has a language laboratory and a library.

Unit 2 leaving age Schulentlassungsalter n C /ɑliəvǺŋ eǺdȢ/  the time of life when you are allowed by law to leave school
Most children are happy to stay at school after the minimum leaving age 
of sixteen.

Unit 2 leaving certificate Abschlußzeugnis n C /ɑliəvǺŋ sǩ(r)ɑtǺfǺkǩt//
an official document stating that you have passed an examination and are 
able to leave education

Students take their final exams (the ‘Leaving Certificate’).

Unit 2 lesson Stunde *** n C /ɑles(ǩ)n/ a period of time in which students are taught about a subject in school How often did you have lessons with her?

Unit 2 location Ort *** n C /lǩȚɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n/
the place or position where someone or something is or where something 
happens

The Victoria School has a central location near the Opera House.

Unit 2 mixed sex gemischt adj /ɑmǺkst seks/ a group that contains both males and females The school they go to is mixed sex.

Unit 2 multi-media centre Multimedia-Zentrum n C /ɕmȜltiɑmiədiǩ ɕsentǩ(r)/
a place for using video, sound, and other methods of communication in 
computers

The school has an ultra-modern multi-media centre.

Unit 2 native speaker Muttersprachler n C /ɑneǺtǺv ɕspiəkǩ(r)//
someone who has learnt a particular language from the time that they began 
to speak

Claudia is a native speaker of Italian, but she also speaks English very 
well.

Unit 2 pass (an exam) bestehen *** v /pǡəs/
to be successful in an examination or test by achieving a satisfactory 
standard

Did you pass your English exam?

Unit 2 private school Privatschule n C /ɑpraǺvǩt skuəl/ a school providing education that the children’s parents pay for directly There are private schools and state schools.

Unit 2 (corporal) punishment körperliche Züchtigung * n U /(ɑkǤə(r)p(ǩ)rǩl) ɑpȜnǺȓmǩnt/ the physical punishment of someone by hitting them The government banned corporal punishment in 1982.

Unit 2 pupil Schüler *** n C /ɑpjuəp(ǩ)l/
someone, especially a child, who goes to school or who has lessons in a 
particular subject

He's a pupil at the Victoria School.
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Unit 2 qualification Abschluss *** n C /ɕkwǢlǺfǺɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n/
something such as a degree or a diploma that you get when you successfully 
finish a course of study

They have professional qualifications.

Unit 2 registration form Anmeldeformular n C /ɕredȢǺɑstreǺȓ(ǩ)n fǤə(r)m/ a form that you use to record names or information on an official list Please fill out the registration form. 

Unit 2 result Ergebnis *** n C /rǺɑzȜlt/
a piece of information that is obtained by examining, studying, or calculating 
something

Class sizes are small and exam results are good.

Unit 2 single sex
getrennt nach Geschlechtern, 
Mädchen.../ Jungen...

adj /ɑsǺŋǱ(ǩ)l seks/ a group that contains either males or females Only about half the schools are single-sex.

Unit 2 social programme/activity soziale Aktivitäten n C
/ɑsǩȚȓ(ǩ)l ɑprǩȚǱræm / 

ækɑtǺvǩti/
a series of social events The school has its own cafeteria and an exciting social programme.

Unit 2 state school öffentliche Schule n C /ɑsteǺt skuəl/
in the UK, a school that is supported with money from the government and 
that provides a free education for children

There are private schools and state schools.

Unit 2 subject Fach *** n C /ɑsȜbdȢǺkt/
something that you learn or teach in a school, for example English, 
mathematics, or biology

English is my favourite subject.

Unit 2 term Schuljahr *** n C /tǬə(r)m/
one of the periods of time into which the year is divided for students. In the 
UK, there are usually three terms: the autumn term, the spring term, and the 
summer term

It was the end of term and the students were doing their exams.

Unit 2 timetable Stundenplan ** n C /ɑtaǺmɕteǺb(ǩ)l/ a list of the times of lessons or courses at a school, college, or university
Our qualified and experienced teachers provide top quality tuition with 
flexible timetables.

Unit 2 tuition Unterricht * n U /tjuəɑǺȓ(ǩ)n/
the work that a teacher does when they teach a particular subject, especially 
to one person or to a small group

Our qualified and experienced teachers provide top quality tuition with 
flexible timetables.

Unit 2 university Universität *** n C /ɕjuənǺɑvǬə(r)sǩti/
an educational institution where students study for degrees and where 
academic research is done

I went to university.

Unit 2 School subjects
Unit 2 art Kunst *** n U /ǡə(r)t/ painting, drawing, and sculpture as subjects you study My favourite subject was art.
Unit 2 biology Biologie * n U /baǺɑǢlǩdȢi/ the scientific study of living things We learned a lot in biology yesterday.
Unit 2 Greek Griechisch n U /Ǳriək/ the language that was spoken in ancient Greece Latin and Greek used to be important school subjects.
Unit 2 history Geschichte *** n U /ɑhǺst(ǩ)ri/ the study of the events of the past I want to study history at university.
Unit 2 Irish Irisch n U /ɑaǺrǺȓ/ relating to Ireland, or its language or culture Compulsory subjects are maths, Irish and English.
Unit 2 Latin Latein n U /ɑlætǺn/ the language that people spoke in ancient Rome Latin and Greek used to be important school subjects.

Unit 2 mathematics (maths) Mathematik (Mathe) n U /ɕmæθǩɑmætǺks/; /mæθs/
the study or use of numbers and shapes to calculate, represent, or describe 
things

Compulsory subjects are maths, Irish and English.

Unit 2 music Musik *** n U /ɑmjuəzǺk/ the art or activity of writing, performing, or studying music I have a music lesson this afternoon.

Unit 2 religion Religion *** n U /rǺɑlǺdȢ(ǩ)n/
a system of beliefs in a god or gods that has its own ceremonies and 
traditions

This is very different from the past when Latin, Greek and Religion used 
to be the most important subjects.

Unit 2 science Naturwissenschaft *** n U /ɑsaǺǩns/
the study and knowledge of the physical world and its behaviour that is 
based on experiments and facts that can be proved, and is organized into a 
system

I was fond of my science teacher.

Unit 2 technology Technik *** n U /tekɑnǢlǩdȢi/
advanced scientific knowledge used for practical purposes, especially in 
industry

I was interested in science and technology.

Unit 2 Other words & phrases 

Unit 2 accent Akzent ** n C /ɑæks(ǩ)nt/
a way of saying words that shows what country, region, or social class 
someone comes from

Patrick has a strong Irish accent.

Unit 2 actually wirklich *** adv /ɑæktȓuǩli/ used for emphasizing what is really true or what really happened We expected rain, but actually it was quite sunny.

Unit 2 and so on und so weiter phr /ænd sǩȚ Ǣn/
used instead of mentioning more of a similar type of thing that has already 
been mentioned

I told the students all the rules: no talking, no mobile phones and so on.

Unit 2 anyway trotzdem *** adv /ɑeniɕweǺ/ despite something that you have previously mentioned I don't usually listen to rock music, but I enjoyed the concert anyway.

Unit 2 artist Künstler *** n C /ɑǡə(r)tǺst/ a professional performer in music, dance, or the theatre Who are your favourite artists?

Unit 2 as usual wie üblich phr /ǩz ɑjuəȢȚǩl/ equal to the amount or level that is usual/possible/necessary/expected
I was in charge that day and, as usual before the start of the exam, I 
told the students all the rules.

Unit 2 (fall) asleep einschlafen ** adj /(fǤəl) ǩɑsliəp/ to start to sleep You fall asleep in a public place.
Unit 2 ban verbieten ** v /bæn/ to say officially that people must not do, sell, or use something The government banned corporal punishment in 1982.
Unit 2 behaviour Verhalten *** n U /bǺɑheǺvjǩ(r)/ the way that someone behaves The teacher wasn't happy with Lisa's behaviour.

Unit 2 borrow ausleihen ** v /ɑbǢrǩȚ/
to receive and use something that belongs tosomeone else, and promise to 
give it back to them later

You can borrow books from the school library.

Unit 2 brilliant großartig *** adj /ɑbrǺljǩnt/ very intelligent He's a brilliant scientist.
Unit 2 care (about sb) mögen, lieben *** v /keǩ(r)/ to be interested in someone and want them to be well and happy I really care about my  children.

Unit 2 club Club *** n C /klȜb/
an organization for people who have a common interest in a particular 
activity or subject

Do you go to French club on Fridays?

Unit 2 choose wählen *** v /tȓuəz/ to decide which you want from a number of people or things In addition, they must choose two or three extra subjects.

Unit 2 (multinational) company (multinationale) Firma *** n C /(ɕmȜltiɑnæȓ(ǩ)nǩl) ɑkȜmp(ǩ)ni/
an organization that provides services, or that makes or sells goods for 
money in more than one country

My father worked for a multinational company.

Unit 2 competition Wettbewerb *** n C /ɕkǢmpǩɑtǺȓ(ǩ)n/
an organized event in which people try to win prizes by being better than 
other people

You and your partner win first prize in a competition.

Unit 2 complicated kompliziert ** adj /ɑkǢmplǺɕkeǺtǺd/
difficult to do, deal with, or understand, especially because of involving a lot 
of different processes or aspects

For years, Ireland had one of the most complicated education systems 
in the world.

Unit 2 cool kalt *** adj /kuəl/ rather cold, often in a pleasant way Put the milk in the fridge to keep it cool.

Unit 2 costume Kostüm * n C /ɑkǢstjuəm/ clothes that performers wear in a play, film etc I went to a costume hire shop and got a witch’s costume.
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Unit 2 embarrass blamieren * v /Ǻmɑbærǩs/ to make someone feel nervous, ashamed, or stupid in a social situation How to embarrass your parents.

Unit 2 enjoy Spaß haben, genießen *** v /ǺnɑdȢǤǺ/ to get pleasure from something Did you enjoy your school days?

Unit 2 exciting aufregend ** adj /ǺkɑsaǺtǺŋ/
interesting and full of action, especially when you do not know what is going 
to happen next

The school has its own cafeteria and an exciting social programme.

Unit 2 fancy dress costume/party Kostümfest n C
/ɑfænsi dres ɑkǢstjuəm / 

ɑpǡə(r)ti/

clothes that you wear for fun to make you look like a particular famous 
person or a particular type of person, at a fancy-dress party

I bought a fancy dress costume for the party.

Unit 2 flexible flexibel ** adj /ɑfleksǩb(ǩ)l/ able to make changes or deal with a situation that is changing
Our qualified and experienced teachers provide top quality tuition with 
flexible timetables.

Unit 2 flight Flug *** n C /flaǺt/ a journey through air or space in a vehicle such as a plane Two weeks all inclusive (flight, accommodation, school fees)

Unit 2 fun Spaß ** adj /fȜn/ enjoyable The party was great fun.
Unit 2 funny lustig *** adj /ɑfȜni/ someone or something that is funny makes you laugh His father told funny stories to Frank.
Unit 2 gig Auftritt * n C /ǱǺǱ/ a public performance, especially of jazz or popular music Did you go to the gig last night?

Unit 2 government Regierung *** n C /ɑǱȜvǩ(r)nmǩnt/
the people who control a country, region, or town and make decisions about 
its laws and taxes: followed by a singular or plural verb

The government banned corporal punishment in 1982.

Unit 2 great prima *** adj /ǱreǺt/ enthusiastic about something or someone Yes. I thought it was great.

Unit 2 hire ausleihen ** v /ɑhaǺǩ(r)/
if you hire something, such as a car, room, or piece of equipment, you pay 
the owner so that you can use it, especially for a short time

I went to a costume hire shop.

Unit 2 in addition zusätzlich phr /Ǻn ǩɑdǺȓ(ǩ)n/
used for adding an extra piece of information to what has already been said 
or written

In addition, they must choose two or three extra subjects.

Unit 2 in charge (of) verantwortlich sein phr /Ǻn tȓǡə(r)dȢ/
if you are in charge, you have control over someone or something and are 
responsible for them

I was in charge that day.

Unit 2 (all) inclusive Pauschalangebot adj /Ǥəl ǺnɑkluəsǺv/
including everyone or everything, especially all the costs, charges, and 
services that make up the total price of something

Two weeks all inclusive (flight, accommodation, school fees).

Unit 2 jealous neidisch * adj /ɑdȢelǩs/
unhappy because someone has something that you would like or can do 
something that you would like to do

I'm jealous because my colleague has a new car.

Unit 2 minimum Mindest- ** adj/n /ɑmǺnǺmǩm/ as small in amount or degree as necessary or possible The minimum leaving age in England is sixteen.

Unit 2 miss (a lesson) versäumen *** v /mǺs ǩ ɑles(ǩ)n/
to fail to be present for something, or to not be in a place when someone 
else is there

He missed lessons.

Unit 2 mobile phone Handy n C /ɑmǩȚbaǺl fǩȚn/ a small phone that you can carry around with you I told the students all the rules: no talking, no mobile phones and so on.

Unit 2 native Einheimischer * adj /ɑneǺtǺv/ living in a particular country, area, or city since birth Alice is a native of England.

Unit 2 normal normal *** adj /ɑnǤə(r)m(ǩ)l/
something that is normal is how you expect it to be, and is not unusual or 
surprising in any way

All the other teachers were wearing normal clothes.

Unit 2 of course natürlich *** adv /ǩv kǤə(r)s/ used for saying ‘yes’ very definitely, in answer to a question ‘Yes, of course,’ said my brother.
Unit 2 organize / organise organisieren *** v /ɑǤə(r)ǱǩnaǺz/ to prepare or arrange an activity or event Why did Doug’s head teacher organize a party?
Unit 2 painter Maler ** n C /ɑpeǺntǩ(r)/ an artist who paints pictures She's a brilliant painter.

Unit 2 pool Pool *** n U /puəl/
a game in which two players hit balls into holes at the edges of a table using 
a long stick called a cue

He spent a lot of time playing pool.

Unit 2 provide bieten *** v /prǩɑvaǺd/ to give someone something that they want or need
Our qualified and experienced teachers provide top quality tuition with 
flexible timetables.

Unit 2 row Reihe *** n C /rǩȚ/ a series of people or things arranged in a straight line I was walking up and down between the rows of desks.

Unit 2 rule Vorschrift *** n C /ruəl/
a statement explaining what someone can or cannot do in a particular 
system, game, or situation

I told the students all the rules.

Unit 2 shopping bag Einkaufstasche n C /ɑȓǢpǺŋ bæǱ/ a large bag with handles for carrying your shopping A very large woman with a big shopping bag stood in front of us.

Unit 2 silly albern ** adj /ɑsǺli/ not serious, important, or practical The phone had a really silly ring tone.
Unit 2 stupid dumm ** adj /ɑstjuəpǺd/ not intelligent, or not able to consider or judge things carefully My boss is so stupid!

Unit 2 sympathetic mitfühlend ** adj /ɕsǺmpǩɑθetǺk/ kind to someone who has a problem and willing to understand how they feel
Fortunately, he was very sympathetic later in the morning when I 
explained that I was feeling ill.

Unit 2 ultra-modern hochmodern adj /ȜltrǩɑmǢdǩ(r)n/ using the most recent methods, ideas, designs, or equipment The school has an ultra-modern multi-media centre.

Unit 2 witch Hexe * n C /wǺtȓ/ a woman in stories who has magic powers I went to a costume hire shop and got a witch’s costume.

Unit 2 worry (about sb/sth) (sich) Sorgen machen *** v /ɑwȜri/
to feel nervous and upset because you keep thinking about a problem that 
you have or could have in the future

I was worried about my grades.

Unit 3 House & home
Unit 3 (be) away from home nicht zu Hause sein phr /biə ǩɑweǺ frǩm hǩȚm/ not at home How do you feel when you are away from home?
Unit 3 get home nach Hause kommen phr /Ǳet ɑhǩȚm/ return to the place where you live What time do you usually get home in the evenings?
Unit 3 home town Heimatstadt n C /ɑhǩȚm taȚn/ the city or town where you lived as a child Some of them gave their names to their home towns.
Unit 3 homework Hausaufgaben * n U /ɑhǩȚmɕwǬə(r)k/ work that a teacher gives a student to do out of class Most days, I do some homework.

Unit 3 housewife Hausfrau * n C /ɑhaȚsɕwaǺf/
a woman who does not work outside the home and whose main job is 
looking after her children, cooking, cleaning etc

She doesn't want to be a housewife.

Unit 3 housework Hausarbeit * n U /ɑhaȚsɕwǬə(r)k/ the work that you do to keep your house clean and tidy I spent the day doing housework.
Unit 3 leave home von zu Hause weggehen phr /liəv ɑhǩȚm/ to go away from home My brother wants to leave home when he's 18.
Unit 3 Towns
Unit 3 accommodation Unterkunft ** n U /ǩɕkǢmǩɑdeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a place for someone to stay, live, or work in There isn’t much cheap accommodation.
Unit 3 art gallery Kunstgalerie n C /ɑǡə(r)t Ǳælǩri/ a building where people go to see paintings and other art The art gallery is opposite the library.
Unit 3 bar Bar *** n C /bǡə(r)/ a place where you go to buy and drink alcoholic drinks There are a lot of good bars and restaurants.
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Unit 3 bridge Brücke *** n C /brǺdȢ/
a road, railway, or path that goes over a river, over another road etc, and the 
structure that supports it

Cross the bridge.

Unit 3 bus station Busbahnhof n C /bȜs ɑsteǺȓ(ǩ)n/
a building where buses start and finish their journeys, or where buses that 
travel long distances stop to let passengers get on and off

The shopping centre is between the art gallery and the bus station.

Unit 3 castle Schloss ** n C /ɑkǡəs(ǩ)l/
a large strong building with thick walls, built in the past to protect the people 
inside from being attacked

The opera house is next to the castle.

Unit 3 cathedral Kathedrale ** n C /kǩɑθiədrǩl/ the most important church in an area that a bishop controls The cathedral is opposite the stadium.
Unit 3 church Kirche *** n C /tȓǬə(r)tȓ/ a building that Christians go to in order to worship Is there a church in the village?
Unit 3 cinema Kino ** n C /ɑsǺnǩmǩ/ a building where you pay to go and watch a film There is an IMAX cinema in the city centre.
Unit 3 crime Kriminalität *** n C/U /kraǺm/ an illegal activity or action It’s a poor area and there’s a lot of crime.
Unit 3 culture Kultur *** n U /ɑkȜltȓǩ(r)/ activities involving music, literature, and other arts There isn't much culture in the city.
Unit 3 flat Wohnung *** n C /flæt/ a set of rooms for living in, usually on one floor of a large building There are a lot of cheap flats.

Unit 3 industrial Industriell *** adj /ǺnɑdȜstriǩl/ used about countries or areas with many industries Most Afro-Americans live in the southern states and the industrial cities.

Unit 3 library Bücherei *** n C /ɑlaǺbrǩri/
a place where books, documents, CDs etc are available for you to look at or 
borrow

The art gallery is opposite the library.

Unit 3 metro U-Bahn n C /ɑmetrǩȚ/ an underground railway system in a city The metro doesn’t take you into the centre of Old Montreal.

Unit 3 museum Museum *** n C /mjuəɑziəǩm/
a building where many valuable and important objects are kept so that 
people can go and see them

There are excellent museums (if you like that kind of thing).

Unit 3 nightclub Nachtclub n C /ɑnaǺtɕklȜb/
a place where people go in the evening to dance, drink alcohol, or watch 
entertainers

We spent the evening in a nightclub.

Unit 3 nightlife Nachtleben n U /ɑnaǺtɕlaǺf/ evening entertainment in places such as nightclubs and bars
There isn’t enough nightlife for us, so we go to the area near the 
university for that.

Unit 3 opera house Oper n C /ɑǢp(ǩ)rǩ haȚs/ a theatre where operas are performed The opera house is next to the castle.

Unit 3 park Park *** n C /pǡə(r)k/
in a town, an open public area with grass and trees, often with sports fields 
or places for children to play

You can have picnics in the park.

Unit 3 pollution Verschmutzung *** n U /pǩɑluəȓ(ǩ)n/
the process of damaging the air, water, or land with chemicals or other 
substances

The city has a problem with pollution.

Unit 3 public transport öffentliche Verkehr * n U /ɑpȜblǺk trænspǤə(r)t/ buses, trains etc that everyone can use Public transport is excellent and we’re near the city centre.

Unit 3 restaurant Restaurant *** n C /ɑrest(ǩ)rǢnt/
a building or room where meals and drinks are sold to customers sitting at 
tables

There are a lot of good bars and restaurants.

Unit 3 roundabout Kreisverkehr * n C /ɑraȚndǩɕbaȚt/
a circular area where three or more roads meet that you have to drive around 
in one direction in order to get onto another road

Turn left at the roundabout.

Unit 3 shopping centre Einkaufszentrum n C /ɑȓǢpǺŋ sentǩ(r)/
an area where a group of different shops and businesses such as banks and 
restaurants are all built next to each other

The shopping centre is between the art gallery and the bus station.

Unit 3 stadium Stadion * n C /ɑsteǺdiǩm/
a large building, usually without a roof, where people watch sports events 
such as football matches or race

The cathedral is opposite the stadium.

Unit 3 studio Studio *** n C /ɑstjuədiǩȚ/
a room or rooms where music or a film, television show, or radio show is 
recorded; a small flat that has only one main room

The TV show was made in a studio. 

Unit 3 theatre Theater *** n C /ɑθǺǩtǩ(r)/ a building, room, or outside area used for performing plays Do you know where the theatre is?

Unit 3 traffic Verkehr *** n U /ɑtræfǺk/ the vehicles that are travelling in an area at aparticular time There are too many tourists and there’s too much traffic.

Unit 3 tram Straßenbahn n C /træm/
a long narrow vehicle that travels along metal tracks in the middle of a street 
and is used as public transport in some places

We can take the tram to the city centre.

Unit 3 train station Zugstation n C /treǺn ɑsteǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the place where trains stop to let passengers on and off
Two football supporters want to get from the football stadium to the 
train station.

Unit 3 Other words & phrases 
Unit 3 abroad im Ausland *** adv /ǩɑbrǤəd/ in or to a foreign country Do many people from your country live abroad?

Unit 3 adopt übernehmen *** v /ǩɑdǢpt/ to decide to start using a particular idea, plan, or method
Some of the Britons married Romans and began to adopt Roman 
customs.

Unit 3 area Gegend *** n C /ɑeǩriǩ/ a part of a city, town, country etc There is a little crime in the area, but not too much.

Unit 3 banker Banker *** n C /ɑbæŋkǩ(r)/
someone who has an important position in a bank or other financial 
organization

My uncle is a banker.

Unit 3 cash Bargeld *** n U /kæȓ/ money in the form of notes and coins Do you have much cash with you?
Unit 3 century Jahrhundert *** n C /ɑsentȓǩri/ a period of 100 years, usually counted from a year ending in –00 Most of these families left Scotland in the 19th Century.
Unit 3 chat quatschen ** v /tȓæt/ to talk in a friendly way I'm just calling to have a chat.
Unit 3 cheap billig *** adj /tȓiəp/ not expensive There isn’t much cheap accommodation.

Unit 3 clan Clan n C /klæn/ a large group of families that are related to each other, especially in Scotland The family is part of a large Scottish clan.

Unit 3 coal Kohle *** n U /kǩȚl/
a hard black substance that is dug from the ground and burned as fuel to 
provide heat

Newcastle used to be involved in the coal industry.

Unit 3 colony Kolonie ** n C /ɑkǢlǩni/ a country that is controlled by another country The country used to be a British colony.

Unit 3 community Gemeinschaft *** n C /kǩɑmjuənǩti/ the people who live in an area
There aren’t many places in California that do not have a Spanish-
speaking community.

Unit 3 conference Konferenz *** n C /ɑkǢnf(ǩ)rǩns/
a large meeting, often lasting a few days, where people who are interested in 
a particular subject come together to discuss ideas

Jessica has to go to a conference on Friday.

Unit 3 countryside Landschaft *** n U /ɑkȜntriɕsaǺd/ the area outside towns and cities, with farms, fields, and trees Beautiful countryside.

Unit 3 custom Gewohnheit ** n C /ɑkȜstǩm/ something that people do that is traditional or usual
Some of the Britons married Romans and began to adopt Roman 
customs.
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Unit 3 dirty schmutzig ** adj /ɑdǬə(r)ti/ not clean The bathroom looks a bit dirty.

Unit 3 discourage entmutigen * v /dǺsɑkȜrǺdȢ/
to try to prevent something from happening, especially because you do not 
approve of it or think it is harmful

I don’t want to discourage you.

Unit 3 drive (sb) mad (jdn) in den Wahnsinn treiben v /draǺv (sb) mæd/ to annoy someone by doing something My teenage children drive me mad.

Unit 3 emigrant Auswanderer n C /ɑemǺǱrǩnt/ someone who leaves their country in order to live in another country Lots of English emigrants go to Australia.

Unit 3 encourage ermutigen *** v /ǺnɑkȜrǺdȢ/ to suggest that someone does something that you believe would be good I don’t want to encourage you.

Unit 3 flatmate Mitbewohner n C /ɑflætɕmeǺt/ someone who you share a flat with You are sitting in the living room with your flatmates.

Unit 3 flag Fahne ** n C /flæǱ/
a piece of cloth decorated with the pattern and colours that represent a 
country or organization

The flag of the United Kingdom is called the Union Flag.

Unit 3 found gründen *** v /faȚnd/ to start an organization, company, political party etc Viking invaders from Norway also founded colonies
Unit 3 grim trostlos * adj /ǱrǺm/ a grim place is ugly and unpleasant The city looks rather grim.

Unit 3 guest Gast *** n C /Ǳest/
someone who you have invited to your home, for a party or a meal, or to stay 
the night

There really isn’t any space in the house when we have guests.

Unit 3 hang on durchhalten v /ɑhæŋ Ǣn/
to continue doing something and achieve success even though there are 
difficulties

Manchester United managed to hang on and win the game.

Unit 3 immigrant Einwanderer * n C /ɑǺmǺǱrǩnt/ someone who comes to live in a country from another country Some the first immigrants to America were Dutch.

Unit 3 immigration Einwanderung * n U /ɕǺmǺɑǱreǺȓ(ǩ)n/
the process in which people enter a country in order to live there 
permanently

Immigration to Scotland increased in the 19th Century.

Unit 3 independence Unabhängigkeit *** n U /ɕǺndǺɑpendǩns/
the ability to make decisions and live your life free from the control or 
influence of other people

I don’t get any independence.

Unit 3 invade einfallen * v /ǺnɑveǺd/ to take or send an army into another country in order to get control of it The Romans invaded Britain.

Unit 3 invasion Invasion ** n C /ǺnɑveǺȢ(ǩ)n/
an occasion when one country’s army goes into another country to take 
control of it by force

After this invasion, some of the Britons married Romans.

Unit 3 migrant Wanderarbeiter n C /ɑmaǺǱrǩnt/ someone who travels to another place or country in order to find work The company employs a lot of migrant workers.

Unit 3 multicultural multikulturell adj /ɕmȜltiɑkȜltȓǩrǩl/ involving or consisting of people of different cultures Like most European countries, Scotland is a multicultural society.

Unit 3 normal normal *** adj /ɑnǤə(r)m(ǩ)l/
something that is normal is how you expect it to be, and is not unusual or 
surprising in any way

The weather is normal for this time of year.

Unit 3 occupy besetzen *** v /ɑǢkjȚpaǺ/
if someone occupies a room, building, area of land, seat, bed, or other place 
during a period of time, they use it

The Britons occupied the south and the area that is now called 
England.

Unit 3 online online adj/adv /ɑǢnlaǺn/
connected to or available through a computeror a computer network, 
especially the Internet

She often buys clothes online. 

Unit 3 ordinary normal *** adj /ɑǤə(r)d(ǩ)n(ǩ)ri/ normal or average, and not unusual or special What do you do on an ordinary day?

Unit 3 origin Herkunft *** n C /ɑǢrǺdȢǺn/ the place or moment where something begins to exist
We can still see the origins of many Scottish people in surnames like 
Macleod.

Unit 3 outdoor Freiluft- * adj /ɕaȚtɑdǤə(r)/ done outside It’s a good place for outdoor sport.
Unit 3 owner Besitzer *** n C /ɑǩȚnǩ(r)/ someone who owns something K.Inamoto is a restaurant owner.

Unit 3 passenger Passagier *** n C /ɑpæsǺndȢǩ(r)/
someone who travels in a motor vehicle, aircraft, train, or ship but is not the 
driver or one of the people who works on it

Many the passengers on the Titanic were leaving for a new life in 
America.

Unit 3 peace Friede *** n U /piəs/ a situation in which there is no war between countries or groups I don’t get any peace in my room with the others there.

Unit 3 picnic Picknick * n C /ɑpǺknǺk/ a meal eaten outside, especially in the countryside The river here is really beautiful and you can have picnics in the park.

Unit 3 population Bevölkerung *** n C /ɕpǢpjȚɑleǺȓ(ǩ)n/ all the people who live in a particular area In total, about 20% of the population probably have Irish origins.

Unit 3 producer Produzent *** n C /prǩɑdjuəsǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to organize the work and money involved in making a 
film, play, television programme, CD etc

Who was the film's producer?

Unit 3 programme Programm *** n C /ɑprǩȚǱræm/ a plan of activities for achieving something
The charity has recently started a new programme to educate more 
children.

Unit 3 put (sb) off (von etwas) abbringen v /pȚt (sb) Ǣf/
to make someone not want to do something, or to make someone not like 
someone or something

I don’t want to put you off.

Unit 3 reunion Treffen n C /riəɑjuəniǩn/
a social event for people who have not seen each other for a long time, for 
example members of the same family or people who studied or worked 
together

I met a lot of old friends at the reunion.

Unit 3 rollerblading rollerbladen n U /ɑrǩȚlǩ(r)ɕbleǺdǺŋ/ the sport of moving along on boots with small wheels on the bottom There is an interesting park to go rollerblading in the summer.

Unit 3 scarf Schal * n C /skǡə(r)f/
a piece of cloth that you wear round your neck or head to keep warm or to 
make yourself look nice

She's wearing a grey scarf.

Unit 3 settle down niederlassen v /ɑset(ǩ)l daȚn/
to begin to live a quieter life by getting married or staying permanently in a 
place

I want to settle down soon and have children.

Unit 3 settle sesshaft werden *** v /ɑset(ǩ)l/ to go and live permanently in a particular place Two centuries later, Anglo-Saxons also settled in the south.

Unit 3 skating skaten * n U /ɑskeǺtǺŋ/ the activity or sport of moving quickly over a surface on skates There is an interesting park to ice-skating in the winter.

Unit 3 sofa Sofa * n C /ɑsǩȚfǩ/
a large, soft, comfortable seat with arms and a back that two or three people 
can sit on

You can sit down on the sofa if you like.

Unit 3 space Platz *** n U /speǺs/ an empty or available area There really isn’t any space in the house when we have guests.

Unit 3 strange komisch, seltsam *** adj /streǺndȢ/ unusual or unexpected, especially in a way that surprises or worries you The car is making a strange noise.
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Unit 3 tartan Schottenmuster adj/n /ɑtǡə(r)t(ǩ)n/ a pattern of colourful lines and squares on cloth that is typical of Scotland He's wearing a tartan jumper.

Unit 3 tough schwer *** adj /tȜf/ difficult The exam was very tough.
Unit 3 tourist Tourist *** n C /ɑtȚǩrǺst/ someone who is visiting a place on holiday There are not many hotels for tourists.

Unit 3 tribe Stamm ** n C /traǺb/
a large group of related families who live in the same area and share a 
common language, religion, and customs

The first people of Scotland belonged to two tribes called the Picts and 
the Britons.

Unit 3 twin Zwilling ** n C /twǺn/ one of two children born at the same time to the same mother My brother and I are twins.
Unit 3 whisky Whisky * n U /ɑwǺski/ a strong alcoholic drink produced in Scotland, made from barley Can I have a large whisky, please?
Unit 4 Weddings
Unit 4 bouquet Blumenstrauß n C /buəɑkeǺ/ a collection of flowers, cut and tied together in an attractive way The bride throws a bouquet of flowers in the air.
Unit 4 bride Braut * n C /braǺd/ a woman who is getting married, or who has recently married The bride and groom cut the wedding cake together.

Unit 4 bridesmaid Brautjungfer n C /ɑbraǺdzɕmeǺd/ a girl or young woman who helps a bride before and during her wedding A group of young girls (bridesmaids) follow her into the church.

Unit 4 ceremony Hochzeitsfeier ** n C /ɑserǩmǩni/
the formal traditions, actions, or words used to celebrate a traditional or 
religious event

Where and when were the ceremony and the reception?

Unit 4 champagne Champagner n U /ɕȓæmɑpeǺn/
a type of French sparkling wine that people often drink to celebrate special 
occasions

They drink champagne and eat the wedding cake.

Unit 4 church Kirche *** n C /tȓǬə(r)tȓ/ a building that Christians go toin order to worship The ceremony usually takes place in a church.
Unit 4 groom Bräutigam n C /Ǳruəm/ a man who is getting married, or who has recently married What did the bride and groom wear?

Unit 4 guest Gast *** n C /Ǳest/
someone who has been invited to a party, meeting, or other event by the 
people organizing it

How many guests were there?

Unit 4 honeymoon Hochzeitsreise * n C /ɑhȜniɕmuən/ a holiday that two people take after they get married
The married couple often leave the party early to go on their 
honeymoon.

Unit 4 marriage Ehe *** n C/U /ɑmærǺdȢ/ the relationship between two people who are husband and wife Is marriage changing in your country?

Unit 4 priest Pfarrer ** n C /priəst/
someone whose job is to lead worship and perform other duties and 
ceremonies in some Christian churches

The priest performs the marriage ceremony.

Unit 4 reception Hochzeitsempfang ** n C /rǺɑsepȓ(ǩ)n/ a formal party to welcome someone or to celebrate something Where and when were the ceremony and the reception?

Unit 4 registry office Standesamt n C /ɑredȢǺstri ɑǢfǺs/
a place in the UK where births, deaths, and marriages are officially recorded 
and where you can get married without a religious ceremony

They got married in a registry office.

Unit 4 ring Ring *** n C /rǺŋ/ a piece of jewellery in the form of a circle that you wear on a finger A woman wears her wedding ring on the third finger of the left hand.

Unit 4 speech Rede *** n C /spiətȓ/ a formal occasion when someone speaks toan audience Did anyone make a speech?
Unit 4 wedding cake Hochzeitstorte n C/U /ɑwedǺŋ keǺk/ a special cake eaten at weddings They drink champagne and eat the wedding cake.
Unit 4 Relationships

Unit 4 ask (sb) out (jemand) einladen phr /ǡəsk (sb) aȚt/
to invite someone to go with you to a cinema, restaurant etc because you 
want to start a romantic or sexual relationship with them

He asked her out.

Unit 4 be crazy about (sb) (nach jdm) verrückt zu sein phr /bi ɑkreǺzi ǩɑbaȚt/ very much in love with someone He was crazy about her.

Unit 4 be in love with (sb) verliebt sein phr /bi Ǻn ɑlȜv wǺð/
to care very much about someone, especially members of your family or 
close friends

She was in love with him too.

Unit 4 divorce Scheidung ** n C /dǺɑvǤə(r)s/ a legal way of ending a marriage The number of divorces is increasing all the time.
Unit 4 divorced geschieden ** adj /dǺɑvǤə(r)st/ no longer married because the marriage has been legally ended Every time I get divorced, I keep the house.
Unit 4 fall in love with (sb) sich (in jdn) verlieben phr /fǤəl Ǻn ɑlȜv wǺð/ to start to love someone I do not fall in love very quickly.

Unit 4 get married to (sb) (jdn) heiraten phr /Ǳet ɑmærid tǩ/ if someone marries, they become the husband or wife of someone She didn’t want to get married to him.

Unit 4 go (out) on a date sich verabreden phr /ǱǩȚ (aȚt) Ǣn ǩ deǺt/
an arrangement in which two people spend some time together, in order to 
find out whether they like each other enough to start a relationship

They went on a date to the cinema.

Unit 4 go out with (sb) (mit jdm) ausgehen phr /ǱǩȚ aȚt wǺð/ to go somewhere to do something enjoyable I usually go out with my best friend.
Unit 4 have an argument about (sth) sich (mit jdm) streiten phr /ǩv ǩn ɑǡə(r)ǱjȚmǩnt ǩɑbaȚt/ an angry disagreement between people He quickly forgets about arguments with his friends.
Unit 4 have (sth) in common (etwas mit jdm) gemeinsam phr /hæv (sth) Ǻn ɑkǢmǩn/ to have the same interests or opinions as someone else They seem to have a lot in common.
Unit 4 partner Partner *** n C /ɑpǡə(r)tnǩ(r)/ someone who you live with and have a sexual relationship with Who doesn’t know that his partner is cheating on him?
Unit 4 split up trennen phr /splǺt Ȝp/ to end a marriage or a sexual or romantic relationship Who has split up with her boyfriend?
Unit 4 Other words & phrases 

Unit 4 active aktiv *** adj /ɑæktǺv/
someone who is active does a lot of different activities and has a lot of 
energy and interests

She's getting older, but she's still very active.

Unit 4 agency Agentur *** n C /ɑeǺdȢ(ǩ)nsi/
a business that provides a service for people or companies, especially by 
giving them information or making arrangements

My brother works for a large agency.

Unit 4 anxious beunruhigt ** adj /ɑæŋkȓǩs/ worried because you think something bad might happen
People with an anxious relationship style are often worried that 
something bad will happen in their relationships.

Unit 4 arrange organisieren *** v /ǩɑreǺndȢ/
to plan and manage the details of a project or event that involves many 
people

It took months to arrange the wedding.

Unit 4 average durchschnittlich *** adj /ɑæv(ǩ)rǺdȢ/ the amount, level, standard etc that is typical of a group of people or things The average UK wedding usually costs about £13,000.

Unit 4 avoid vermeiden *** v /ǩɑvǤǺd/ to try to prevent something from happening She's trying to avoid spending too much money.

Unit 4 basic grundsätzlich *** adj /ɑbeǺsǺk/
forming the main or most important part of something, without which it 
cannot really exist

There are three basic styles of relationship.

Unit 4 believe in sth an etwas glauben *** v /bǺɑliəv Ǻn/ to think that someone or something exists Do you believe in God?
Unit 4 bookstore Buchladen n C /ɑbȚkɕstǤə(r)/ a shop that sells books I bought this at a small bookstore.
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Unit 4 boss Vorgesetze(r), Chef(in) *** n C /bǢs/ the person who is in charge of you at work Can I speak to your boss, please?
Unit 4 business Firma *** n C/U /ɑbǺznǩs/ an organization that buys or sells products or services for money My sister has her own business.

Unit 4 calculate berechnen ** v /ɑkælkjȚleǺt/
to discover a number or amount using mathematics or with a piece of 
equipment such as a calculator

Now calculate your score.

Unit 4 carry on weiterarbeiten v /ɑkæri Ǣn/ to continue doing something Can you carry on working until 7 today?

Unit 4 cheat (on sb) (jdn) betrügen * v /tȓiət/
to secretly have sex with someone other than your husband, wife, or partner. 
You can also say that someone is unfaithful to their husband, wife, or partner

Who doesn’t know that his partner is cheating on him?

Unit 4 check nachschauen *** v /tȓek/ to examine someone orsomething in order to find out if something is present I check my emails twice a day.

Unit 4 cigar Zigarre n C /sǺɑǱǡə(r)/ a tube of dried tobacco leaves that people smoke Charles likes having a cigar in the evenings.

Unit 4 close (to) nahe sein *** adj /klǩȚs/ connected by shared interests and shared feelings such as love and respect They want to be close to other people.

Unit 4 cold kalt ** n C /kǩȚld/ cold air, or a cold environment I think I'll need a coat because it's cold outside.

Unit 4 communicate unterhalten ** v /kǩɑmjuənǺkeǺt/
to express thoughts, feelings, or information to another person or animal, for 
example by speaking or writing

I communicate with my friends by text, Twitter or Facebook more than 
three times a day.

Unit 4 conclusion Fazit *** n C /kǩnɑkluəȢ(ǩ)n/
something that you decide is true after thinking about it carefully and looking 
at all the evidence

The conclusion seems clear: marriage is very much alive and well.

Unit 4 confident sicher ** adj /ɑkǢnfǺd(ǩ)nt/
someone who is confident believes in their own abilities and so does not feel 
nervous or frightened

People with a secure relationship style usually feel confident and safe in 
their relationships.

Unit 4 cover Titelbild *** n C /ɑkȜvǩ(r)/ the outside page at the front or back of a book or magazine On the cover of every popular magazine someone is getting married.

Unit 4 dead tot *** adj /ded/ no longer alive Imagine you are a famous person (alive or dead).

Unit 4 disadvantage Nachteil ** n C /ɕdǺsǩdɑvǡəntǺdȢ/
something that makes someone or something less effective, successful, or 
attractive

What are the advantages and disadvantages of getting married?

Unit 4 excuse Ausrede ** n C /Ǻkɑskjuəs/
a reason that you give to explain why you have done something bad, or why 
you have not done something that you should have done

From time to time, I invent excuses when I don’t feel like going out.

Unit 4 friendly freundlich *** adj /ɑfren(d)li/ someone who is friendly is always pleasant and helpful towards other people Everyone she met at the conference was very friendly.

Unit 4 generation Generation *** n C /ɕdȢenǩɑreǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a group of people in society who are born and live around the same time ‘The prison of marriage belongs to an older generation!’

Unit 4 gnome Wichtel n C /nǩȚm/
an imaginary little man in children’s stories who wears a pointed hat and can 
do magic

My daughter is reading a story about a gnome.

Unit 4 intelligent intelligent ** adj /ǺnɑtelǺdȢ(ǩ)nt/
good at thinking clearly and quickly, at understanding difficult ideas and 
subjects, and at gaining and using knowledge

He's very intelligent. 

Unit 4 invent erfinden ** v /Ǻnɑvent/ to make up a story, excuse etc that is not true I invent excuses when I don't feel like going out.

Unit 4 jacket Jacke *** n C /ɑdȢækǺt/
a short coat that covers the upper part of the body and is made in many 
styles for different occasions and differen tkinds of weather

What is the man with the white jacket doing?

Unit 4 journalist Journalist ** n C /ɑdȢǬə(r)nǩlǺst/
someone whose job is to report the news for a newspaper, magazine, radio 
programme, or television programme

The journalist wrote a brilliant article.

Unit 4 kid Kinder *** n C /kǺd/ a child How many kids do you have?

Unit 4 kiss küssen *** v /kǺs/
to touch someone with your lips because you love them or have sexual 
feelings for them

They kiss each other on the cheek when they meet.

Unit 4 magazine Zeitschrift *** n C /ɕmæǱǩɑziən/
a large thin book with a paper cover, containing reports, photographs, stories 
etc, usually published once a month or once a week

On the cover of every popular magazine someone is getting married.

Unit 4 matter wichtig *** v /ɑmætǩ(r)/ to be important It doesn’t matter if you’re married or not.

Unit 4 newsagent Zeitschriftenladen n C /ɑnjuəzɕeǺdȢ(ǩ)nt/
someone whose job is to sell newspapers and magazines. The shop that 
they work in is also called a newsagent or a newsagent’s

Go to any newsagent and look at the magazines on sale.

Unit 4 on my/her own allein(e) phr /Ǣn maǺ / hǬə(r) ǩȚn/ alone I sometimes prefer to spend my free time on my own.

Unit 4 outgoing kontaktfreudig adj /ɕaȚtɑǱǩȚǺŋ/
someone who is outgoing is friendly and enjoys meeting and talking to 
people

Sally is a very outgoing person.

Unit 4 perfect ideal ** adj /ɑpǬə(r)fǺkt/ as good, correct, or accurate as it is possible to be She has found the perfect job.

Unit 4 personality Persönlichkeit *** n C /ɕpǬə(r)sǩɑnælǩti/
the part of a person that makes them behave in a particular way in social 
situations, for example in a friendly or unfriendly way, or in a confident or shy 
way

Does he have the right personality for the job?

Unit 4 prefer bevorzugen, vorziehen *** v /prǺɑfǬə(r)/ to like or want someone or something more than someone or something else I sometimes prefer to spend my free time on my own.

Unit 4 princess Prinzessin ** n C /ɕprǺnɑses/
a female member of a royal family, especially one whose parent or 
grandparent is the king or queen

We can see the Princess now.

Unit 4 prison Gefängnis *** n C /ɑprǺz(ǩ)n/ an institution where people are kept as punishment for committing a crime ‘The prison of marriage belongs to an older generation!’

Unit 4 professor Professor ** n C /prǩɑfesǩ(r)/ a senior teacher in a college or university Marriage, said one of my professors at university, belongs to the past.

Unit 4 promise versprechen *** v /ɑprǢmǺs/ to tell someone that you will definitely do something I told you the truth. I promise.
Unit 4 realise / realize verstehen *** v /ɑrǺǩlaǺz/ to know and understand something Thomas realised he was in love with Jane.

Unit 4 referee Schiedsrichter ** n C /ɕrefǩɑriə/ someone whose job is to make sure that players in a game obey the rules Three players spoke to the referee.

Unit 4 rely on (sb) sich (auf jdn) verlassen ** v /rǺɑlaǺ Ǣn/ to trust someone or something to do something for you I know that I can always rely on my friends.
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Unit 4 romantic romantisch adj /rǩȚɑmæntǺk/ making you have feelings of love and excitement They had a very romantic evening.

Unit 4 secret Geheimnis *** adj/n C /ɑsiəkrǩt/
a piece of information that is known by only a small numberof people, and is 
deliberately not told to other people

I never tell my secrets to people I do not know well.

Unit 4 secure stabil ** adj /sǺɑkjȚǩ(r)/ safe from attack, harm, or damage
People with a secure relationship style usually feel confident and safe in 
their relationships.

Unit 4 shame Schande ** n U /ȓeǺm/
a guilty and embarrassed feeling that you have when you or someone else 
has behaved badly

His actions brought shame on his family.

Unit 4 share teilen *** v /ȓeǩ(r)/ to use or to have something at the same time as someone else I share photos with all my friends online. 
Unit 4 single mother alleinerziehende Mutter n C /ɑsǺŋǱ(ǩ)l mȜðǩ(r)/ a woman bringing up children on her own She has a job and she's a single mother.

Unit 4 smile lächeln *** n C/v /smaǺl/
to raise the corners of your mouth when you are happy, pleased, or being 
friendly, or when you think something is funny

She smiled with victory.

Unit 4 solve lösen *** v /sǢlv/ to find a solution to something that is causing difficulties I usually try to solve my problems myself.

Unit 4 statue Statue ** n C /ɑstætȓuə/
a human or animal image that is made of stone, wood, metal etc and is 
usually larg

They took a photo of the statue. 

Unit 4 swap tauschen * v /swǢp/ to give something to someone in exchange for something else Who decides to swap homes?
Unit 4 thief Dieb ** n C /θiəf/ someone who steals something The police caught the thief quite easily.
Unit 4 trust vertrauen *** v /trȜst/ to be confident that someone is honest, fair, and reliable They find it difficult to trust others.
Unit 4 unusual ungewöhnlich *** adj /ȜnɑjuəȢȚǩl/ not normal, common, or ordinary Did anything interesting or unusual happen?

Unit 4 vegetarian Vegetarier adj/n C /ɕvedȢǩɑteǩriǩn/
someone who chooses not to eat meat or fish; relating to or intended for 
vegetarians

Sandra is a vegetarian.

Unit 4 vice versa umgekehrt adv /ɕvaǺs ɑvǬə(r)sǩ/ the opposite of what has been said
If I help you finish your work and vice versa, we can go out together 
later.

Unit 4 victory Triumph *** n C /ɑvǺkt(ǩ)ri/ a situation in which someone’s principles or goals become officially accepted We won,' she said with a smile of victory.

Unit 4 yoga Yoga n U /ɑjǩȚǱǩ/
an activity that involves doing physical and breathing exercises to make you 
stronger and make your mind and body relax

Mike does yoga to relax in the evenings.

Unit 5 Compound nouns

Unit 5 backpack Rucksack n C /ɑbækɕpæk/
a bag that you carry on your back, used when you are walking long distances 
or travelling to several different places

Can I put my camera in your backpack?

Unit 5 boyfriend Freund ** n C /ɑbǤǺɕfrend/ a man or boy that you are having a sexual or romantic relationship with Do you have a boyfriend?

Unit 5 cable car Seilbahn n C /ɑkeǺb(ǩ)l kǡə(r)/
a small vehicle that hangs from a cable, used for taking people up and down 
mountains

Now a hotel company is going to build a cable car to the top of Machu 
Picchu.

Unit 5 camping-gas stove Campingkocher n C /ɑkæmpǺŋǱæs stǩȚv/
a small piece of equipment that produces a flame for cooking by burning gas, 
and that can be used outside

They cooked dinner on the camping-gas stove.

Unit 5 credit card Kreditkarte n C /ɑkredǺt kǡə(r)d/ a small plastic card that you use to buy things now and pay for them later Can I pay by credit card?

Unit 5 dinner party
Abendessen/Feier am Abend 
mit Essen

n C /ɑdǺnǩ(r) pǡə(r)ti/ a social event in which you invite people to your house for an evening meal We're going to have a dinner party on Friday.

Unit 5 first-aid kit Erste-Hilfe-Kasten n C /ɑfǬə(r)steǺd kǺt/
a small box or bag with the things that you would need to treat someone if 
they were injured or suddenly became ill

Don't forget to pack the first-aid kit.

Unit 5 flashlight Taschenlampe n C /ɑflæȓɕlaǺt/ a small electric light operated by batteries that you hold in your hand I've lost my flashlight.

Unit 5 guide book Reiseführer * n C /ɑǱaǺdɕbȚk/ a book for tourists that provides information about a place What does it say in the guide book?
Unit 5 insect spray Moskitospray n U /ɑǺnsekt spreǺ/ a liquid for killing flies and similar insects Did you pack the insect spray?
Unit 5 mobile phone Handy n C /ɑmǩȚbaǺl fǩȚn/ a small phone that you can carry around with you You can reach me on my mobile phone.
Unit 5 penknife Taschenmesser n C /ɑpenɕnaǺf/ a small knife with one or more blades that fold into the handle I can cut that with my penknife.
Unit 5 sleeping bag Schlafsack n C /sliəpǺŋ bæǱ/ a warm bag that you sleep in, especially when camping Sarah's sleeping bag is very comfortable.

Unit 5 sunglasses Sonnenbrille n plur /ɑsȜnɕǱlǡəsǺz/
glasses with dark lenses that you wear to protect your eyes when the sun is 
bright

I need to buy some new sunglasses.

Unit 5 tea bag Teebeutel n C /tiə bæǱ/
a small paper bag with tea leaves inside that you put boiling water over to 
make tea

The Inca Trail is crowded and dirty with old tea bags and water bottles 
everywhere.

Unit 5 tour guide Fremdenführer n C /ɑtȚǩ(r) ǱaǺd/
someone whose job it is to show tourists around a place and explain its 
history, architecture etc

Ana Redondo, a tour guide, explains the problem.

Unit 5 T-shirt T-Shirt n C /tiəȓǬə(r)t/ a soft shirt that usually has short sleeves and no collar This T-shirt is losing it's colour. 

Unit 5 video camera Videokamera n C /ɑvǺdiǩȚ ɑkæm(ǩ)rǩ/ a piece of equipment used for recording something onto videotape We're going to take a video camera.

Unit 5 water bottle Wasserflasche n C /ɑwǤətǩ(r) bǢt(ǩ)l/ a container that you fill with water and carry with you
The Inca Trail is crowded and dirty with old tea bags and water bottles 
everywhere.

Unit 5 Air travel

Unit 5 attendant Flugbegleiter * n C /ǩɑtendǩnt/ someone whose job is to look after passengers You want to request some things from the flight attendant.

Unit 5 board einsteigen * v /bǤə(r)d/ to get onto a ship, aircraft, train, or bus When does his plane board?

Unit 5 boarding card Bordkarte n C /ɑbǤə(r)dǺŋ kǡə(r)d/
a card that each passenger has to show before they are allowed to get on a 
plane or a ship

Go to the departure gate and show your boarding card.

Unit 5 book buchen *** v /bȚk/
to buy tickets, or to arrange to have or use something at a particular time in 
the future

Book your flight and get your ticket.

Unit 5 check in einchecken v /tȓek Ǻn/
to arrive at a hotel or a private hospital where you have arranged to stay and 
give your personal details to the person working at the reception desk

Go to the check-in and check in your luggage.

Unit 5 check-in Check-In n U /tȓekǺn/ the place you go to when you arrive at an airport or hotel Go to the check-in and check in your luggage.
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Unit 5 departure Abflug ** n C /dǺɑpǡə(r)tȓǩ(r)/ an occasion when someone leaves a place, for example to go on a journey What is his departure gate?

Unit 5 duty-free Duty-Free adj /ɑdjuətifriə/
duty-free goods are cheaper than the usual price because you do not pay 
any tax on them

Go to the departure hall and into the duty-free shop.

Unit 5 fasten schließen * v /ɑfǡəs(ǩ)n/
to close something such as a piece of clothing or a bag using the buttons, 
zip, clip etc on it

Could you to fasten your seat belt and close the table in front of you, 
please?

Unit 5 flight Flug *** n C /flaǺt/ a journey through air or space in a vehicle such as a plane You are a passenger on a long-distance flight.
Unit 5 gate Gate *** n C /ǱeǺt/ the place at an airport where people get on a plane Go to the departure gate and show your boarding card.
Unit 5 hall Halle *** n C /hǤəl/ a large room used for meetings, concerts, or other public events Go to the departure hall and into the duty-free shop.

Unit 5 hand luggage Handgepäck n U /hænd ɑlȜǱǺdȢ/ small bags that passengers are allowed to carry with them on a plane or bus Put your hand luggage in the overhead locker.

Unit 5 land landen *** v /lænd/
to come down to the ground or to a surface after moving or falling through 
the air

The plane is going to land in about twenty minutes.

Unit 5 locker Gepäckfach * n C /ɑlǢkǩ(r)/
one of a row of small cupboards above the seats in a plane where 
passengers can store things during a flight

Put your hand luggage in the overhead locker.

Unit 5 luggage Gepäck * n U /ɑlȜǱǺdȢ/ bags and suitcases that you take on a journe Go to the check-in and check in your luggage.
Unit 5 overhead über dem Kopf * adj /ɕǩȚvǩ(r)ɑhed/ above your head Put your hand luggage in the overhead locker.

Unit 5 pack packen *** v /pæk/
to put your possessions into a bag, case, or box so that you can take orsend 
them somewhere

Pack your bags.

Unit 5 passenger Passagier *** n C /ɑpæsǺndȢǩ(r)/
someone who travels in a motor vehicle, aircraft, train, or ship but is not the 
driver or one of the people who works on it

Where is the passenger going?

Unit 5 passport Reisepass * n C /ɑpǡəspǤə(r)t/
an official document containing your photograph and showing which country 
you are a citizen of. You use your passport when travelling to foreign 
countries

Can I see your passport, please?

Unit 5 passport control Passkontrolle n U /ɑpǡəspǤə(r)t kǩnɑtrǩȚl/
an area, for example in an airport or a railway station, where your passport is 
checked when you go from one country to another

Show your ticket and passport at passport control.

Unit 5 seat Sitz *** n C /siət/
a seat as a passenger on a plane, bus etc or as a member of the audience in 
a theatre, which you pay for in order to use

What is the passenger’s seat number?

Unit 5 seat belt Sitzgurt n C /ɑsiət belt/
a strong belt in a car or plane that you fasten around yourself to hold you in 
your seat

Fasten your seat belt and wait for take-off.

Unit 5 security Sicherheitskontrolle *** n U /sǺɑkjȚǩrǩti/ the department within an organization that protects buildings and workers Go through security.

Unit 5 security guard Sicherheitsbediensteter n C /sǺɑkjȚǩrǩti Ǳǡə(r)d/ someone whose job is to guard something The security guard checked our luggage.
Unit 5 take-off abfliegen n C/U /ɑteǺk Ǣf/ an occasion when a plane leaves the ground and starts to fly Fasten your seat belt and wait for take-off.
Unit 5 terminal Terminalgebäude ** n C /ɑtǬə(r)mǺn(ǩ)l/ a large building at an airport where passengers arrive and leave Go to the airport terminal.

Unit 5 ticket Flugschein *** n C /ɑtǺkǺt/ a piece of paper that shows you have paid for a journey on a train, plane etc Book your flight and get your ticket.

Unit 5 Hotels

Unit 5 air conditioning Klima-Anlage n U /eǩ(r) kǩnɑdǺȓ(ǩ)nǺŋ/ a system that makes the air inside a building, room, or vehicle colder Does the room have air conditioning?

Unit 5 central heating Zentralheizung n U /ɑsentrǩl ɑhiətǺŋ//
a system for heating a whole building by sending hot air or water through 
pipes to all the rooms

There was no central heating.

Unit 5 connection Verbindung *** n C /kǩɑnekȓ(ǩ)n/ a means of communicating using a telephone or computer network For me, an internet connection is the most important.

Unit 5 countryside Land *** n U /ɑkȜntriɕsaǺd/ the area outside towns and cities, with farms, fields, and trees It's a small village in the countryside.

Unit 5 facility Einrichtung *** n C /fǩɑsǺlǩti/
something such as a room or piece of equipment that is provided at a place 
for people to use

What facilities are available?

Unit 5 gym Fitnessstudio * n C /dȢǺm/ a large hall or room with special equipment for doing physical exercises The door to the gym is locked.

Unit 5 lift Aufzug ** n C /lǺft/
a machine that carries people up or down between different levels of a tall 
building

There was a broken lift.

Unit 5 location Lage *** n C /lǩȚɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n/
the place or position where someone or something is or where something 
happens

The hotel is in a great location.

Unit 5 minibar Minibar n C /ɑmǺniɕbǡə(r)/ a small cupboard of alcoholic drinks for guests in a hotel bedroom There’s no water in the minibar.

Unit 5 room service Zimmer-Service n U /ruəm ɑsǬə(r)vǺs/
a service provided by a hotel that allows you to have food and drink brought 
to your room

Can we order room service?

Unit 5 satellite TV Satelliten-TV ** n C /ɑsætǩlaǺt/
television programmes that are sent to your television using satellite 
communications

Does the hotel have satellite TV?

Unit 5 sauna Sauna n C /ɑsǤənǩ
a small hot wooden room that people sit in in order to sweat (=produce water 
from their skin)

I'm going for a sauna before dinner.

Unit 5 shower Dusche ** n C /ɑȓaȚǩ(r)/
a piece of equipment that produces a flow of water that you stand under to 
wash your body

They had a cold shower.

Unit 5 single Einzel- *** adj /ɑsǺŋǱ(ǩ)l/ designed for one person, or used by one person I'd like a single room, please.
Unit 5 twin Doppel- ** n C /twǺn/ a twin-bedded room has two single beds (=beds for one person) Can we book a twin room?
Unit 5 vacancy freies Zimmer * n C /ɑveǺkǩnsi/ a room in a hotel that is available for someone to stay in Do you have any vacancies next weekend?
Unit 5 Verb patterns

Unit 5 be interested in + verb + -ing sich für etwas interessieren *** v /bi ɑǺntrǩstǺd Ǻn/ wanting to know about or take part in something
I’m more interested in finding out about the people who live in that part 
of the world.

Unit 5 hope to + infinitive hoffen *** v /hǩȚp tǩ/ to want and expect to do something I hope to go with a friend.
Unit 5 intend to + infinitive vorhaben *** v /Ǻnɑtend tǩ/ to have a plan in your mind to do something If he hasn’t got enough money, I intend to go alone.
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Unit 5 look forward to + verb + -ing sich auf etwas freuen v /lȚk ɑfǤə(r)wǩ(r)d tǩ/ to feel happy and excited about something that is going to happen I’m really looking forward to riding the motorbike.

Unit 5 plan to + infinitive planen *** v /plæn tǩ/ to intend to do something I plan to visit the village where my father was born.

Unit 5 want to + infinitive wollen *** v /wǢnt tǩ/ to feel that you would like to do something I want to have an exhibition of the photos when I get back.

Unit 5 would like to + infinitive würde gerne v / wȚd laǺk tǩ/ used for saying that you want to do something I would really like to see the monster
Unit 5 Other words & phrases 

Unit 5 activist Aktivist * n C /ɑæktǺvǺst/
someone who takes part in activities that are intended to achieve political or 
social change, especially someone who is a member of an organization

Ana is an activist who belongs to an organization that wants to save 
Machu Picchu.

Unit 5 afterwards nachher *** dv /ɑǡəftǩ(r)wǩ(r)dz/ after something else that you have already mentioned We could have a drink then go for dinner afterwards.

Unit 5 ancient uralt *** adj /ɑeǺnȓ(ǩ)nt/ very old
Follow the trail of the conquistadors and discover the ancient Peruvian 
cities.

Unit 5 attendant (Flug-) Begleiter * n C /ǩɑtendǩnt/ someone whose job is to look after passengers You want to request some things from the flight attendant. Already 

included in listing above.
Unit 5 beach Strand *** n C /biətȓ/ an area of sand or small stones beside the sea or a lake The Rio Hotel, for example, has an Ipanema beach.
Unit 5 beauty Schönheit *** n U /ɑbjuəti/ the quality of being beautiful or very good to look at Experience the beauty of the seas of Borneo.

Unit 5 bell Glocke ** n C /bel/
a metal object shaped like an upside down cup that makes a noise when its 
sides are hit by a metal piece inside it

They rang the church bells at the wedding.

Unit 5 breathtaking atemberaubend * adj /ɑbreθɕteǺkǺŋ/ extremely impressive or beautiful
The city ruins, the Inca bridge, the mountain views and the beautiful 
river valley below are all absolutely breathtaking.

Unit 5 build bauen *** v /bǺld/ to make a building or other large structure by putting its parts together
Now a hotel company is going to build a cable car to the top of Machu 
Picchu.

Unit 5 calm ruhig bleiben ** adj /kǡəm/ not affected by strong emotions such as excitement, anger, shock, or fear Please try to stay calm. 

Unit 5 capital Hauptstadt *** n C /ɑkæpǺt(ǩ)l/ the most important place for an activity or industry It is the hotel capital of the world.

Unit 5 casino Spielbank n C /kǩɑsiənǩȚ/
a place where people gamble (=risk money in the hope of winning more) by 
playing card games, roulette, or slot machines

Many tourists never go outside their hotels, which have everything you 
could possibly want: bars, restaurants, casinos …

Unit 5 cleanliness Sauberkeit n U /ɑklenlinǩs/ the process of keeping yourself and your possessions and property clean This hotel doesn't seem very concerned with cleanliness.

Unit 5 climb klettern *** v /klaǺm/ to walk to the top of something high
You can climb the Eiffel Tower or visit the Arc de Triomphe at the Paris 
Hotel.

Unit 5 cloud Wolke *** n C /klaȚd/ a white or grey mass of very small drops of water in the sky Fly a Russian MiG-29 jet and see the world from above the clouds

Unit 5 comb Kamm * n C/v /kǩȚm/
an object that you pull through your hair to make it tidy, with a row of thin 
pointed parts called teeth

Can I borrow your comb? 

Unit 5 comfortable bequem *** adj /ɑkȜmftǩb(ǩ)l/ feeling physically relaxed, without any pain or other unpleasant feelings These seats are very comfortable. 

Unit 5 crowded überfüllt * adj /ɑkraȚdǺd/ containing a lot of people, especially too many The Inca Trail is crowded and dirty

Unit 5 depend darauf ankommen *** v /dǺɑpend/
used when you cannot give a definite answer, because different things are 
possible in different situations

It depends on what time we arrive.

Unit 5 destination Ziel ** n C /ɕdestǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the place where someone or something is going Today it is also one of the most popular tourist destinations in the world.

Unit 5 discover entdecken *** v /dǺɑskȜvǩ(r)/ to find a place, fact, or substance that no one knew about before Discover the Jamaica and Puerto Rico of Christopher Colombus.

Unit 5 distillery Brennerei n C /dǺɑstǺlǩri/ a place where strong alcoholic drinks such as whisky are made Looking for the Loch Ness monster (includes visits to whisky distilleries)

Unit 5 dive Tauchgang ** n C/v /daǺv/
a time of swimming underwater using special equipment so that you can 
breathe

An unforgettable dive to the wreck of the Titanic.

Unit 5 dolphin Delfin * n C /ɑdǢlfǺn/ a large sea animal, similar to a fish, with a long nose I’m looking forward to swimming with the dolphins.

Unit 5 exhibition Ausstellung *** n C /ɕeksǺɑbǺȓ(ǩ)n/
a public show where art or other interesting things are put so that people can 
go and look at them

I want to have an exhibition of the photos when I get back.

Unit 5 explore erforschen *** v /ǺkɑsplǤə(r)/
to travel to a place in order to learn about it or to search for something 
valuable such as oil

In 1911 the American explorer Hiram Bingham discovered the ruins of 
the city.

Unit 5 extraordinary außergewöhnlich ** adj /ǺkɑstrǤə(r)d(ǩ)n(ǩ)ri/ very unusual and surprising It is one of the most extraordinary places in the world.
Unit 5 extremely extrem *** adj /Ǻkɑstriəmli/ very: used for emphasizing an adjective or adverb It is extremely popular with tourists.

Unit 5 fast food Fast-Food * n U /ɑfǡəst fuəd/
food that is made and served very quickly, especially food such as a burger 
that you can take away with you

The company is also going to build a large hotel and tourist centre with 
souvenir shops, fast food restaurants and so on.

Unit 5 festival Fest *** n C /ɑfestǺv(ǩ)l/ an event that is held to celebrate a particular thing or activity Experience the magic of the Hungry Ghost Festival in Malaysia.

Unit 5 fix reparieren *** v /fǺks/ to repair something I’ll fix the shower this evening, OK?

Unit 5 forest Wald *** n C /ɑfǢrǺst/ a large area of land covered by trees and other plants growing close together See the lost Mayan pyramids in the rain forest of Mexico.

Unit 5 get changed (sich) umziehen phr /Ǳet ɑtȓeǺndȢd/ tp put on new clothes different from those worn before Do you want to get changed before dinner?

Unit 5 ghost Geist ** n C /ǱǩȚst/ the spirit of a dead person that someone sees or hears
Explore the Pacific islands of southern Japan in the company of Shojo 
ghosts

Unit 5 give up aufgeben v /ǱǺv Ȝp/ to stop doing something that you do regularly He had to give up playing golf when he hurt his back.
Unit 5 hand in abgeben v /hænd Ǻn/ to give something to a person in authority Can everyone hand in the homework on Friday?
Unit 5 hang on festhalten v /hæŋ Ǣn/ to hold tightly to something Hang on to the end of the rope.
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Unit 5 historic historisch ** adj /hǺɑstǢrǺk/ a historic place is important because it is old and interesting or impressive
Follow the path of Alexander the Great through the historic cities of 
Turkey

Unit 5 horrible schrecklich ** adj /ɑhǢrǩb(ǩ)l/ very unpleasant Our room smells of cigarettes. It’s horrible.

Unit 5 hunt Jagd ** n C/v /hȜnt/ to try to find someone or something Yeti Hunt – Two weeks in the high Himalayas on the trail of the yeti

Unit 5 ice Eis *** n U /aǺs/ water that has frozen and become solid We went in a submarine to visit a wreck under the Arctic ice.

Unit 5 in advance im Voraus phr /Ǻn ǩdɑvǡəns/
if you do something in advance, you do it in preparation for a particular time 
or event in the future

Did you book your train tickets in advance?

Unit 5 incredible unglaublich * adj /Ǻnɑkredǩb(ǩ)l/ surprising, or difficult to believe We had incredible journey from Chicago to Los Angeles.

Unit 5 jet Jet ** n C /dȢet/ a plane that can fly very fast and gets its power from a jet engine Fly a Russian MiG-29 jet and see the world from above the clouds.

Unit 5 journey Reise *** n C /ɑdȢǬə(r)ni/
an occasion when you travel from one place to another, especially when 
there is a long distance between the places

Others take the train and then a bus for the last part of the journey.

Unit 5 jungle Dschungel * n C/U /ɑdȢȜŋǱ(ǩ)l/ a thick tropical forest I plan to spend two weeks in the jungle.

Unit 5 kayak Kajak n C /ɑkaǺæk/
a small covered canoe (=narrow boat with a point at each end) that you 
move with a single paddle that has two flat ends

I want to kayak down the Katun River.

Unit 5 key Schlüssel *** n C /kiə/
a small piece of metal used for opening or locking a door or a container, or 
for starting the engine of a vehicle

They gave their key to the woman at reception.

Unit 5 local einheimisch *** adj /ɑlǩȚk(ǩ)l/
in or related to the area that you live in, or to the particular area that you are 
talking about

There are going to be a lot more tourists and that means more jobs for 
the local people.

Unit 5 lock verschlossen *** v /lǢk/
to fasten something such as a door or a container, usually with a key, so that 
other people cannot open it

The door to the gym is locked..

Unit 5 luxury Luxus * n U /ɑlȜkȓǩri/ something expensive that you enjoy but do not really need When we got home from the camping trip, hot water felt like a luxury.

Unit 5 magic Zauber ** n U /ɑmædȢǺk/
the mysterious power that some people believe can make impossible things 
happen if you do special actions or say special words called spells

Experience the magic of the Hungry Ghost Festival in Malaysia.

Unit 5 map Landkarte *** n C /mæp/
a drawing of an area that shows the positions of things such as countries, 
rivers, cities, and streets

I'll give you a map.

Unit 5 metal Metall *** n C/U /ɑmet(ǩ)l/
a hard, usually shiny element that exists naturally in the ground or in rock, for 
example lead, gold, or iron

The boat is made of metal.

Unit 5 mind (etwas) dagegen haben *** v /maǺnd/ to feel annoyed, upset, or unhappy about something I don't mind where we go this evening.

Unit 5 minister Minister *** n C /ɑmǺnǺstǩ(r)/
an official in charge of a government department in the UK and some other 
countries

Tomorrow, we are meeting government ministers.

Unit 5 monster Monster ** n C /ɑmǢnstǩ(r)/ an imaginary creature that is large and frightening Looking for the Loch Ness monster (includes visits to whisky distilleries)

Unit 5 motorbike Motorrad * n C /ɑmǩȚtǩ(r)ɕbaǺk/
a road vehicle that has two wheels and an engine and looks like a large 
heavy bicycle

I’m really looking forward to riding the motorbike.

Unit 5 nervous nervös ** adj /ɑnǬə(r)vǩs/ feeling excited and worried, or slightly afraid The singer looks a bit nervous.

Unit 5 object Ding *** n C /ɑǢbdȢekt/ a thing that you can see and touch that is not alive and is usually solid You can take six objects with you.

Unit 5 organization Organisation *** n C /ɕǤə(r)ǱǩnaǺɑzeǺȓ(ǩ)n/
a group of people who have a particular shared purpose or interest, for 
example a political party or charity

Ana’s organization is trying to stop the cable car.

Unit 5 path Weg *** n C /pǡəθ/ a way from one place to another that people can walk along A centuries-old path that takes three or four days on foot.

Unit 5 receipt Quittung ** n C /rǺɑsiət/
a document that you get from someone showing that you have given them 
money or goods

Can I have a receipt, please?

Unit 5 rubbish Abfall ** n U /ɑrȜbǺȓ/
things that you throw away because they are no longer useful, such as old 
food, paper or plastic used for wrapping things, and empty containers

Tourists leave their rubbish on the Inca Trail.

Unit 5 ruins Ruinen * n pl /ɑruəǺnz/ the parts of anything that are left after the rest of it has been destroyed Looking after the ruins is expensive.

Unit 5 save sparen *** v /seǺv/ to regularly put money in a bank or invest it so that you can use it later We’re going to save money to buy a flat.

Unit 5 search suchen *** v /sǬə(r)tȓ/ an attempt to find something Police are searching for the criminal.
Unit 5 shout rufen *** v /ȓaȚt/ to say something in a loud voice You'll need to shout because the music is too loud.

Unit 5 sign Zeichen *** n C /saǺn/
a written symbol that has a particular meaning, such as % meaning ‘per cent’ 
or $ meaning ‘dollar’

What is your star sign?

Unit 5 sky diving Sky-Diving n U /ɑskaǺɕdaǺvǺŋ/
the sport of jumping out of a plane and falling for as long as possible before 
opening your parachute

Paragliding and sky diving in America’s Wild West

Unit 5 smell riechen ** n C/v /smel/ to have a quality that you notice when you breathe in through your nose Our room smells of cigarettes.

Unit 5 souvenir Andenken * n C /ɕsuəvǩɑnǺǩ(r)/
something that you buy during a holiday or at a special event to remind you 
later of being there

The company is also going to build a large hotel and tourist centre with 
souvenir shops …

Unit 5 spider Spinne * n C /ɑspaǺdǩ(r)/ a small creature with eight legs that usually weaves a wb to catch insects There’s a spider in the bath!

Unit 5 spokesman Sprecher *** n C /ɑspǩȚksmǩn/ a male spokesperson
‘The cable car is good news for Machu Picchu,’ says a company 
spokesman.

Unit 5 stairs Treppe *** n pl /steǩ(r)s/ a set of steps that allow you to go from one level of a building to another The elevator wasn't working so I took the stairs.
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Unit 5 submarine U-Boot * n C /ɑsȜbmǩriən/ a ship that can travel both on the surface of the water and under water A visit by submarine to a wreck under the Arctic ice

Unit 5 temple Tempel ** n C /ɑtemp(ǩ)l/
a building used for worship in some religions, typically religions other than 
Christianity

I want to visit the old temples.

Unit 5 throw werfen *** v /θrǩȚ/ to use your hand to send an object through the air Throw me the ball.

Unit 5 trail Spur ** n C /treǺl/
a path through the countryside, especially one designed for walking for 
pleasure

Follow the trail of the conquistadors and discover the ancient Peruvian 
cities.

Unit 5 treasure Schatz ** n C/U /ɑtreȢǩ(r)/ a collection of valuable things, especially jewels or gold and silver objects
Mayan Treasures – See the lost Mayan pyramids in the rain forest of 
Mexico.

Unit 5 vacancy freies Zimmer * n C /ɑveǺkǩnsi/ a room in a hotel that is available for someone to stay in The hotel has no vacancies at the moment.

Unit 5 valley Tal *** n C /ɑvæli/
a low area of land between mountains or hills, usually with a river flowing 
through it

Cycling through the volcanic valleys of Reunion Island

Unit 5 view Blick *** n C /vjuə/  the ability to see something from a particular place
The city ruins, the Inca bridge, the mountain views and the beautiful 
river valley below are all absolutely breathtaking.

Unit 5 volcano Vulkan * n C /vǢlɑkeǺnǩȚ/
a mountain that forces hot gas, rocks, ash, and lava (=melted rock) into the 
air through a hole at the top

I intend to take a lot of photos of the volcanoes and the animals and 
everything.

Unit 5 wall Mauer *** n C /wǤəl/ an upright side of a room inside a building My wife is looking forward to seeing the wall.

Unit 5 waterfall Wasserfall * n C /ɑwǤətǩ(r)ɕfǤəl/
a place where water flows over the edge of a cliff, rock, or other steep place 
onto another level below

The Rio Hotel, for example, has an Ipanema beach, waterfalls, four 
swimming pools and sixteen restaurants.

Unit 5 welcome willkommen *** v /ɑwelkǩm/
to greet someone in a polite and friendly way when they have come to see 
you or to help you

Good evening everybody, and welcome.

Unit 5 wreck Wrack * n C /rek/ a ship that has sunk An unforgettable dive to the wreck of the Titanic.
Unit 5 yacht Yacht * n C /jǢt/ a large expensive boat that is used for racing or sailing He's spending 2 weeks on his yacht.
Unit 6 Food

Unit 6 bacon Speck * n U /ɑbeǺkǩn/
meat from a pig that is treated with smoke or salt, and is often cooked in 
rashers (=thin pieces)

Elvis got up late and his first meal of the day was breakfast at five 
o’clock in the afternoon: bacon and eggs,

Unit 6 bean Bohnen ** n C /biən/ a seed of various plants that is cooked and eaten or ground and drunk There are more than 100 different varieties of coffee bean

Unit 6 beer Bier *** n C/U /bǺǩ(r)/
a yellow or brown alcoholic drink made from malt (=grain that has been left in 
water and then dried) and hops (=a type of plant)

Juice is healthier for you than beer.

Unit 6 breakfast Frühstück *** n C /ɑbrekfǩst/ the first meal you have in the morning Another time, he ordered a large ice cream for breakfast.

Unit 6 cake Kuchen *** n C/U /keǺk/
a sweet food made by baking a mixture that usually contains sugar, eggs, 
flour, and butter or oil

After that, it was snacks: pizza and hot dogs, hamburgers and fries, 
chocolate and cakes.

Unit 6 caviar Kaviar n U /ɑkæviɕǡə(r)/ fish eggs eaten as food, usually spread on bread The best caviar in the world comes from Russia.

Unit 6 chicken Huhn ** n C/U /ɑtȓǺkǺn/ the meat of a chicken I think that the chicken burgers at The Alabama Chicken are good.

Unit 6 chip Pommes Frites ** n C /tȓǺp/ a long thin piece of potato cooked in hot oil Pizzas are cheaper than steak and chips.

Unit 6 chocolate Schokolade ** n C/U /ɑtȓǢklǩt/ a sweet brown food eaten as a sweet or used for flavouring other food The President gave him a large box of chocolates.

Unit 6 coffee Kaffee *** n C/U /ɑkǢfi/
a hot, slightly bitter drink made by pouring hot water over brown powder 
consisting of coffee beans that have been ground (=crushed into very small 
pieces)

Do you prefer tea or coffee?

Unit 6 cookbook Kochbuch n C /ɑkȚkɕbȚk/
a book that contains recipes (=a list of the things you need and instructions 
for preparing and cooking food)

To begin with, this is not a cookbook.

Unit 6 cookie Keks n C /ɑkȚki/ a small sweet biscuit
Elvis’ last meal before he died was four scoops of ice cream with six 
chocolate cookies.

Unit 6 crisp Chip * n C /krǺsp/ a thin flat round piece of potato that has been cooked in fat and is eaten cold I just had a packet of crisps for lunch.

Unit 6 diet Ernährung *** n C /ɑdaǺǩt/ the food that a person or animal usually eats It's important to have a healthy diet.
Unit 6 dish Gericht ** n C /dǺȓ/ food prepared and cooked in a particular way Spaghetti is my favourite dish.

Unit 6 donut/doughnut Donut n C /ɑdǩȚɕnȜt/
a round sweet food, often in the shape of a ring, that is made by cooking 
dough in oil

One day he was feeling a bit hungry and ate 250g of chocolate and then 
12 donuts.

Unit 6 egg Ei *** n C /eǱ/
the round object with a shell that a female bird produces and a baby bird 
develops in

Elvis got up late and his first meal of the day was breakfast at five 
o’clock in the afternoon: bacon and eggs,

Unit 6 (French) fries Pommes Frites n pl /ɑfrentȓ fraǺz/ chips (=long thin pieces of potato cooked in hot oil)
After that, it was snacks: pizza and hot dogs, hamburgers and fries, 
chocolate and cakes.

Unit 6 fruit Obst *** n U /fruət/ a type of food that grows on trees or plants Would you like a piece of fruit?

Unit 6 ham Schinken * n U /hæm/
the meat from the top part of the back legs of a pig, preserved using salt or 
smoke

Can I have a ham sandwich please?

Unit 6 hamburger Hamburger n C /ɑhæmɕbǬə(r)Ǳǩ(r)/
a food made by pressing small pieces of beef (=meat from a cow) into a flat 
round shape and cooking it in oil

They serve the best hamburgers in our town.

Unit 6 herb Kraut * n C /hǬə(r)b/ a plant used for adding flavour to food or as a medicine Spaghetti with a sauce made with tomatoes, meat, onions and herbs.

Unit 6 hot dog Hot Dog n C /hǢt dǢǱ/
a sandwich that consists of two narrow pieces of bread with a sausage 
(=tube of meat) inside

The hot dogs at The Happy Sandwich are nice.

Unit 6 ice cream Eiscreme * n C /aǺs kriəm/
a frozen sweet food made from cream or milk and sugar, often with fruit or 
chocolate added to flavour it

Elvis didn’t like ice cream very much.
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Unit 6 ingredient Zutat ** n C /ǺnɑǱriədiǩnt/ one of the foods or liquids that you use in making a particular meal
Bolognese sauce from supermarkets is made from many different 
ingredients.

Unit 6 junk food Junk Food n C /dȢȜŋk fuəd/ food that is not healthy because it contains a lot of fat, salt, and sugar He ate a lot of junk food.

Unit 6 lemon Zitrone ** n C/U /ɑlemǩn/ fruit with a hard yellow skin and sour juice Squeeze the lemon over the fish.
Unit 6 meal Essen *** n C /miəl/ an occasion when you eat, especially breakfast, lunch, or dinner I can order a meal in a restaurant.

Unit 6 meat Fleisch *** n U /miət/ the flesh of an animal or bird eaten as food Spaghetti with a sauce made with tomatoes, meat, onions and herbs.

Unit 6 microwave Mikrowelle * n C/v /ɑmaǺkrǩɕweǺv/
an oven that cooks food very quickly by passing electricity through it, instead 
of using heat

Heat it up in the microwave before you eat it. 

Unit 6 mineral water Mineralwasser n U /ɑmǺn(ǩ)rǩl ɑwǤətǩ(r)/
water containing minerals that comes from under the ground and that you 
can buy in bottles and drink

Could we have a bottle of mineral water, please?

Unit 6 noodles Nudeln n plur /ɑnuəd(ǩ)ls/ a type of pasta in the form of long thin pieces that cook quickly Would you like rice or noodles?

Unit 6 onion Zwiebel ** n C /ɑȜnjǩn/
a round vegetable with thin dry skin and many layers inside that tastes and 
smells very strong

Spaghetti with a sauce made with tomatoes, meat, onions and herbs.

Unit 6 pasta Pasta * n U /ɑpæstǩ/ an Italian food made from flour and water, and sometimes eggs Which sauce would you like on your pasta?

Unit 6 peanut butter Erdnussbutter n U /ɑpiəɕnȜt bȜtǩ(r)/ a soft food made by crushing peanuts that you usually spread on bread I love peanut butter on toast.

Unit 6 pizza Pizza * n C/U /ɑpiətsǩ/
a food that consists of flat round bread with tomato, cheese, vegetables, 
meat etc on it

Pizzas are cheaper than steak and chips.

Unit 6 potato Kartoffel ** n C /pǩɑteǺtǩȚ/
a very common hard round vegetable that has a brown, red, or yellow skin 
and is white or yellow inside

Can you pass the mashed potato?

Unit 6 recipe Rezept ** n C /ɑresǩpi/ a set of instructions for cooking or preparing a particular food It’s a more traditional recipe.

Unit 6 rice Reis ** n U /raǺs/ a food consisting of small white or brown grains that are eaten cooked I can't eat all this rice. 

Unit 6 salad Salad ** n C/U /ɑsælǩd/
a food containing a mixture of raw vegetables such as lettuce, tomatoes, and 
cucumbers, usually served with a salad dressing

I'll have the chicken salad, please.

Unit 6 salt Salz ** n U /sǤəlt/
a white substance that is often added to food before or after cooking to 
improve its flavour

There isn't enough salt on these crisps. 

Unit 6 sauce Sauce ** n C/U /sǤəs/ a liquid food that you put on other foods to give them a particular flavour Fresh sauce is healthier than sauce in bottles.

Unit 6 sausage Wurst * n C /ɑsǢsǺdȢ/
a food that consists of a tube of skin containing very small pieces of meat 
mixed with spices

Elvis got up late and his first meal of the day was breakfast at five 
o’clock in the afternoon: sausage and eggs.

Unit 6 snack Snack * n C /snæk/ a small amount of food that you eat between meals Elvis even had a fridge in his bedroom for his favorite snacks.

Unit 6 sorbet Sorbet n U /ɑsǤə(r)beǺ/ a sweet food made from fruit juice, ice, and sugar We had a delicious sorbet for desert.
Unit 6 sparkling sprudelnd adj /ɑspǡə(r)k(ǩ)lǺŋ/ sparkling drinks are full of bubbles Would you like still or sparkling water?

Unit 6 steak Steak * n C/U /steǺk/ the meat from a cow, especially a piece without fat that is high in quality Pizzas are cheaper than steak and chips.

Unit 6 strawberry Erdbeere * n C /ɑstrǤəb(ǩ)ri/ a small soft red fruit with a lot of very small seeds on its skin Emma loves strawberries and cream.

Unit 6 sugar Zucker *** n U /ɑȓȚǱǩ(r)/
a sweet substance consisting of very small white or brown pieces that is 
added to food or drinks to make them taste sweet

Do you prefer tea or coffee? How do you take it? (white/black, 
strong/weak, with/without sugar)

Unit 6 tomato Tomate ** n C /tǩɑmǡətǩȚ/ a round red fruit eaten as a vegetable raw in salads or cooked Spaghetti with a sauce made with tomatoes, meat, onions and herbs.

Unit 6 yoghurt/yogurt Joghurt * n C/U /ɑjǢǱǩ(r)t/
a food made from milk that has become thick and slightly sour, sometimes 
with fruit added to it

Is there any yoghurt left in the fridge?

Unit 6 Eating out

Unit 6 bill Rechnung *** n C /bǺl/
a written statement showing how much money you owe someone for goods 
or services you have received

Shall we get the bill?

Unit 6 course Gang *** n C /kǤə(r)s/ one of the parts of a meal You have a fixed choice of two or three courses.
Unit 6 dessert Dessert * n C/U /dǺɑzǬə(r)t/ sweet food that you eat after the main part of a meal No dessert, thanks. Just coffee.
Unit 6 diner Restaurantgast n C /ɑdaǺnǩ(r)/ someone who is eating a meal at a restaurant For their food and drink, the 15 diners paid £150,000.
Unit 6 main course Hauptgericht n C /meǺn kǤə(r)s/ the biggest part of a meal I'd like a hamburger for my main course.
Unit 6 serve servieren *** v /sǬə(r)v/ to provide food and drink for someone to eat at a meal They serve the best hamburgers in our town.
Unit 6 service Bedienung *** n U /ɑsǬə(r)vǺs/ work or duties done for a person or an organization like The New York Donut Shop but the service is slow.

Unit 6 service charge Bedienungsaufschlag n C /ɑsǬə(r)vǺs tȓǡə(r)dȢ/
an amount of money added to your bill in a restaurant to help to pay the 
waiter

The service charge is 10%.

Unit 6 set menu festes Menu n C /set ɑmenjuə/ a list of the food that is only available for a specific meal It will be cheaper if we order the set menu.
Unit 6 starter Vorspeise * n C /ɑstǡə(r)tǩ(r)/ a small amount of food eaten at the start of a meal No starters for me, thanks.
Unit 6 VAT Mehrwertsteuer * n U /ɕviə eǺ ɑtiə/ value added tax: a tax on goods and services That's £25 including VAT.

Unit 6 waiter Kellner * n C /ɑweǺtǩ(r)/ a man or boy who brings food and drink to your table in a restaurant or café The money you pay for your waiter …

Unit 6 waitress Kellnerin * n C /ɑweǺtrǩs/
a woman or girl who brings food and drink to your table in a restaurant or 
café

Do the waiters and waitresses wear uniforms?

Unit 6 Other words & phrases 

Unit 6 addict Abhängige/r * n C /ɑædǺkt/
someone who likes a particular activity very much and spends as much time 
as they can doing it

The most famous coffee addicts in the world were probably the French 
writers Balzac and Voltaire.

Unit 6 alcohol Alkohol ** n U /ɑælkǩɕhǢl/ drinks such as wine and beer that canmake people drunk You can't order alcohol until you're 18.
Unit 6 annual jährlich *** adj /ɑænjuǩl/ happening once a year Are you going to the annual dinner this weekend?

Unit 6 army Armee *** n C /ɑǡə(r)mi/ a large organization of soldiers who are trained to fight wars on land Elvis ate army meals when he was doing his military service,
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Unit 6 artificial künstlich ** adj /ɕǡə(r)tǺɑfǺȓ(ǩ)l/ made by people and used instead of something natural Are those flowers real or artificial?

Unit 6 ashtray Aschenbecher n C /ɑæȓɕtreǺ/
a small flat container where people who smoke put ash and the cigarettes 
they have finished smoking

Can we have an ashtray for the table, please?

Unit 6 authentic authentisch * adj /ǤəɑθentǺk/ traditional or original, or very similar to this The restaurant serves authentic Italian food.

Unit 6 bean Bohne ** n C /biən/ a seed of various plants that is cooked and eaten or ground and drunk There are more than 100 different varieties of coffee bean

Unit 6 bedroom Schlafzimmer *** n C /ɑbedruəm/ a room that you sleep in He had food in his bedroom.

Unit 6 boring langweilig ** adj /ɑbǤərǺŋ/ not at all interesting, and making you feel impatient or dissatisfied When he was young, Elvis ate boring school dinners.

Unit 6 box Schachtel *** n C /bǢks/ a container with straight sides, a flat base, and sometimes a lid The President gave him a large box of chocolates.
Unit 6 busy voll *** adj /ɑbǺzi/ full of people Burger Paradise is always busy.

Unit 6 chapter Kapitel *** n C /ɑtȓæptǩ(r)/ one of the sections into which a book is divided The food in the first two or three chapters is quite normal.

Unit 6 chemical Chemikalie *** n C /ɑkemǺk(ǩ)l/ a substance used in chemistry or produced by a process involving chemistry Dangerous chemicals have leaked out of a factory.

Unit 6 costume Kostüm * n C /ɑkǢstjuəm/ clothes that performers wear in a play, film etc I love her costume.

Unit 6 count zählen *** v /kaȚnt/ to calculate how many people or things there are in a group He always counted 60 beans for each cup of coffee that he made.

Unit 6 customer Kunde *** n C /ɑkȜstǩmǩ(r)/ a person or company that buys goods or services
It now serves coffee to more than 11 million customers around the 
world every week.

Unit 6 delicious köstlich * adj /dǺɑlǺȓǩs/ with a very pleasant taste or smell That was delicious.

Unit 6 diameter Durchmesser * n C /daǺɑæmǺtǩ(r)/
a straight line that crosses a circle through the centre, or the length of this 
line

It was 10cm in diameter.

Unit 6 dish Gericht n C /dǺȓ/ food prepared and cooked in a particular way What's your favourite dish?

Unit 6 draw zeichnen *** v /drǤə/ to create a picture by making lines with a pen or pencil
Artists in California draw leaves, hearts and other designs in your 
coffee.

Unit 6 droppings Kot n pl /ɑdrǢpǺŋz/ the faeces (=solid waste) of animals or birds
An Indonesian cat called Paradoxurus is especially fond of coffee beans 
and Kopi Luwak is made from its droppings!

Unit 6 drug Drogen *** n C /drȜǱ/
an illegal substance that affects someone physically or mentally when they 
take it (=put it into their body)

His food and the drugs that he took made him feel good, but killed him 
in the end.

Unit 6 face Gesicht *** n C /feǺs/ the front part of your head, where your eyes, nose, and mouth are You have tomato sauce on your face!

Unit 6 fascinating faszinierend ** adj /ɑfæsǺneǺtǺŋ/ making you very interested or attracted It’s a fairly sad story, but a fascinating one, too.
Unit 6 flavour Geschmack ** n C /ɑfleǺvǩ(r)/ the particular taste that food or drink has These crisps are roast chicken flavour.

Unit 6 foodie Feinschmecker n C /ɑfuədi/
someone who enjoys eating or cooking different types of food and who talks 
a lot about food

Who is the biggest ‘foodie’ in the class?

Unit 6 fresh frisch *** adj /freȓ/ fresh food has been recently picked, caught, or prepared Fresh sauce is healthier than sauce in bottles.

Unit 6 fridge Kühlschrank * n C /frǺdȢ/ a piece of equipment that is used for storing food at low temperatures Elvis even had a fridge in his bedroom for his favorite snacks.

Unit 6 healthy gesund *** adj /ɑhelθi/ physically strong and not ill We usually eat quite healthy food.

Unit 6 heart Herz *** n C /hǡə(r)t/ a shape that represents love
Artists in California draw leaves, hearts and other designs in your 
coffee.

Unit 6 ingredient Zutat ** n C /ǺnɑǱriədiǩnt/ one of the foods or liquids that you use in making a particular meal
Bolognese sauce from supermarkets is made from many different 
ingredients.

Unit 6 kill umbringen *** v /kǺl/ to make a person or other living thing die
His food and the drugs that he took made him feel good, but killed him 
in the end.

Unit 6 laboratory Labor ** n C /lǩɑbǢrǩt(ǩ)ri/
a building or large room where people do scientific and medical experiments 
or research

The school has a new laboratory.

Unit 6 leaf Blatt *** n C /liəf/ a flat thin green part of a tree or plant that grows on a branch or stem
Artists in California draw leaves, hearts and other designs in your 
coffee.

Unit 6 lifestyle Lebensstil ** n C /ɑlaǺfɕstaǺl/
the type of life that you have, for example the type of job or house you have 
or the type of activity you like doing

She leads a healthy lifestyle.

Unit 6 lively lebhaft ** adj /ɑlaǺvli/ full of energy and enthusiasm My dog is always lively in the mornings.

Unit 6 market Markt *** n C /ɑmǡə(r)kǺt/ a public building or place where people sell goods on tables called stalls We buy our food at the market.

Unit 6 marvellous wundervoll ** adj /ɑmǡə(r)vǩlǩs/ extremely enjoyable or exciting We've had a marvellous day.
Unit 6 measure messen *** v /ɑmeȢǩ(r)/ to be a particular size It measured 8m.

Unit 6 microwave Mikrowelle * n C/v /ɑmaǺkrǩɕweǺv/
an oven that cooks food very quickly by passing electricity through it, instead 
of using heat

Put it in the microwave for 5 minutes.

Unit 6 military service Wehrdienst n U /ɑmǺlǺt(ǩ)ri sǬə(r)vǺs/ the period of time that someone spends in an army, navy, or air force When he was doing his military service …

Unit 6 movement Bewegung *** n C /ɑmuəvmǩnt/ a group of people who share the same aim and work together to achieve it ‘Slow food’ is a movement that started in France in 1997.

Unit 6 occasion Anlass *** n C /ǩɑkeǺȢ(ǩ)n/ a special or important time or event Today is a special occasion for us.
Unit 6 order bestellen *** v /ɑǤə(r)dǩ(r)/ a request for food or drink in a restaurant or hotel What did the people order to eat?

Unit 6 plant Pflanze *** n C /plǡənt/
a living thing that grows in soil, has leaves and roots, and needs water and 
light from the sun to live

the fruit of the coffee plant

Unit 6 presenter Moderator * n C /prǺɑzentǩ(r)/ the person who introduces a television or radio programme The radio presenter is in Bologna, not Rome.

Unit 6 preservative Konservierungsmitel n C /prǺɑzǬə(r)vǩtǺv/ a chemical substance used for preventing food or wood from decaying Their soups contain no artificial preservatives.

Unit 6 progress Fortschritt *** n U /ɑprǩȚǱres/ the process of developing or improving We've made a lot of progress this week.
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Unit 6 scoop Kugel n C /skuəp/
a tool like a spoon with a deep round part, used for measuring or serving 
various substances

Elvis’ last meal before he died was four scoops of ice cream with six 
chocolate cookies.

Unit 6 serve servieren *** v /sǬə(r)v/ to provide food and drink for someone to eat at a meal What kind of food and drink do you serve?
Unit 6 service Bedienung *** n U /ɑsǬə(r)vǺs/ work or duties done for a person or an organization The service in the restaurant was slower than usual.
Unit 6 shopping list Einkaufsliste n C /ɑȓǢpǺŋ lǺst/ a list of things that you want to buy Tick the items on the shopping list that you can see.
Unit 6 silly lächerlich ** adj /ɑsǺli/ not serious, important, or practical That's a silly idea.
Unit 6 sparkling sprudelnd adj /ɑspǡə(r)k(ǩ)lǺŋ/ sparkling drinks are full of bubbles Would you like still or sparkling water?
Unit 6 special besonders *** adj /ɑspeȓ(ǩ)l/ different from and usually better than what is normal or ordinary What is special about them?

Unit 6 speciality Spezialität * n C /ɕspeȓiɑælǩti/
a food or drink that a person, a restaurant, or a region is well known for and 
that you cannot always get in other places

Spaghetti is a speciality of Bologna.

Unit 6 stale altbacken * adj /steǺl/ stale food such as bread is old and no longer fresh The bread has gone a bit stale.

Unit 6 supermarket Supermarkt ** n C /ɑsuəpǩ(r)ɕmǡə(r)kǺt/ a very large shop that sells food and other products for the home
Bolognese sauce from supermarkets is made from many different 
ingredients.

Unit 6 taste Geschmack *** n/v /teǺst/ the flavour that something creates in your mouth when you eat or drink it Jamaican Blue Mountain is said to have the best taste.

Unit 6 taxi Taxi *** n C /ɑtæksi/
a car whose driver is paid to take you to a particular place, especially a fairly 
short distance

He ate 250g of chocolate and then 12 donuts in his taxi.

Unit 6 variety Art *** n C /vǩɑraǺǩti/
a collection or number of people, things, ideas etc that are all different from 
one another

There are more than 100 different varieties of coffee bean.

Unit 6 weak schwach *** adj /wiək/
a weak liquid contains a lot of water and not much of a substance that gives 
it taste or strength

I prefer my coffee weak.

Unit 6 weigh wiegen ** v /weǺ/ to have a particular weight The heaviest tomato in the world weighed 5kg.
Unit 7 Work
Unit 7 boss Vorgesetzter *** n C /bǢs/ the person who is in charge of you at work I think you should speak to his boss!

Unit 7 application form Bewerbungsbogen ** n C /ɕæplǺɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)nfǤə(r)m/ a printed list of questions that you answer in order to try to get a job Mr Mills, my interviewer, gave me application forms for six jobs.

Unit 7 apply for (sich) bewerben für *** v /ǩɑplaǺ /fǩ(r)/
to make an official request for a job or a place in a college or university, or 
for permission to do or have something

If I don’t apply for the jobs, I lose my benefit!

Unit 7 be fired (from a job) entlassen werden *** v /biə ɑfaǺǩ(r)d/ to be told that you can no longer work at your job She was fired from the job.

Unit 7 career Berufslaufbahn *** n C /kǩɑrǺǩ(r)/
a job or series of related jobs that you do, especially a profession that you 
spend a lot of your working life in

Tom Cruise was thinking of a career in the church.

Unit 7 CV (curriculum vitae) Lebenslauf * n C
/ɕsiə ɑviə/ (/kǩɕrǺkjȚlǩm 

ɑviətaǺ/)

a document giving details of your qualifications and the jobs you have had in 
the past that you send to someone when you are applying for a job

Send us a short letter/CV with your personal details.

Unit 7 deal (with) (mit etwas) umgehen *** v /diəl/ to take action to do something, especially to solve a problem
Good police officers are calm people because they often have to deal 
with dangerous situations.

Unit 7 diploma Diplom n C /dǺɑplǩȚmǩ/
a course of study at a college or university in a vocational subject (=one that 
prepares you for a particular job)

Diploma of Marketing and Sales

Unit 7 do (sth) for a living seinen Lebensunterhalt phr /duə (sth) fǩ(r) ǩ ɑlǺvǺŋ/ to do a job to earn money to live What do I do for a living?

Unit 7 earn verdienen *** v /Ǭə(r)n/ to receive money for work that you do For a time, Tom Cruise earned a living in a New York restaurant.

Unit 7 education Ausbildung *** n U /ɕedjȚɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ someone's experience of of learning or being taught Could you tell me about your education?

Unit 7 in charge (of sth/sb)
(für etwas/jdn) verantwortlich 
sein

phr /Ǻn tȓǡə(r)dȢ/
if you are in charge, you have control over someone or something and are 
responsible for them

At the donut shop, Madonna was in charge of the coffee machine.

Unit 7 interview Vorstellungsgespräch *** n C /ɑǺntǩ(r)ɕvjuə/
a formal meeting in which someone asks you questions to find out if you are 
suitable for a job, course of study etc

I went for an interview at the Jobcentre today.

Unit 7 job Arbeit *** n C /dȢǢb/ work that you do regularly to earn money It was difficult to find a job.

Unit 7 office Büro *** n C /ɑǢfǺs/ a room or building where the people in an organization or department work I’ve got a new job and no one talks to me in the office.

Unit 7 out of work arbeitslos phr /aȚt ǩv ɑwǬə(r)k/ unemployed My sister is out of work.
Unit 7 pay rise Gehaltserhöhung n C /ɑpeǺ raǺz/ an increase in your salary She also got a small pay rise.

Unit 7 professional beruflich *** adj /prǩɑfeȓ(ǩ)nǩl/ relating to work that needs special skills and qualifications
Send us a short letter/CV with your personal details and information 
about your professional experience.

Unit 7 (be/get) promoted befördert werden *** v /prǩɑmǩȚtǺd/ to move someone to a job at a higher level Two years later, she got promoted to ‘senior assistant’.
Unit 7 promotion Beförderung *** n C/U /prǩɑmǩȚȓ(ǩ)n/ a move to a higher level in a company, institution, or sport To apply for a job or promotion, for example.

Unit 7 qualification Qualifizierung *** n C /ɕkwǢlǺfǺɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n/
something such as a degree or a diploma that you get when you successfully 
finish a course of study

What qualifications have you got?

Unit 7 recruitment Arbeitsvermittlung * n U /rǺɑkruətmǩnt/
the process of finding people to join the armed forces, or a company or 
organization

Listen to a conversation in a recruitment agency.

Unit 7 referee Referenzaussteller ** n C /ɕrefǩɑriə/
someone who gives information about your abilities and work experience 
when you are applying for a new job

Include the names of two referees.

Unit 7 responsible (for sth) (für etwas) zuständig sein *** adj /rǺɑspǢnsǩb(ǩ)l/
someone who is responsible for someone or something is in charge of them 
and must make sure that what they do or what happens to them is right or 
satisfactory

He was responsible for cleaning the tables.

Unit 7 retired pensioniert * adj /rǺɑtaǺǩ(r)d/
no longer working because you have reached the age where you are officially 
too old to work

Become an assistant in a home for retired people.

Unit 7 salary Gehalt ** n C /ɑsælǩri/ a fixed amount of money that you earn each month or year from your job Do you think the differences in salary are fair?

Unit 7 temporary befristet *** adj /ɑtemp(ǩ)rǩri/ temporary workers do a job for a limited period of time I have a temporary summer job.

Unit 7 training Weiterbildung *** n U /ɑtreǺnǺŋ/ the process of training people or of being trained for a profession or activity You go on a training course.

Unit 7 well-paid gut bezahlt adj /welpeǺd/ a well-paid person receives a good amount of money for work It’s very well-paid.
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Unit 7 Jobs

Unit 7 accountant Steuerberater ** n C /ǩɑkaȚntǩnt/ someone whose job is to prepare financial records for a company or person My sister works as an accountant.

Unit 7 chauffeur Chauffeur n C /ɑȓǩȚfǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to drive a rich and important person around in their 
car, usually wearing a special uniform

Do you have a chauffeur?

Unit 7 computer Computer *** n C /kǩmɑpjuətǩ(r)/
a machine that stores programs and information in electronic form and can 
be used for a variety of processes, for example writing, calculating, and 
communicating on the Internet

Do a course in computer skills.

Unit 7 programmer Programmierer * n C /ɑprǩȚɕǱræmǩ(r)/ someone whose job is to create computer programs He's studying to be a computer programmer.
Unit 7 dentist Zahnarzt * n C /ɑdentǺst/ someone whose job is to examine and treat people’s teeth I need to go to the dentist.
Unit 7 doctor Arzt *** n C /ɑdǢktǩ(r)/ someone whose job is to treat people who are ill or injured I have an appointment with the doctor at 12.

Unit 7 engineer Ingenieur *** n C /ɕendȢǺɑnǺǩ(r)/
someone who designs or builds things such as roads, railways, bridges, or 
machines

The bridge was designed by a famous engineer.

Unit 7 journalist Journalist ** n C /ɑdȢǬə(r)nǩlǺst/
someone whose job is to report the news for a newspaper, magazine, radio 
programme, or television programme

Earlier this year, successful journalist Pat Side was preparing an article.

Unit 7 lawyer Anwalt *** n C /ɑlǤəjǩ(r)/
someone whose profession is to provide people with legal advice and 
services

You should get yourself a good lawyer.

Unit 7 manager Manager *** n C /ɑmænǺdȢǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to organize and control the work of a business or 
organization or a part of it

When they stop thinking about themselves, they are excellent 
managers.

Unit 7 nurse Krankenschwester *** n C /nǬə(r)s/ someone who is trained to look after ill or injured people, usually in a hospital She's a nurse so she often works at night.

Unit 7 police officer Polizist * n C /pǩɑliəs ɑǢfǺsǩ(r)/ a member of the police
Good police officers are calm people because they often have to deal 
with dangerous situations.

Unit 7 sales assistant Verkäufer n C /seǺls ǩɑsǺst(ǩ)nt/ someone whose job is to help customers and sell things in a shop You can ask for help from the sales assistant.

Unit 7 social worker Sozialarbeiter * n C /ɑsǩȚȓ(ǩ)l wǬə(r)kǩ(r)/
someone who is trained to give help and advice to people who have severe 
social problems

A social worker visits their family once a week.

Unit 7 teacher Lehrer *** n C /ɑtiətȓǩ(r)/ someone whose job is to teach I had a great chemistry teacher when I was at school.

Unit 7 train driver Zugfahrer n C /ɑtreǺn draǺvǩ(r)/ someone who drives a train as their job The train was delayed because the train driver didn't arrive.

Unit 7 waiter Kellner * n C /ɑweǺtǩ(r)/ a man or boy who brings food and drink to your table in a restaurant or café I asked the waiter for another drink 20 minutes ago.

Unit 7 waitress Kellnerin * n C /ɑweǺtrǩs/
a woman or girl who brings food and drink to your table in a restaurant or 
café

I worked as a waitress last summer.

Unit 7 Personality

Unit 7 ambition Ehrgeiz ** n C/U /æmɑbǺȓ(ǩ)n/
something that you very much want to do, usually something that is difficult 
to achieve

They have great ambition, but be careful of them if they do not get what 
they want.

Unit 7 ambitious ehrgeizig ** adj /æmɑbǺȓǩs/ determined to be successful, rich, famous etc How ambitious are they?
Unit 7 emotion Gefühl *** n C/U /ǺɑmǩȚȓ(ǩ)n/ a feeling that you experience, for example love, fear, or anger They do not usually show their emotions.

Unit 7 emotional emotional *** adj /ǺɑmǩȚȓ(ǩ)nǩl/ affected by and expressing strong emotion, especially sadness or anger They often live for their work and they are not very emotional people.

Unit 7 honest ehrlich ** adj /ɑǢnǺst/ a person who is honest does not tell lies or cheat people, and obeys the law They're honest and straightforward in the way they work.

Unit 7 imagination Vorstellungskraft ** n U /ǺɕmædȢǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the ability to think of clever and original ideas, possibilities, or solutions Lots of imagination and ideas, but they get bored quickly.

Unit 7 imaginative fantasievoll * adj /ǺɑmædȢǺnǩtǺv/ used about someone who has new, different, or exciting ideas They aren't the most imaginative people in the world.

Unit 7 independence Unabhängigkeit *** n U /ɕǺndǺɑpendǩns/
the ability to make decisions and live your life free from the control or 
influence of other people

Their independence is important to them.

Unit 7 independent unabhängig *** adj /ɕǺndǺɑpendǩnt/ not depending on other people for help, or preferring to do things by yourself Naturally skilled managers, they are independent and strong.

Unit 7 (well) organized (gut) organisiert * adj /ɑǤə(r)ǱǩnaǺzd/ an organized person arranges and plans activities carefully and effectively They seem calm and organized, but Cancers have a secret sensitivity.

Unit 7 patience Geduld * n U /ɑpeǺȓ(ǩ)ns/ the ability to wait for a long time without becoming angry or upset The perfect boss has a lot of patience.

Unit 7 patient geduldig *** adj /ɑpeǺȓ(ǩ)nt/
someone who is patient is able to wait for a long time or deal with a difficult 
situation without becoming angry or upset

Strong, patient and skilled, Leos want to be boss.

Unit 7 sensitive empfindlich *** adj /ɑsensǩtǺv/ likely to become angry or upset easily They are more sensitive than they seem and they are good listeners.

Unit 7 sensitivity Empfindsamkeit ** n U /ɕsensǩɑtǺvǩti/
a tendency to have strong emotional reactions, especially to be offended 
easily

They seem calm and organized, but Cancers have a secret sensitivity.

Unit 7 skill Fähigkeit *** n C/U /skǺl/ the ability to do something well, usually as a result of experience and training
Well-organized and with very good people skills, they need to learn a bit 
more patience.

Unit 7 skilled geschickt ** adj /skǺld/ having the ability and experience to do something well Naturally skilled managers, they are independent and strong.

Unit 7 Other words & phrases 
Unit 7 ability Fähigkeit *** n C/U /ǩɑbǺlǩti/ the fact of being able to do something Their main strength is their ability to change.

Unit 7 adviser Berater ** n C /ǩdɑvaǺzǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to give advice on subjects they know a lot about, for 
example politics or financial matters

Speak to one of our experienced career advisers.

Unit 7 angry wütend *** adj /ɑæŋǱri/ very annoyed
My boss was angry with me because I was late for the third time this 
week.

Unit 7 appearance Aussehen *** n U /ǩɑpǺǩrǩns/ the way that someone or something looks Improve her appearance.

Unit 7 assistant Assistent ** adj/n C /ǩɑsǺst(ǩ)nt/
someone whose job is to help another person in their work, for example by 
doing the easier parts of it

She works as a customer service assistant.
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Unit 7 astrology Astrologie n U /ǩɑstrǢlǩdȢi/
the study of the movement of the stars and planets and how some people 
think they influence people’s characters and lives

Like it or not, astrology is important.

Unit 7 balance ausgeglichen *** n U /ɑbælǩns/ mental or emotional calm Librans are a happy balance of many opposites.

Unit 7 basic grundsätzlich *** adj /ɑbeǺsǺk/
forming the main or most important part of something, without which it 
cannot really exist

My mobile phone is only the most basic model.

Unit 7 billionaire Milliardär n C /ɕbǺljǩɑneǩ(r)/ someone who has more than a billion pounds or dollars Millionaires don’t use astrology. Billionaires do.’

Unit 7 by chance zufällig phr /baǺ ɑtȓǡəns/ the way things happen without being planned or expected
By chance, she met another woman who had the same name as her 
and was the same age.

Unit 7 cash einlösen * v /kæȓ/ to exchange a cheque for its value in notes and coins I went to the post office to cash it.
Unit 7 celebrity Prominenter * n C /sǩɑlebrǩti/ a famous person, especially in entertainment or sport Have you ever met a celebrity?

Unit 7 cheque Scheck ** n C /tȓek/ a piece of printed paper that you can use instead of money to pay for things Fnally, my unemployment benefit cheque arrived.

Unit 7 contain beinhalten *** v /kǩnɑteǺn/ if an area contains something, you will find that thing there
Somebody, somewhere will probably look at the astrological information 
it contains.

Unit 7 crazy verrückt ** adj /ɑkreǺzi/ not at all sensible or practical But if I don’t apply for the jobs, I lose my benefit! It’s crazy!

Unit 7 cute niedlich adj /kjuət/ attractive, usually small, and easy to like She thought the stars were cute.

Unit 7 dot Punkt * n C /dǢt/ the way that you say the symbol . in an Internet or email address
Is there a dot between your first and second names in your email 
address?

Unit 7 downtown Innenstadt adj/adv /ɕdaȚnɑtaȚn/
in or near the centre of a town or city, especially the business or shopping 
areas

He lives in downtown LA.

Unit 7 earring Ohrring * n C /ɑǺǩrǺŋ/ a piece of jewellery that you wear on your ear She's lost an earring. 

Unit 7 gas Gas *** n C/U /Ǳæs/ a gas burned as fuel, for example to heat your house or cook food I paid the gas and electricity.

Unit 7 haircut Haarschnitt * n C /ɑheǩ(r)ɕkȜt/ the style that your hair has been cut in Have you had a haircut?

Unit 7 horoscope Horoskop n C /ɑhǢrǩɕskǩȚp/
a description of someone’s character and the likely events in their life that is 
based on astrology (=the position of the stars and the date they were born)

Have you read your horoscope yet?

Unit 7 hyphen Bindestrich n C /ɑhaǺf(ǩ)n/
the short line -, used for joining two written words or parts of words, or for 
dividing a word at the end of a line of writing

Sorry, was that a slash or a hyphen?

Unit 7 loads of viele phr /lǩȚdz ǩv/ a lot of something He made loads of famous films.

Unit 7 marketing Marketing *** n U /ɑmǡə(r)kǺtǺŋ/
the ways in which a company encourages people to buy its products by 
deciding on price, type of customer, and advertising policy

He has a Diploma of Marketing and Sales.

Unit 7 mile Meile *** n C /maǺl/ a unit for measuring distance, equal to 1.609 kilometres or 1,760 yards I walked five miles in the cold and rain.

Unit 7 millionaire Millionär * n C /ɕmǺljǩɑneǩ(r)/ someone who has more than a million pounds or dollars Millionaires don’t use astrology. Billionaires do.’

Unit 7 movies Film n pl /ɑmuəviz/ the cinema or the film industry
Tom Cruise was thinking of a career in the church before finding work in 
the movies.

Unit 7 natural angeboren *** adj /ɑnætȓ(ǩ)rǩl/ existing in nature and not produced or caused by people
With their natural intelligence, they understand situations quickly and 
know what to do next.

Unit 7 naturally von Natur aus *** adv /ɑnætȓ(ǩ)rǩli/ as a basic quality or feature of someone or something Naturally skilled managers, they are independent and strong.

Unit 7 philosophy Philosophie *** n U /fǺɑlǢsǩfi/
the study of theories about the meaning of things such as life, knowledge, 
and beliefs

She's studying philosophy at university.

Unit 7 post office Postamt ** n C /ɑpǩȚst ǢfǺs/
a place where you can buy stamps, send letters and parcels, collect money 
given to you by the government etc

I went to the post office to cash the cheque.

Unit 7 recently in der letzten Zeit *** adv /ɑriəs(ǩ)ntli/ at a time that was not long ago, or that started not long ago Have you been to the cinema recently?
Unit 7 sales Vertrieb n pl /seǺls/ he area of business which involves selling products or services He has a Diploma of Marketing and Sales.

Unit 7 situation Situation *** n C /ɕsǺtȓuɑeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the set of conditions that exist at a particular time in aparticular place
Good police officers are calm people because they often have to deal 
with dangerous situations.

Unit 7 slash Schrägstrich n C /slæȓ/ a line (/) that separates numbers, letters, or words in writing Sorry, was that a slash or a hyphen?

Unit 7 smart elegant ** adj /smǡə(r)t/
clean and neat in appearance and dressed in nice fashionable clothes, 
especially in a slightly formal way

Mark always wears smart clothes to work.

Unit 7 star Star *** n C /stǡə(r)/
a famous and popular person, especially an actor, entertainer, or sports 
personality

Match the speakers to the stars.

Unit 7 star sign Sternzeichen n C /ɑstǡə(r) saǺn/
one of the twelve signs of the zodiac that some people believe influence your 
character and what will happen to you in the future

If you haven’t looked at your star sign yet, it’s time that you did.

Unit 7 strength Stärke *** n U /streŋθ/ something that someone does very well Their main strength is their ability to change.

Unit 7 stressed gestresst adj /strest/ affected by stress I’ve got too much work to do and I’m feeling really stressed.

Unit 7 successful erfolgreich *** adj /sǩkɑsesf(ǩ)l/ used about someone who does well in their career or business Earlier this year, successful journalist Pat Side was preparing an article.

Unit 7 suit Anzug *** n C /suət/
a set of clothes made from the same cloth, usually a jacket with trousers or a 
skirt

James wore a suit to the meeting.

Unit 7 team Team *** n C /tiəm/ a group of people who work together They work better on their own than in a team.
Unit 7 tidy (up) aufräumen * v /ɑtaǺdi/ to make a place look better by putting things in the correct place Tidy up your desk.
Unit 7 traveller Reisende/r ** n C /ɑtræv(ǩ)lǩ(r)/ someone who is travelling or who often travels Is this person a good traveller?
Unit 7 tutor Dozent ** n C /ɑtjuətǩ(r)/ a teacher in a college or university Mr R. Dailly is a college tutor.

Unit 7 unemployed arbeitslos *** adj /ɕȜnǺmɑplǤǺd/ without a job The other Pat Side was unemployed and looking for a job.
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Unit 7 unemployment benefit Arbeitslosenunterstützung *** n C /ɕȜnǺmɑplǤǺmǩnt ɑbenǺfǺt/ money provided by the government to someone who does not have a job Fnally, my unemployment benefit cheque arrived.

Unit 7 waste Verschwendung *** v /weǺst/
a situation in which time, money, or energy is used without bringing any 
useful result

Horoscopes are a waste of time

Unit 7 worried besorgt *** adj /ɑwȜrid/
unhappy because you are thinking about your problems or about bad things 
that could happen

I’ve never worried about money too much.

Unit 8 Compound nouns with 

numbers

Unit 8 20-million dollar cheque
ein Scheck über 20 Millionen 
Dollar

phr /twenti mǺljǩn ɑdǢlǩ(r) tȓek/
a piece of printed paper that you can use instead of money to pay for things 
which is worth 20 million dollars

The company wrote a 20-million dollar cheque.

Unit 8 thirteen-part show dreizehnteilige Serie phr /ɕθǬə(r)ɑtiən ɑpǡə(r)t ȓǩȚ/ a television or radio programme divided into thirteen episodes I watched a thirteen-part show.

Unit 8 eight-day trip achttägige Reise phr /eǺt ɑdeǺ trǺp/ an occasion when you go somewhere and come back again after eight days We went on an eight-day trip to France.

Unit 8 Computer actions

Unit 8 arrow Pfeil ** n C /ɑærǩȚ/
one of four computer keys marked with an up, down, left, or right arrow, used 
for moving the cursor

After that, you click on the ‘Programmes’ arrow.

Unit 8 attach anhängen ** v /ǩɑtætȓ/
to send something such as a document or piece of extra information with a 
letter

Attach your document to the message.

Unit 8 button Knopf ** n C /ɑbȜt(ǩ)n/
a small object that you press to make a machine start working or perform a 
particular action

Don’t press that button!

Unit 8 click klicken * n C/v /klǺk/
the action of making a computer do something by pressing a button on the 
mouse

Click on the email icon.

Unit 8 connect verbinden *** v /kǩɑnekt/
to make it possible for someone to communicate using a telephone or 
computer network

Are you connected to the internet?

Unit 8 copy kopieren *** v /ɑkǢpi/ to make a copy that is the same as the original thing Can you copy that document for me?

Unit 8 cursor Cursor n C /ɑkǬə(r)sǩ(r)/
a small flashing line on a computer screen that you move to mark the point 
where you are going to type or do something

Move the cursor to the right a little bit.

Unit 8 delete löschen ** v /dǺɑliət/ to remove information stored in a computer Please delete the attachment when you have read it.

Unit 8 disk Speichermedium ** n C /dǺsk/
a flat circular object on which information from a computer can be stored. 
Disks include hard disks, floppy disks, CDs, and DVDs

I'll put the files on a disk for you.

Unit 8 document Dokument *** n C /ɑdǢkjȚmǩnt/ a computer file that you can write in First of all, find the document you want.

Unit 8 download herunterladen n C/v /ɕdaȚnɑlǩȚd/
to move information to your computer from another computer system or the 
Internet

Is it wrong to download essays from the internet?

Unit 8 edit bearbeiten ** v /ɑedǺt/ to make changes to a computer file on screen You might have to edit that a bit.

Unit 8 format Aufbau ** n U/v /ɑfǤə(r)mæt/ the way that information is arranged and organized on a computer disk I don't like the format of the report.

Unit 8 highlight highlight ** v /ɑhaǺɕlaǺt/
to mark a word, picture, file etc on a computer screen, usually before 
changing it or copying it

You highlight the word, then you click the spell check icon.

Unit 8 icon Symbol * n C /ɑaǺkǢn/
a small picture on a computer screen that you choose by pressing a button 
with the mouse in order to open a particular program

Click on the email icon.

Unit 8 insert einfügen *** v /ǺnɑsǬə(r)t/ to add something at a point in a document or series You can insert the extra information here.

Unit 8 log off abmelden v /lǢǱ Ǣf/ to finish using a computer system, for example by typing a particular word Save your work before you log off.

Unit 8 log on anmelden v /lǢǱ Ǣn/ to start using a computer system, for example by typing a particular word Business students at university log on to the site and download essays.

Unit 8 look up nachschauen v /lȚk Ȝp/
to try to find a particular piece of information by looking in a book or on a list, 
or by using a computer

Look the word up in a dictionary.

Unit 8 memory stick USB Stick n C /ɑmem(ǩ)ri stǺk/
a small disk drive that can store information for use in electronic equipment 
and that you carry around with you

Use a memory stick or a CD to save the work you have done.

Unit 8 message Nachricht *** n C /ɑmesǺdȢ/ a piece of information that you send by email Write your message.

Unit 8 paste einfügen v /peǺst/ to move words, pictures etc on a computer screen from one place to another We can copy and paste most of the information from the website.

Unit 8 print drucken *** n C/v /prǺnt/ to produce a copy of a computer document from a printer If you're happy with the report then you can print it.

Unit 8 programme Programm *** n C/v /ɑprǩȚǱræm/
a set of instructions stored inside a computer that allows the user to do a 
particular thing, for example produce a document or play a game

After that, you click on the ‘Programmes’ arrow

Unit 8 replace ersetzen *** v /rǺɑpleǺs/ to take the place of something that was there before We'll have to get a new printer to replace the old one.
Unit 8 save speichern *** v /seǺv/ to make a computer keep information that you have put into it Save your work before you log off.

Unit 8 screen Bildschirm *** n C /skriən/
the flat surface on a computer, television, or piece of electronic equipment 
where words and pictures are shown

Life in front of the computer screen.

Unit 8 select auswählen *** v /sǺɑlekt/
to choose something on a computer screen, usually from a menu (=list) of 
choices

Then, select English on your computer.

Unit 8 site Seite ** n C /saǺt/
a place on the Internet where information is available about a particular 
subject, organization etc

On the site, they find the essay they need and download it.

Unit 8 software Software *** n U /ɑsǢf(t)ɕweǩ(r)/ programs used by computers for doing particular jobs I need money to buy the software.
Unit 8 synonym Synonym n C /ɑsǺnǩnǺm/ a word that has the same meaning as another word If you don't know the word, use a synonym.

Unit 8 table Tabelle *** n C /ɑteǺb(ǩ)l/
a way of showing detailed pieces of information, especially facts or numbers, 
by arranging them in rows and lines across and down a page

How many different sentences can you make from the table?

Unit 8 thesaurus Thesaurus n C /θǺɑsǤərǩs/ a book that contains lists of words that have similar meanings I found some synonyms in the thesaurus.
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Unit 8 tool Hilfsprogramm *** n C /tuəl/ something that you use in order to perform a job or to achieve an aim Click on the ‘Programmes’ arrow and find ‘Tools’.

Unit 8 type tippen * v /taǺp/ to write something using a keyboard You type your address there.

Unit 8 undo rückgängig machen * v /Ȝnɑduə/
to give a computer an instruction to ignore the last change that you made to 
a document

I'm going to undo those changes.

Unit 8 Adjectives with infinitives

Unit 8 dangerous gefährlich *** adj /ɑdeǺndȢǩrǩs/ likely to harm or kill someone, or to damage or destroy something The world may become more dangerous.

Unit 8 difficult schwierig *** adj /ɑdǺfǺk(ǩ)lt/ not easy to do, deal with, or understand He will find it is difficult to get a good job.
Unit 8 easy leicht *** adj /ɑiəzi/ not difficult to do, or not needing much work It will be easy to use for people from all round the world.
Unit 8 healthy gesund *** adj /ɑhelθi/ helping you to stay physically strong and not ill It is healthy to eat vegetables.
Unit 8 illegal gesetzwidrig ** adj /ǺɑliəǱ(ǩ)l/ not allowed by the law Downloading music from some websites is illegal.

Unit 8 impossible unmöglich *** adj /ǺmɑpǢsǩb(ǩ)l/ if something is impossible, no one can do it or it cannot happen
A hundred years ago many scientists said that space travel was 
impossible.

Unit 8 legal gesetzlich zulässig *** adj /ɑliəǱ(ǩ)l/ allowed by the law Is it legal to help students with their homework?

Unit 8 possible möglich *** adj /ɑpǢsǩb(ǩ)l/ something that is possible might happen in the future Can you think of any other possible problems that Emily will have?

Unit 8 safe sicher *** adj /seǺf/ protected from being hurt, damaged, lost, stolen etc Will it be a safer one, too?
Unit 8 unhealthy ungesund ** adj /Ȝnɑhelθi/ not good for you in a physical way It is unhealthy to smoke.
Unit 8 unusual ungewöhnlich ** adj /ȜnɑjuəȢȚǩl/ not normal, common, or ordinary It's unusual to see him wearing jeans.

Unit 8 usual normalerweise *** adj /ɑjuəȢȚǩl/ normal, or typical of what happens or of what people do in most situations It is usual to knock before you come in.

Unit 8 Other words & phrases 

Unit 8 advanced fortgeschritten *** adj /ǩdɑvǡənst/ based on the most recent methods or ideas American military technology is becoming more and more advanced.

Unit 8 airport Flughafen *** n C /ɑeǩ(r)ɕpǤə(r)t/
a place where planes arrive and leave, consisting of runways (=long roads 
where planes land and take off) and large buildings for passengers called 
terminals

When I said goodbye to my boyfriend at the airport, I was very sad.

Unit 8 alien Außerirdischer ** adj /ɑeǺliǩn/ a person or creature from a planet other than Earth They have to fight the alien to survive.

Unit 8 automatic automatisch ** adj /ɕǤətǩɑmætǺk/
an automatic machine or process works by itself rather than being operated 
by people

This talk will look at new developments in automatic translation 
machines.

Unit 8 blast off starten v /blǡəst Ǣf/ if a spaceship blasts off, it leaves the ground The spaceship blasted off towards the moon.
Unit 8 brilliant genial *** adj /ɑbrǺljǩnt/ very intelligent He's a brilliant scientist.
Unit 8 businessman Geschäftsmann ** n C /ɑbǺznǩsmæn/ a man who works in business, especially a manager He's an important businessman.

Unit 8 consortium Konsortium n C /kǩnɑsǤə(r)tiǩm/
a group of companies or people with similar interests or aims who have 
agreed to work together

Eurorbit is a European television consortium.

Unit 8 contestant Kandidat n C /kǩnɑtestǩnt/ someone who takes part in a contest The contestants will certainly need to be very fit.

Unit 8 crew Mannschaft *** n C /kruə/ the people who work on a ship, aircraft etc A crew on a spaceship discover they have an alien on board.

Unit 8 cure Heilung ** n C /kjȚǩ(r)/ a medicine or treatment that makes someone who is ill become healthy Scientists may find a cure for cancer.

Unit 8 development Entwicklung *** n C /dǺɑvelǩpmǩnt/ change, growth, or improvement over a period of time
This talk will look at new developments in automatic translation 
machines.

Unit 8 disease Krankheit *** n C /dǺɑziəz/
an illness that affects people or animals, especially one that is caused by 
infection

We will need to find cures for new diseases.

Unit 8 earth Erde *** n sing /Ǭə(r)θ/ the planet on which we live The Earth looks blue from space.

Unit 8 elderly ältere Mitbürger ** adj /ɑeldǩ(r)li/ an elderly person is old How will this change our society and how will we pay for the elderly?

Unit 8 energy Energie *** n U /ɑenǩ(r)dȢi/
a form of power such as electricity, heat, or light that is used for making 
things work

Scientists are discovering the advantages of new energy sources.

Unit 8 equipment Ausrüstung *** n U /ǺɑkwǺpmǩnt/
the tools, machines, or other things that you need for a particular job or 
activity

Satellites in space carry many different kinds of equipment.

Unit 8 essay Aufsatz ** n C /ɑeseǺ/ a short piece of writing by a student on a particular subject Is it wrong to download essays from the internet?

Unit 8 exploration Erforschung ** n U /ɕeksplǩɑreǺȓ(ǩ)n/
a journey to a place to learn about it or to search for something valuable 
such as oil

We will stop spending money on space exploration.

Unit 8 fact Wahrheit *** n C /fækt/ a piece of true information Star wars: fact or fiction?
Unit 8 fiction Erfindung ** n U /ɑfǺkȓ(ǩ)n/ a report, story, or explanation that is not true Star wars: fact or fiction?

Unit 8 film Film * v /fǺlm/
a series of moving pictures with sound that you can watch at the cinema or 
at home

Let’s have a drink before the film starts.

Unit 8 finances Finanzen n pl /ɑfaǺnænsǩs/ decisions on how money is spent or invested Who will look after the finances?

Unit 8 foreign andere *** adj /ɑfǢrǺn/ from another country, or in another country Learning a foreign language may soon be a thing of the past.

Unit 8 freaky merkwürdig adj /ɑfriəki/ very strange and a little frightening It's freaky that we're thinking exactly the same thing.

Unit 8 frightening beängstigend * adj /ɑfraǺt(ǩ)nǺŋ/ making you feel afraid The future for the smaller countries of the world is extremely frightening.

Unit 8 game show Game-Show n C /ɑǱeǺm ȓǩȚ/
a television programme in which people play games or answer questions in 
order to win prizes

Where will the game show be filmed?

Unit 8 grow werden *** v /ǱrǩȚ/ used for describing the passing of time The world is growing older.

Unit 8 hill Hügel *** n C /hǺl/
an area of land that is higher than the land surrounding it but smaller and 
lower than a mountain

She lives in a house in the Hollywood Hills.

Unit 8 increase wachsen *** v /Ǻnɑkriəs/ to become larger in amount or number This talk will explore how internet use will increase in the next 20 years.
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Unit 8 invention Erfindung ** n C /Ǻnɑvenȓ(ǩ)n/ the act of inventing something When was the invention of the laser.
Unit 8 invisible unsichbar ** adj /ǺnɑvǺzǩb(ǩ)l/ something that is invisible cannot be seen The glass door is almost invisible.
Unit 8 knowledge Wissen *** n U /ɑnǢlǺdȢ/ all the facts that someone knows about a particular subject Read books to improve your knowledge of English.
Unit 8 laser Laser ** n C /ɑleǺzǩ(r)/ a piece of equipment that produces a powerful narrow line of light Laser guns on military satellites will be unstoppable.

Unit 8 lend leihen *** v /lend/
to give someone something for a short time, expecting that they will give it 
back to you later

Is Ash’s father right to refuse to lend him the money?

Unit 8 litre Liter * n C /ɑliətǩ(r)/
a unit for measuring an amount of liquid or gas in the metric system, 
containing 1000 millilitres

I've drunk a litre of water today.

Unit 8 luck Glück ** n U /lȜk/ success that you have by chance and not because of anything that you do We didn't have much luck in the competition.

Unit 8 machine Maschine *** n C /mǩɑȓiən/ a piece of equipment that does a particular job
This talk will look at new developments in automatic translation 
machines.

Unit 8 matrix Matrix * n C /ɑmeǺtrǺks/ an arrangement of connected things The Matrix was a great movie.

Unit 8 medicine Medizin ** n U /ɑmed(ǩ)s(ǩ)n/ the study and practice of treating or preventing illnesses and injuries Think about the future of medicine.

Unit 8 military militärisch ** adj /ɑmǺlǺt(ǩ)ri/ relating to armies or armed forces and the way in which they are organized American military technology is becoming more and more advanced.

Unit 8 modelling modeln n U /ɑmǢd(ǩ)lǺŋ/ the job of working as a model
A modelling agency has offered a job in Japan to a sixteen-year-old 
English school student, Emily.

Unit 8 moon Mond ** n C /muən/ an object similar to a planet that goes round another planet Armstrong was the first man on the moon.

Unit 8 museum Museum *** n C /mjuəɑziəǩm/
a building where many valuable and important objects are kept so that 
people can go and see them

There are a lot of interesting museums in London.

Unit 8 offer anbieten *** v /ɑǢfǩ(r)/ to provide something such as a product or service Are there any other websites that offer a similar service?

Unit 8 oil Öl *** n U /ǤǺl/
a thick dark smooth liquid from under the ground, used for making petrol and 
other fuels

At the moment, most of our energy comes from oil.

Unit 8 permission Erlaubnis ** n U /pǩ(r)ɑmǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the right to do something that is given to you by someone in authority He has to get permission from his boss to leave work early.

Unit 8 pick (sth) up aufheben v /pǺk (sth) Ȝp/ to lift something up and take it away I've dropped my pen - could you pick it up for me?

Unit 8 planet Planet ** n C /ɑplænǺt/ a very large round object that moves around the Sun or another star Scientists might find life on other planets.

Unit 8 prisoner Gefangene/r *** n C /ɑprǺz(ǩ)nǩ(r)/ someone who is in prison as punishment for a crime Soon, there won’t be enough room for all our prisoners.

Unit 8 privilege Privileg ** n C /ɑprǺvǩlǺdȢ/ a special benefit that is available only to a particular person or group John had some extra privileges after his promotion.

Unit 8 product Produkt *** n C /ɑprǢdȜkt/
something that is made, grown, or obtained in large quantities so that it can 
be sold

The ipod is a very popular product.

Unit 8 quest Suche * n C /kwest/ a long difficult search
Think of someone you know who would be a good contestant for Star 
Quest.

Unit 8 refuse ablehnen *** v /rǺɑfjuəz/ to say you will not do something that someone has asked you to do Is Ash’s father right to refuse to lend him the money?

Unit 8 risky riskant * adj /ɑrǺski/ involving the possibility of danger, harm, or failure If he leaves now, it will be too risky.
Unit 8 rocket Rakete * n C /ɑrǢkǺt/ a vehicle shaped like a tube that travels in space The rocket is flying back from the moon at the moment.

Unit 8 satellite Satellit ** n C /ɑsætǩlaǺt/
an object that is sent into space to travel round the Earth in order to receive 
and send information

Laser guns on military satellites will be unstoppable.

Unit 8 science fiction Science Fiction *** n U /ɑsaǺǩns fǺkȓ(ǩ)n/
books and films about imaginary future events and characters, often dealing 
with space travel and life on other planets

What science fiction films have you seen?

Unit 8 scientist Wissenschaftler/in *** n C /ɑsaǺǩntǺst/
someone who is trained in science, especially someone whose job is to do 
scientific research

Scientists may find a cure for cancer.

Unit 8 similar ähnlich *** adj /ɑsǺmǺlǩ(r)/ things that are similar share some qualities but are not exactly the same Are there any other websites that offer a similar service?

Unit 8 society Gesellschaft *** n U /sǩɑsaǺǩti/
people in general living together in organized communities, with laws and 
traditions controlling the way that they behave towards one another

How will this change our society and how will we pay for the elderly?

Unit 8 source Quelle *** n C /sǤə(r)s/ a person, place, or thing that provides something that you need or want The advantages of new energy sources.

Unit 8 space Weltraum *** n U /speǺs/ the whole of the universe outside the Earth’s atmosphere Satellites in space carry many different kinds of equipment.

Unit 8 space ship Raumschiff n C /ɑspeǺsɕȓǺp/ a vehicle that can travel in space
In Alien, a crew on a spaceship discover they have an alien on board 
and have to fight the alien to survive.

Unit 8 space station Raumstation n C /speǺs ɑsteǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a laboratory in space that people can live in for long periods of time Space stations may be the answer.

Unit 8 suggest nahe legen *** v /sǩɑdȢest/ to offer an idea or a plan for someone to consider But new theories of time suggest that they might be wrong.

Unit 8 survey Umfrage *** n C /ɑsǬə(r)veǺ/ a set of questions that you ask a large number of people or organizations Choose one of the questions below for a class survey.

Unit 8 talk Vortrag *** n C /tǤək/ an informal lecture about a subject This talk will explore how internet use will increase in the next 20 years.

Unit 8 text Text *** n C /tekst/ a short piece of writing that you discuss or answer questions about Complete the text.

Unit 8 theory Theorie *** n C /ɑθǺǩri/ an idea that you believe is true although you have no proof He's got an exciting new theory of time travel.
Unit 8 thirsty durstig * adj /ɑθǬə(r)sti/ feeling that you want or need to drink something Are you thirsty?
Unit 8 title Ttel *** n C /ɑtaǺt(ǩ)l/ the name of a book, poem, film, play, or other work of art Look at the titles for the talks.
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Unit 8 translation Übersetzung ** n C/U /trænsɑleǺȓ(ǩ)n/ spoken or written words that have been changed into a different language
This talk will look at new developments in automatic translation 
machines.

Unit 8 trip Reise *** n C /trǺp/ an occasion when you go somewhere and come back again We went on an eight-day trip.

Unit 8 ultraviolet ultraviolett adj /ɕȜltrǩɑvaǺǩlǩt/ ultraviolet light is beyond the normal range of colours that humans can see They checked my ID card with ultraviolet light.

Unit 8 unstoppable unaufhaltbar adj /ȜnɑstǢpǩb(ǩ)l/ impossible to prevent or stop Laser guns on military satellites will be unstoppable.

Unit 8 war Krieg *** n C /wǤə(r)/
fighting between two or more countries that involves the use of armed forces 
and usually continues for a long time

Star wars: fact or fiction?

Unit 8 wind Wind *** n U /wǺnd/ a natural current of air that moves fast enough for you to feel it
It might not be long before the sun, the wind and the sea become our 
main sources of energy.

Unit 9 -ing & -ed adjectives
Unit 9 amazing erstaunlich ** adj /ǩɑmeǺzǺŋ/ very surprising That's an amazing fact!
Unit 9 annoyed genervt ** adj /ǩɑnǤǺd/ feeling slightly angry or impatient I think my boss is annoyed with me.

Unit 9 annoying nervig ** adj /ǩɑnǤǺǺŋ/ making you feel slightly angry or impatient It was extremely annoying that you came home singing!

Unit 9 bored gelangweilt ** adj /bǤə(r)d/
feeling impatient or dissatisfied, because you are not interested in something 
or because you have nothing to do

Mike sometimes feels bored at work.

Unit 9 boring langweilig ** adj /ɑbǤərǺŋ/ not at all interesting, and making you feel impatient or dissatisfied It is the most boring place in the world.

Unit 9 depressed deprimiert ** adj /dǺɑprest/
if you are depressed, you feel very unhappy because of a difficult or 
unpleasant situation that you feel you cannot change

It makes me feel depressed.

Unit 9 depressing deprimierend * adj /dǺɑpresǺŋ/ something that is depressing makes you feel very unhappy and disappointed I find that music a bit depressing.

Unit 9 disappointed enttäuscht * adj /ɕdǺsǩɑpǤǺntǺd/
unhappy because something that you hoped for or expected did not happen 
or because someone or something was not as good as you expected

I was disappointed when we lost the game.

Unit 9 disappointing entäuschend * adj /ɕdǺsǩɑpǤǺntǺŋ/ not as good as you had hoped for or expected The concert was a bit disappointing.

Unit 9 excited aufgeregt ** adj /ǺkɑsaǺtǺd/
very happy and enthusiastic because something good is going to happen, 
especially when this makes you unable to relax

I’m so excited.

Unit 9 exciting aufregend ** adj /ǺkɑsaǺtǺŋ/ making you feel excited
An exciting afternoon of international dance from Spain, France and 
Switzerland.

Unit 9 fascinated fasziniert adj /ɑfæsǺneǺtǺd/ very interested or attracted by someone or something He's fascinated by new technology.
Unit 9 fascinating faszinierend ** adj /ɑfæsǺneǺtǺŋ/ making you very interested or attracted I think that it is really fascinating.
Unit 9 frightened verängstigt * adj /ɑfraǺt(ǩ)nd/ feeling or showing fear, especially suddenly I felt really frightened when I had to walk home alone.
Unit 9 frightening beängstigend * adj /ɑfraǺt(ǩ)nǺŋ/ making you feel afraid I find him quite frightening.
Unit 9 relaxed entspannt * adj /rǺɑlækst/ calm and not worried That kind of music makes me really relaxed.
Unit 9 relaxing entspannend adj /rǺɑlæksǺŋ/ pleasant and making you feel relaxed I think that kind of music is really relaxing.

Unit 9 surprised überrascht *** adj /sǩ(r)ɑpraǺzd/ having the feeling that you get when something unexpected happens Yes, I was surprised.

Unit 9 surprising überraschend *** adj /sǩ(r)ɑpraǺzǺŋ/ unusual, or unexpected I heard some surprising news yesterday.
Unit 9 tired müde *** adj /ɑtaǺǩ(r)d/ needing to rest or sleep I’m really tired.
Unit 9 tiring ermüdend adj /ɑtaǺǩrǺŋ/ making you feel tired She had a very tiring day.
Unit 9 TV programmes

Unit 9 chat show Talk-Show * n C /ɑtȓæt ȓǩȚ/
a television or radio programme in which famous people talk about 
themselves and their work

The guests on the chat show were really funny.

Unit 9 current affairs programme Nachrichten n C /ɑkȜrǩnt ɑfeǩ(r)z prǩȚǱræm/
a programme about political, social, and economic events that are happening 
now

Steve finds current affairs programmes boring.

Unit 9 documentary Dokumentarfilm * n C /ɕdǢkjȚɑment(ǩ)ri/ a film or television programme that deals with real people and events The documentary was fascinating.

Unit 9 game show Game-Show n C /ɑǱeǺm ȓǩȚ/
a television programme in which people play games or answer questions in 
order to win prizes

Kimberley won a lot of money on a game show.

Unit 9 sitcom Sitcom n C /ɑsǺtkǢm/
a television or radio series about a particular group of characters who deal 
with situations in a humorous way

What's your favourite sitcom?

Unit 9 soap opera Seifenoper n C /sǩȚp ɑǢp(ǩ)rǩ/ a television or radio series about the imaginary lives of a group of people She never watches soap operas.

Unit 9 sports programme Sportnachrichten n C /spǤə(r)tz prǩȚǱræm/ a television or radio broadcast about sport The sports programme starts at 8 o'clock.
Unit 9 Films
Unit 9 acting Schauspielerei * n U /ɑæktǺŋ/ the job or skill of performing in plays and films Madonna won a top award for acting.

Unit 9 actor Schauspieler *** n C /ɑæktǩ(r)/ someone who performs in plays and films, especially as their job The Razzies are given to actors and film directors for being bad.

Unit 9 actress Schauspielerin * n C /ɑæktrǩs/ a woman who performs in plays and films, especially as her job Worst Actress of the 20th Century was won by Madonna.

Unit 9 costume Kostüm * n C /ɑkǢstjuəm/ clothes that performers wear in a play, film etc I love her costume.

Unit 9 direct Regie führen *** v /dǺɑrekt/
to be in charge of making a film or programme, or getting a play ready for 
performance, especially by telling the actors and technical staff what to do

Ridley Scott directed this story of ancient Rome.

Unit 9 director Regisseur *** n C /dǩɑrektǩ(r)/; /daǺɑrektǩ(r)/
someone who is in charge of making a film or programme, or getting a play 
ready for performance, especially by telling the actors and technical staff 
what to do

The director used the most advanced technology.

Unit 9 extra Statist * n C /ɑekstrǩ/
someone who has a very small part in a film, for example as a member of a 
crowd

For a short time, Fidel Castro was employed by Hollywood studios as 
an extra.
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Unit 9 producer Produzent *** n C /prǩɑdjuəsǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to organize the work and money involved in making a 
film, play, television programme, CD etc

The producers divided this film into two parts.

Unit 9 role Rolle *** n C /rǩȚl/ the character played by a particular actor in a film, play etc Nicole Kidman plays the role of the cabaret singer.

Unit 9 setting Setting/Schauplatz *** n C /ɑsetǺŋ/ a particular time or place that a play, book, film etc happens in
What do you know about the stars, the director, the soundtrack, the 
setting and the story of these films?

Unit 9 soundtrack Soundtrack n C /ɑsaȚn(d)ɕtræk/
the music that is played during a film or television programme, or a CD of 
this music

What do you know about the stars, the director, the soundtrack, the 
setting and the story of these films?

Unit 9 special effects Special Effects n pl /ɑspeȓ(ǩ)l Ǻfekts/
an unusual image or sound in a film, created artificially using various 
technical methods

The special effects in the film were amazing.

Unit 9 star Star *** v /stǡə(r)/
a famous and popular person, especially an actor, entertainer, or sports 
personality

A famous TV star is invited on the show.

Unit 9 studio Studio *** n C /ɑstjuədiǩȚ/
a room or rooms where music or a film, television show, or radio show is 
recorded

The TV studios were attacked last night.

Unit 9 Other words & phrases

Unit 9 agent Urheber *** n C /ɑeǺdȢ(ǩ)nt/ something that causes change In passive sentences, we often don’t include the agent of an action.

Unit 9 album Album ** n C /ɑælbǩm/ a CD, record, or cassette with several songs or pieces of music on it
At the end of the series, the winner is given a contract to make an 
album.

Unit 9 announce bekannt geben *** v /ǩɑnaȚns/
to make a public or official statement, especially about a plan, decision, or 
something that has happened

On the other side of town, the winners of the Golden Raspberries are 
announced.

Unit 9 arena Arena * n C /ǩɑriənǩ/ a large area that is surrounded by seats, used for sports or entertainment Wembley Arena

Unit 9 attack angreifen *** v /ǩɑtæk/ to use violence to harm a person, animal, or place The studios of Loft Story were attacked.
Unit 9 attend teilnehmen *** v /ǩɑtend/ to be present at an event or activity The first ceremony was attended by 250 people.
Unit 9 available vorhanden sein *** adj /ǩɑveǺlǩb(ǩ)l/ able to be obtained, taken, or used I’ll see what seats we’ve got available.

Unit 9 award Award *** n C /ǩɑwǤə(r)d/
a prize or other reward that is given to someone who has achieved 
something

The Academy Awards started back in 1929

Unit 9 bedtime Schlafenszeit n U /ɑbedɕtaǺm/ the time you usually go to bed My son's bedtime is 9 o'clock.
Unit 9 boat Schiff *** n C /bǩȚt/ a ship, especially one that carries passengers We took the boat from England to France.

Unit 9 booking fee Reservierungsgebühr n C /ɑbȚkǺŋ fiə/
a charge added to an arrangement to buy a travel ticket, stay in a hotel room 
etc at a later date

There’s a booking fee of $5.

Unit 9 building Gebäude *** n C /ɑbǺldǺŋ/
a structure made of a strong material such as stone or wood that has a roof 
and walls, for example a house

We're visiting a historic building.

Unit 9 cabaret Kabarett n C/U /ɑkæbǩreǺ/ entertainment in a restaurant or club, performed while you eat or drink Nicole Kidman plays the role of the cabaret singer.

Unit 9 cable TV Kabelfernsehen n U /ɑkeǺb(ǩ)l tiə viə/
a system for broadcasting television programmes in which signals are sent 
through underground wires

The ceremony is shown on cable TV channels and CNN reports the 
winners.

Unit 9 channel Kanal *** n C /ɑtȓæn(ǩ)l/ a television station and the programmes that it broadcasts
In Portugal, two TV channels got into trouble because they showed too 
much of the private lives of the people in the
shows.

Unit 9 circle Balkon *** n C /ɑsǬə(r)k(ǩ)l/ the upper floor of a theatre or cinema They have tickets for the upper circle.

Unit 9 civilization Zivilisation * n C/U /ɕsǺvǩlaǺɑzeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a society that has developed its own culture and institutions
In Greece, Big Brother was described as ‘an insult to human rights and 
civilization’.

Unit 9 classical music Klassik * n U /ɑklæsǺk(ǩ)l mjuəzǺk/
music written according to standard European forms or structures by people 
such as Mozart and Beethoven

Peter likes listening to classical music.

Unit 9 conduct dirigieren *** v /kǩnɑdȜkt/
to stand in front of an orchestra or group of singers and direct the way they 
play or sing

Verdi’s masterpiece conducted by Patrick Davin

Unit 9 contestant Kandidat n C /kǩnɑtestǩnt/ someone who takes part in a contest One of the contestants sings a song with him or her.

Unit 9 contract Vertrag *** n C /ɑkǢntrækt/
a written legal agreement between two people or businesses that says what 
each must do for the other or give to the other

At the end of the series, the winner is given a contract to make an 
album.

Unit 9 cost kosten *** v /kǢst/ the amount of money that is needed in order to buy, pay for, or do something A ticket for the ceremony costs $10.

Unit 9 cruise Schifffahrt * n C /kruəz/
a journey on a ship for pleasure, especially one that involves visiting a series 
of places

The whole family enjoyed the cruise.

Unit 9 dance Tanz *** n /dǡəns/
the activity of moving your feet and your body in a pattern of movements that 
follows the sound of music

An exciting afternoon of international dance from Spain, France and 
Switzerland.

Unit 9 designer Designer ** n C /dǺɑzaǺnǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to decide how to make things or to decide their shape 
or appearance

Bill’s guests this week are Hollywood legend, Al Pacino and British 
designer Stella McCartney.

Unit 9 details Angaben *** n C /ɑdiəteǺl/ information Could I take your details, please?

Unit 9 dream Traum *** n C/v /driəm/ something good that you hope you will have or achieve in the future For the TV producers, reality TV is a dream come true.

Unit 9 election Wahl *** n C /Ǻɑlekȓ(ǩ)n/
an occasion when people vote for someone to represent them, especially in 
a government

The 1981 American presidential election was won by Ronald Reagan, a 
movie actor.

Unit 9 entertainment Vergnügungsmöglichkeit ** n U /ɕentǩ(r)ɑteǺnmǩnt/ performances that people enjoy What kinds of entertainment are available in your town?

Unit 9 entrance Eingang *** n C /ɑentrǩns/ the place where you can enter a room, building, or area
The limousines arrive at the red-carpeted entrance to the luxury Kodak 
Theatre.

Unit 9 episode Folge ** n C /ɑepǺsǩȚd/
a part of a television or radio story that is broadcast separately and forms 
one of a series

The final episode of Big Brother was watched by 15 million people.

Unit 9 event Veranstaltung *** n C /Ǻɑvent/ an organized occasion such as a party or sports competition Which of these events would you like to go to?

Unit 9 exhibition Ausstellung *** n C /ɕeksǺɑbǺȓ(ǩ)n/
a public show where art or other interesting things are put so that people can 
go and look at them

There's a fascinating exhibition at the museum.
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Unit 9 expedition Expedition ** n C /ɕekspǩɑdǺȓ(ǩ)n/
a long journey organized for a particular purpose, especially to a dangerous 
or distant place

Lucy is organizing an expedition to the north pole.

Unit 9 fame Ruhm ** n U /feǺm/ the state of being famous Starring in a blockbuster film increased his fame.
Unit 9 fantastic unglaublich ** adj /fænɑtæstǺk/ extremely good or pleasant It was a fantastic success.
Unit 9 festival Festival *** n C /ɑfestǺv(ǩ)l/ an event that is held to celebrate a particular thing or activity The Rio de Janeiro Carnival is an amazing festival.

Unit 9 gallery Galerie ** n C /ɑǱælǩri/ a public building where you can look at paintings and other works of art Going to a museum or art gallery

Unit 9 get into trouble Probleme kriegen phr /Ǳet Ǻntǩ ɑtrȜb(ǩ)l/ an unpleasant, difficult, or dangerous situation
In Portugal, two TV channels got into trouble because they showed too 
much of the private lives of the people in the
shows.

Unit 9 gorgeous wunderschön * adj /ɑǱǤə(r)dȢǩs/ very beautiful She's absolutely gorgeous. 

Unit 9 human rights Menschenrechte * n pl /ɑhjuəmǩn raǺtz/
the rights that everyone should have in a society, including the right to 
express opinions about the government or to have protection from harm

In Greece, Big Brother was described as ‘an insult to human rights and 
civilization’.

Unit 9 iceberg Eisberg n C /ɑaǺsɕbǬə(r)Ǳ/
a very large piece of ice floating in the sea with only a small amount of it 
above the surface of the water

An iceberg hits a ship.

Unit 9 idol Idol n C /ɑaǺd(ǩ)l/ someone that you admire very much Tom Cruise is my idol.
Unit 9 impressionist Impressionist n C /Ǻmɑpreȓ(ǩ)nǺst/ a painter who works in the style of Impressionism Paintings of London by the French impressionist

Unit 9 in-depth in die Tiefe gehend adj /Ǻndepθ/ thorough and detailed An in-depth look at what is happening in the world this week.

Unit 9 insult Beleidigung * v /ɑǺnsȜlt/ something that seems to show a lack of respect for someone or something
In Greece, Big Brother was described as ‘an insult to human rights and 
civilization’.

Unit 9 invent erfinden ** v /Ǻnɑvent/
to design or create something such as a machine or process that did not 
exist before

An early form of cinema was invented by the the Lumière brothers in 
the 1890s.

Unit 9 investor Anleger ** n C /Ǻnɑvestǩ(r)/ a person or organization that invests money
For the investors and businessmen, and for the stars themselves, the 
Oscars is big business.

Unit 9 jackpot Jackpot n C /ɑdȢækɕpǢt/
a large amount of money that someone wins in a card game, the lottery, or 
another game involving money

The winner takes the jackpot prize of $500,000.

Unit 9 kangaroo Känguru n C /ɕkæŋǱǩɑruə/
a large Australian animal that moves by jumping, has strong back legs, and 
carries its baby in a pouch (=pocket on the front of its body)

Prize-winning film about the life of an urban kangaroo.

Unit 9 knitting stricken * n U /ɑnǺtǺŋ/ the activity or process of knitting things
‘Some of these people are so bad,’ said Wilson, ‘they should take up 
knitting.’

Unit 9 legend Legende ** n C /ɑledȢ(ǩ)nd/ someone who very many people know about and admire
Bill’s guests this week are Hollywood legend, Al Pacino and British 
designer Stella McCartney.

Unit 9 limousine Limousine n C /ɕlǺmǩɑziən/
a large expensive comfortable car in which a screen separates the driver 
from the passengers

The limousines arrive at the red-carpeted entrance to the luxury Kodak 
Theatre.

Unit 9 line-up Besetzung n C /laǺnȜp/ the people who will perform at an event The line-up at the festival was brilliant.

Unit 9 loft Loft * n C /lǢft/ a space under the roof of a building, often used for storing things Loft Story and the X Factor are the names of reality TV shows.

Unit 9 masterpiece Meisterwerk * n C /ɑmǡəstǩ(r)ɕpiəs/
an excellent painting, book, piece of music etc, or the best work of art that a 
particular artist, writer, musician etc has ever produced

Verdi’s masterpiece conducted by Patrick Davin

Unit 9 matinee Matinee n C /ɑmætǺneǺ/ an afternoon performance of a play, film etc We have tickets for the matinee.
Unit 9 musical Musical n C /ɑmjuəzǺk(ǩ)l/ a play or film in which there are a lot of songs Mamma Mia – the Musical
Unit 9 nominee Nominierter n C /ɕnǢmǺɑniə/ someone who has been officially suggested for a job or a prize This year’s Oscar nominees
Unit 9 old-fashioned altertümlich ** adj /ɕǩȚld ɑfæȓ(ǩ)nd/ no longer modern or fashionable He has old-fashioned furniture in his flat.
Unit 9 painting Gemälde *** n C/U /ɑpeǺntǺŋ/ a picture made using paint Paintings of London by the French impressionist.

Unit 9 panic Panik ** n U/v /ɑpænǺk/
a sudden strong feeling of fear or worry that makes you unable to think 
clearly or calmly

There was a panic when people thought the boat would sink.

Unit 9 paparazzi Paparazzi n pl /ɕpæpǩɑrætsi/
photographers who follow famous people in order to take photographs of 
them that newspapers and magazines will buy

The stars are photographed by hundreds of hungry paparazzi.

Unit 9 performance Vorstellung *** n C /pǩ(r)ɑfǤə(r)mǩns/ the act of performing a play, dance, or other form of entertainment At the theatre, do you prefer an evening performance or a matinee?

Unit 9 plus und *** prep /plȜs/ used when adding something
All the goals from today’s World Cup games plus news of today’s play 
at Wimbledon.

Unit 9 pronounce aussprechen ** v /prǩɑnaȚns/ to say the sounds of letters or words I can pronounce dates.

Unit 9 publish veröffentlichen *** v /ɑpȜblǺȓ/ to make information available for everyone to read
The winners’ names were published by the newspapers earlier that 
evening, so there were no surprises.

Unit 9 raspberry Himbeere n C /ɑrǡəzbǩri/ a small soft red fruit that grows on a bush
Meanwhile, on the other side of town in a Santa Monica hotel, the 
winners of the Golden Raspberry Awards (the Razzies) are announced.

Unit 9 reality Wirklichkeit *** n U /riɑælǩti/
television programmes that do not use professional actors but show real 
events and situations involving ordinary people

The first reality TV show in the world was called Expedition Robinson 
and it was shown in Sweden in 1997.

Unit 9 record Aufnahme *** n C /ɑrekǤə(r)d/ a piece of music that you can buy on a CD, cassette, or record The winner makes a record.

Unit 9 report bekannt geben *** v /rǺɑpǤə(r)t/ to give information about something in a news article or broadcast
The ceremony is shown on cable TV channels and CNN reports the 
winners.

Unit 9 requiem Requiem n C /ɑrekwiǩm/
a piece of music that can be performed as part a Christian ceremony in 
which people pray for someone who has died

Verdi’s Requiem – Verdi’s masterpiece conducted by Patrick Davin

Unit 9 ridiculous lächerlich ** adj /rǺɑdǺkjȚlǩs/ silly or unreasonable and deserving to be laughed at Who will wear the most ridiculous dress?
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Unit 9 series Staffel *** n C /ɑsǺǩriəz/
a set of television or radio programmes that are all about a particular subject, 
person, or group of people

Two years later in Holland, the first series of Big Brother was filmed.

Unit 9 session Stunde *** n C /ɑseȓ(ǩ)n/ a period of time used for a particular activity She's booked 5 sessions with the physiotherapist. 
Unit 9 sink untergehen ** v /sǺŋk/ to disappear below the surface of the water I hope the boat doesn't sink!
Unit 9 sold out ausverkauft adj /sǩȚld aȚt/ if an event is sold out, all the tickets for it have been sold I’m sorry, sir, we’re sold out.

Unit 9 spy Spion * n C /spaǺ/
someone whose job is to find out secret information about a country or an 
organization

The James Bond books were written by Ian Fleming, a British spy.

Unit 9 stalls Parkett ** n pl /stǤəlz/ the seats in front of the stage on the lowest level of a theatre, cinema etc Do you prefer to sit downstairs in the stalls or upstairs in the circle?

Unit 9 statue Statue ** n C /ɑstætȓuə/
a human or animal image that is made of stone, wood, metal etc and is 
usually large

A librarian at the American Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences said that the statue awards looked like her Uncle Oscar.

Unit 9 stay tuned dabei bleiben phr /ɑsteǺ tjuənd/ to set a radio or television to a particular station or programme
Find out who gets this year’s Razzies, and stay tuned for this year’s 
Oscars ceremony.

Unit 9 survivor Survivor * n C /sǩ(r)ɑvaǺvǩ(r)/
someone or something that still exists after an event that could have killed or 
destroyed them

The prize money for Survivor  is $1 million.

Unit 9 take part (in sth) (an etwas) teilnehmen phr /ɑteǺk pǡə(r)t/ to be involved in an activity with other people Thousands of young people apply to take part in this programme.

Unit 9 talented talentiert * adj /ɑtælǩntǺd/ someone who is talented is very good at something Johnny Depp is a talented actor.

Unit 9 TV channel Fernsehkanal n C /ɑtiə viə tȓæn(ǩ)l/ a television station and the programmes that it broadcasts
In Portugal, two TV channels got into trouble because they showed too 
much of the private lives of the people in the
shows.

Unit 9 unmissable nicht verpassen adj /ȜnɑmǺsǩb(ǩ)l/
a film, play etc that is unmissable is so good that you think everyone should 
see it

It’s all good fun and it’s unmissable television.

Unit 9 urban städtisch *** adj /ɑǬə(r)bǩn/ relating to towns and cities, or happening there Prize-winning film about the life of an urban kangaroo.

Unit 9 video tape Videoband n C /ɑvǺdiǩȚɕteǺp/
a thin band of magnetic film in a plastic case, used mostly for recording 
television programmes

They send video tapes to the producers and a group of them are 
chosen to take part.

Unit 9 viewer Zuschauer ** n C /ɑvjuəǩ(r)/ someone who is watching, or who watches, television programmes The viewers vote for their favourite programme.

Unit 9 weekly wöchentlich ** adj /ɑwiəkli/ happening every week We have a weekly meeting in my office.

Unit 9 wharf Kai, Anlegeplatz n C /wǤə(r)f/
a structure built for boats to stop at, at the edge of the land or leading from 
the land out into the water

We took a boat from Canary Wharf.

Unit 10 Animals

Unit 10 cat Katze *** n C /kæt/
an animal with soft fur, a long thin tail, and whiskers, that people keep as a 
pet or for catching mice

He has loved animals, especially cats, since he was a child.

Unit 10 dog Hund *** n C /dǢǱ/ an animal kept as a pet, for guarding buildings, or for hunting Some hotels have special services for dogs.
Unit 10 goldfish Goldfisch n C /ɑǱǩȚldɕfǺȓ/ a small orange fish, often kept as a pet Don't forget to buy food for the goldfish.
Unit 10 hamster Hamster n C /ɑhæmstǩ(r)/ a very small furry animal with a short tail, kept as a pet Can you look after our hamster while we're away?

Unit 10 lizard Eidechse * n C /ɑlǺzǩ(r)d/ a small animal with a long tail and rough skin that lives mainly in hot places Some Americans have strange pets (for example, pigs and lizards).

Unit 10 monkey Affe * n C /ɑmȜŋki/
an animal with a long tail that climbs trees and uses its hands in the same 
way that people do

We saw a monkey at the zoo.

Unit 10 parrot Papagei * n C /ɑpærǩt/
a brightly coloured tropical bird that is often kept as a pet and can be taught 
to say a few words

They have taught their parrot to speak.

Unit 10 pig Schwein ** n C /pǺǱ/ an animal with no fur and a curly tail kept by farmers for its meat George Clooney had a pet pig.

Unit 10 rabbit Kaninchen ** n C /ɑræbǺt/ a small animal with long ears and soft fur that some people keep as a pet She has a new pet rabbit.

Unit 10 rat Ratte ** n C /ræt/ an animal like a large mouse with a long tail I found a rat in the basement.
Unit 10 Collocations with get

Unit 10 get divorced sich scheiden lassen phr /Ǳet dǺɑvǤə(r)st/
to take legal action to end your marriage. If two people agree to stop living 
together, but do not legally end their marriage, they separate

I think that getting divorced is the most stressful because …

Unit 10 get fired entlassen werden phr /Ǳet ɑfaǺǩ(r)d/ to be told by someone that you can no longer work at your job He got fired because he was always late.
Unit 10 get ill krank werden phr /Ǳet Ǻl/ to become unhealthy, because of a medical condition or an injury She got very ill and took two months off work.

Unit 10 get into (financial) difficulties
in (Geld-) Schwierigkeiten 
geraten

phr
/Ǳet Ǻntǩ (faǺnænȓ(ǩ)l) 

ɑdǺfǺk(ǩ)ltiz/
to get into a bad situation with a lot of problems They got into financial difficulties and they closed their company.

Unit 10 get into trouble in Schwierigkeiten geraten phr /Ǳet Ǻntǩ ɑtrȜb(ǩ)l/ to get into a situation for which you are likely to be blamed or punished They got into trouble with the police.

Unit 10 get married sich verheiraten phr /Ǳet ɑmærid/
if someone marries someone else, they become the husband or wife of that 
person

They got married in a beautiful church.

Unit 10 get promoted befördert werden phr /Ǳet prǩɑmǩȚtǺd/ to move to a job at a higher level
She got promoted because her work was so
good.

Unit 10 Sport

Unit 10 aerobics Aerobics n U /eǩɑrǩȚbǺks/ very active physical exercises done while listening to music, often in a class
The most popular are walking, swimming, aerobics, cycling, tennis and 
golf.

Unit 10 champion Champion *** n C /ɑtȓæmpiǩn/ someone who has won an important competition, especially in sport It has a large number of world champions in many different sports.

Unit 10 cricket Cricket ** n U /ɑkrǺkǺt/
a game played by two teams of 11 players who get points by hitting a ball 
with a bat and running between two sets of sticks called stumps

The most important events in the sporting calendar are the Grand Final 
of Australian Rules Football, international cricket matches, …
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Unit 10 cycling Fahrrad fahren n U /ɑsaǺklǺŋ/ to use a bicycle
The most popular are walking, swimming, aerobics, cycling, tennis and 
golf.

Unit 10 final Endspiel ** n C /ɑfaǺn(ǩ)l/ last in a series
The most important events in the sporting calendar are the Grand Final 
of Australian Rules Football, …

Unit 10 golf Golf *** n U /ǱǢlf/
a game in which you use golf clubs to hit a small white ball into a hole in the 
ground

The most popular are walking, swimming, aerobics, cycling, tennis and 
golf.

Unit 10 horse racing Pferderennen n U /ɑ hǤə(r)s reǺsǺŋ/
a sport in which riders called jockeys race against each other on horses, 
sometimes jumping over tall wide objects called fences

The most important events in the sporting calendar are the Grand Final 
of Australian Rules Football, … the Melbourne Cup (horse racing), …

Unit 10 marathon Marathon * n C /ɑmærǩθ(ǩ)n/
a race in which people run on roads over a distance of 42 kilometres or 
about 26 mile

I would like to run a marathon.

Unit 10 motor racing Autorennen n U /ɑmǩȚtǩ(r) reǺsǺŋ/ a sports event in which fast cars race on a special track
The most important events in the sporting calendar are the Grand Final 
of Australian Rules Football, … and the
Australian Grand Prix (motor racing).

Unit 10 race Wettrennen *** n C /reǺs/
a competition that decides who is the fastest at doing something, especially 
running

The fastest woman ran the race in 2 hours 10 minutes and 30 seconds.

Unit 10 running laufen ** n U /ɑrȜnǺŋ/ a sport which involves moving quickly using your legs and feet She goes running every day.

Unit 10 soccer Fußball * n U /ɑsǢkǩ(r)/ the game of football
The most important events in the sporting calendar are the Grand Final 
of Australian Rules Football, … soccer matches, …

Unit 10 squash Squash n U /skwǢȓ/ a game in which two players use rackets to hit a small ball against a wall Do you want to play squash on Friday?

Unit 10 swimming Schwimmen * n U /ɑswǺmǺŋ/ an activity in which you swim for enjoyment, for exercise, or in races
The most popular are walking, swimming, aerobics, cycling, tennis and 
golf.

Unit 10 tennis Tennis ** n U /ɑtenǺs/ a game in which two or four people use rackets to hit a ball across a net
The most popular are walking, swimming, aerobics, cycling, tennis and 
golf.

Unit 10 weight training Krafttraining n U /ɑweǺt treǺnǺŋ/ exercise that involves lifting weights, especially using equipment in a gym I hurt myself doing weight training.

Unit 10 yoga Yoga n U /ɑjǩȚǱǩ/
an activity that involves doing physical and breathing exercises to make you 
stronger and make your mind and body relax

They go to yoga class on Friday evenings.

Unit 10 Body & health

Unit 10 adrenaline Adrenalin n U /ǩɑdrenǩlǺn/
a chemical produced by your adrenal glands that makes your heart beat 
faster and gives you more energy when you are frightened, excited, or angry

When you feel under stress, your body produces more of the hormones 
adrenaline and cortisol.

Unit 10 antibiotic Antibiotikum n C /ɕæntibaǺɑǢtǺk/
a drug that cures illnesses and infections caused by bacteria. Doctors often 
give people a course of antibiotics, when they have to take a fixed amount of 
medicine each day for several day

a prescription for antibiotics

Unit 10 appointment Termin *** n C /ǩɑpǤǺntmǩnt/
an arrangement to see someone at a particular time, especially for a 
business meeting or to get a professional service

I’ll make an appointment with the receptionist.

Unit 10 aspirin Aspirin * n C/U /ɑæsprǺn/
a drug, usually in the form of a pill, that you take to cure minor pains such as 
headaches

You should take some aspirin or paracetamol.

Unit 10 back Rücken *** n C /bæk/
the part of your body between your neck and your bottom, on the opposite 
side to your chest and stomach

She's got a pain in her back.

Unit 10 blood pressure Blutdruck n U /ɑblȜd preȓǩ(r)/ the pressure at which blood flows from your heart around your body
As a result, the body needs more oxygen and your heart rate and blood 
pressure go up.

Unit 10 brain Gehirn *** n C /breǺn/
the organ inside your head that allows you to think and feel, and controls 
your body

Scientists have also discovered that stress can lead to the loss of brain 
cells.

Unit 10 breast cancer Brustkrebs n U /ɑbrest kænsǩ(r)/
an disease affecting one of the two round soft parts on the front of a 
woman’s body that produce milk when she has a baby

Doctors managed to cure her breast cancer.

Unit 10 breathe atmen ** v /briəð/ to take air into your lungs through your nose or mouth and let it out again Have you sometimes found it difficult to breathe?

Unit 10 cell Zelle ** n C /sel/ the smallest part of a living structure that can operate as an independent unit
Scientists have also discovered that stress can lead to the loss of brain 
cells.

Unit 10 check-up Kontrolluntersuchung ** v /tȓek Ȝp/ an examination by a doctor or dentist to make sure that you are healthy I'm going for a check-up at the doctors' on Friday.

Unit 10 chest Brust *** n C /tȓest/ the upper front part of your body between your neck and your stomach She’s also got pains in her chest and neck.

Unit 10 cold Erkältung *** n C /kǩȚld/ a minor illness that blocks your nose and makes you cough Stress is also related to weight problems, coughs and colds.

Unit 10 cough Husten * n C/v /kǢf/
an illness in which you cough often and sometimes your throat and lungs 
hurt

He's got a cough.

Unit 10 diagnosis Diagnose ** n C /ɕdaǺǩǱɑnǩȚsǺs/ a statement about what disease someone has, based on examining them The doctor had problems finding a diagnosis for her illness.

Unit 10 ear Ohr *** n C /Ǻǩ(r)/ one of the two parts at the sides of your head that you hear with Have you had any pain in your ear?

Unit 10 examine untersuchen *** v /ǺǱɑzæmǺn/
if a doctor examines you, they look carefully at your body to check if you are 
healthy

The vet visited the house and examined the dog which had a cold!

Unit 10 exhausted erschöpft * adj /ǺǱɑzǤəstǺd/ extremely tired and without enough energy to do anything else I'm feeling exhausted so I can't come out tonight.
Unit 10 eye Auge *** n C /aǺ/ one of the two body parts in your face that you use for seeing The doctor looked into his eye with a flashlight.

Unit 10 flu Grippe * n U /fluə/
a very common infectious disease that lasts a short time and makes you feel 
hot or cold, weak, and tired

She's got flu.

Unit 10 hangover Kater n C /ɑhæŋɕǩȚvǩ(r)/
the feeling of being tired and sick because you have drunk too much alcohol 
or taken too many drugs

He's got a hangover.
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Unit 10 headache Kopfschmerzen * n C /ɑhedeǺk/ a pain in your head How often have you had a headache in the last twelve months?

Unit 10 heart attack Herzanfall * n C /ɑhǡə(r)t ǩtæk/
an occasion when someone suddenly has a lot of pain in their chest and 
their heart stops working

He died of a heart attack.

Unit 10 heart rate Herzfrequenz n U /ɑhǡə(r)t reǺt/ the movement of your heart as it makes blood flow round your body
As a result, the body needs more oxygen and your heart rate and blood 
pressure go up.

Unit 10 hormone Hormon n C /ɑhǤə(r)mǩȚn/
a chemical substance produced in animals and plants that controls things 
such as growth and sexual development

Which hormones does the body produce when it is under stress?

Unit 10 hurt schmerzen *** v /hǬə(r)t/ to feel pain somewhere in your body Where does it hurt?
Unit 10 illness Krankheit *** n C /ɑǺlnǩs/ the state of feeling ill or of having a disease What illnesses are related to stress?

Unit 10 mouth Mund *** n C /maȚθ/ the part of your face below your nose that you use to eat and speak Could you open your mouth for me?

Unit 10 multiple sclerosis Multiple Sklerose n U /ɑmȜltǺp(ǩ)l sklǩrǩȚsǺs/
a serious illness affecting the nerve cells of the brain and spine that gradually 
makes it difficult for someone to move, speak, or see

They have raised more than four million pounds for a multiple sclerosis 
research centre.

Unit 10 muscle Muskel *** n C /ɑmȜs(ǩ)l/
a piece of flesh that connects one bone to another and is used for moving a 
particular part of your body

I think you’ve pulled a muscle.

Unit 10 neck Nacken *** n C /nek/ the part of the body that joins the head to the rest of the body She’s also got pains in her chest and neck.

Unit 10 nose Nase *** n C /nǩȚz/
the part of your face above your mouth that you use for smelling and 
breathing

He's got a broken nose.

Unit 10 operation Operation *** n C /ɕǢpǩɑreǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the process of cutting into someone’s body for medical reasons This is the first operation I’ve ever had.

Unit 10 oxygen Sauerstoff ** n U /ɑǢksǺdȢ(ǩ)n/
a gas in the air that has no smell or taste, and that all animals depend on to 
breathe

As a result, the body needs more oxygen and your heart rate and blood 
pressure go up.

Unit 10 pain Schmerz *** n C /peǺn/ a feeling that you have in a part of your body when you are hurt or ill She’s also got pains in her chest and neck.

Unit 10 painful schmerzhaft ** adj /ɑpeǺnf(ǩ)l/ if part of your body is painful, you feel pain there It’s very painful.

Unit 10 paracetamol Paracetamol n C/U
/ɕpærǩɑsiətǩmǢl/; 

/ɕpærǩɑsetǩmǢl/
a drug, usually in the form of pills, that you take to cure minor pains You should take some aspirin or paracetamol.

Unit 10 prescription Rezept * n C /prǺɑskrǺpȓ(ǩ)n/
a piece of paper that a doctor gives you that says what type of medicine you 
need

Did the doctor give you a prescription?

Unit 10 skin Haut *** n U /skǺn/ the outer layer of a person’s or animal’s body Have you had any skin problems?

Unit 10 specialist Facharzt ** n C /ɑspeȓǩlǺst/
someone whose training, education, or experience makes them an expert in 
a particular subject

She's got an appointment with a specialist.

Unit 10 stomach ache Bauchschmerzen n C/U /ɑstȜmǩk eǺk// pain in your stomach How many stomach aches have you had?

Unit 10 stress Stress *** n U /stres/
a worried or nervous feeling that stops you relaxing, caused, for example, by 
pressure at work or \financial or personal problems

Are you suffering from stress?

Unit 10 suffer leiden *** v /ɑsȜfǩ(r)/ to have a particular illness or physical problem How many adults suffer from stress?

Unit 10 symptom Symptom ** n C /ɑsǺmptǩm/ a sign that someone has an illness
Over half of the adult population has had stress-related symptoms in 
the last year.

Unit 10 temperature Temperatur *** n C/U /ɑtemprǺtȓǩ(r)/  the measurement of how hot your body is Her temperature is 39°.
Unit 10 throat Hals, Rachen *** n C /θrǩȚt/ the area at the back of your mouth and inside your neck His throat hurts.
Unit 10 treatment Behandlung *** n C /ɑtriətmǩnt/ the process of providing medical care There's a new treatment, but it's very expensive.

Unit 10 vitamin Vitamin ** n C /ɑvǺtǩmǺn/
natural substances found in food that are necessary to keep your body 
healthy

You could try taking a vitamin tablet every morning.

Unit 10 weight Gewicht *** n U /weǺt/ a measurement of how heavy a person or thing is Stress is also related to weight problems.

Unit 10 X-ray Röntgenbild * n C /ɑeks reǺ/ a picture of the bones or organs inside someone’s body taken using X-rays Doctor, doctor, what did the X-ray of my head show?

Unit 10 Other words & phrases 
Unit 10 achievement Leistung *** n C /ǩɑtȓiəvmǩnt/ a particular thing that you have achieved Her greatest achievement was to fly around the world.
Unit 10 affect beeinflussen *** v /ǩɑfekt/ to change or influence something But stress can affect us all and the figures prove it.

Unit 10 arrival Erscheinen *** n C/U /ǩɑraǺv(ǩ)l/
the time when someone or something arrives at a place from somewhere 
else

His arrival at the meeting improved the discussion.

Unit 10 beauty therapist Kosmetiker n C /ɑbjuəti ɑθerǩpǺst/ someone whose job is to help people with their personal appearance
Some jobs are more stressful than others, with teachers and police 
officers at the top of the scale and beauty therapists at the bottom.

Unit 10 bronze Bronze-Medaille ** n U /brǢnz/
a piece of bronze like a coin, given as a prize to someone who comes third in 
a sports competition

She got the bronze in the 100m.

Unit 10 brush bürsten ** v /brȜȓ/ to make something clean or tidy using a brush Ask a friend to brush your hair.

Unit 10 calendar Kalender ** n C /ɑkælǺndǩ(r)/ a list of important events and the dates they take place
The most important events in the sporting calendar are the Grand Final 
of Australian Rules Football, …

Unit 10 canoe Kanu * n C/v /kǩɑnuə/ a long narrow boat that you push through the water using a paddle We're going to take a canoe down the river.

Unit 10 cause Grund *** v /kǤəz/ an event, thing, or person that makes something happen The most common cause of stress is over-work.

Unit 10 celebrate feiern *** v /ɑselǩɕbreǺt/
to do something enjoyable in order to show that an occasion or event is 
special

How do you want to celebrate your birthday?

Unit 10 continent Kontinent ** n C /ɑkǢntǺnǩnt/
one of the very large areas of land on Earth that are usually divided into 
several countries

France and Egypt are on different continents.

Unit 10 contribute fördern *** v /kǩnɑtrǺbjuət/ to be one of the things that help to make something happen
Stress, itself, is not an illness, but it can certainly contribute to illnesses, 
some of them serious.

Unit 10 crazy about (sth) verrückt sein (nach) adj /ɑkreǺzi ǩbaȚt/ very much in love with someone or something
The writer gives four reasons for why he thinks that Americans are 
crazy about animals.
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Unit 10 cry weinen *** v /kraǺ/ to have tears coming from your eyes, especially because you are sad
How often have you 
wanted to cry?

Unit 10 deep tief *** adj /diəp/ going a long way down from the top or the surface The water is very deep, so be careful!

Unit 10 desert Wüste ** n C/U /ɑdezǩ(r)t/
a large area of land with few plants and little water and where the weather is 
always dry

In the last seven days, Fiennes and Stroud have been to the Andes, the 
Amazon and the desert of Oman.

Unit 10 event Veranstaltung *** n C /Ǻɑvent/ an organized occasion such as a party or sports competition What are the most important sporting events in your country?

Unit 10 farm Farm *** n C /fǡə(r)m/ an area of land used for growing crops or keeping animals Is it a farm animal?

Unit 10 foundation Grundlage *** n C /faȚnɑdeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the most basic part of something from which the rest of it develops What they discovered became the foundation of modern medicine.

Unit 10 gardener Gärtner ** n C /ɑǱǡə(r)d(ǩ)nǩ(r)/ someone whose job is to look after a garden The gardener cuts the grass regularly.

Unit 10 gross national product (GNP) Bruttosozialprodukt (BSP) n U /ɑǱrǩȚs næȓ(ǩ)nǩl prǢdȜkt/

the total value of all the goods and services that a country produces in a 
year, including income received from money invested in other countries, but 
not income paid to foreign investors

That’s about the same as the gross national product of a medium-sized 
South American country.

Unit 10 hockey Hockey * n U /ɑhǢki/
a game played on grass by two teams of 11 players who try to score goals by 
hitting a ball with a curved stick called a hockey stick

If Wayne doesn’t sleep, he doesn’t play good hockey, said the wife.

Unit 10 memory Gedächtnis *** n C /ɑmem(ǩ)ri/ the ability to remember things Doctor, doctor, I’ve got a memory problem.
Unit 10 official offiziell *** adj /ǩɑfǺȓ(ǩ)l/ done by people in authority His official time was 2 hours and 10 minutes.
Unit 10 over-work Überarbeitung n U /ɕǩȚvǩ(r)ɑwǬə(r)k/ to work harder than you should The most common cause of stress is over-work.

Unit 10 point Meinung *** n C /pǤǺnt/ the thing that you are trying to say In the same newspaper was an article which proves my point.

Unit 10 previous vorherig *** adj /ɑpriəviǩs/
a previous event, period, or thing happened or existed before the one that 
you are talking about

Our car has had 2 previous owners.

Unit 10 prove beweisen *** v /pruəv/ to provide evidence that shows that something is true But stress can affect us all and the figures prove it.

Unit 10 raise sammeln *** v /reǺz/ to collect money for a particular purpose
They have raised more than four million pounds for a multiple sclerosis 
research centre.

Unit 10 scale Skala *** n C /skeǺl/ a range of measurements in a particular system
Some jobs are more stressful than others, with teachers and police 
officers at the top of the scale and beauty therapists at the bottom.

Unit 10 spectator Zuschauer * n C /spekɑteǺtǩ(r)/ someone who watches a public activity or event, especially a sports event There were 50,000 spectators at the game.

Unit 10 stopover Zwischenlandung n C /ɑstǢpɕǩȚvǩ(r)/ a stop during a journey, especially during a flight We have a stopover in Amsterdam before flying to the USA.

Unit 10 stress Stress *** n U /stres/
a worried or nervous feeling that stops you relaxing, caused, for example, by 
pressure at work or financial or personal problems

Are you suffering from stress?

Unit 10 stressful stressig adj /ɑstresf(ǩ)l/ involving or causing a lot of pressure or worry How stressful is your work and day-to-day life?
Unit 10 stuff Zeug *** n U /stȜf/ a variety of objects or things No, the really crazy stuff came from another article.
Unit 10 up to date aktuell * adj /Ȝp tȚ deǺt/ including the most recent news and information I can get up to date news on my mobile phone,

Unit 10 vet Tierarzt n C /vet/ a doctor for animals. Vet is short for veterinary surgeon. The vet visited the house and examined the dog which had a cold!

Unit 10 veterinary practice Tierarztpraxis n U /ɑvet(ǩ)nri ɑpræktǺs/ the business of a veterinary surgeon 
Dr Attas has run a veterinary practice, called CityPets, for the last ten 
years.

Unit 11 Personal possessions
Unit 11 car Auto *** n C /kǡə(r)/ a road vehicle for one driver and a few passengers I needed a car to get to work.
Unit 11 CD player CD-Player n C /ɑsiə diə pleǺǩ(r)/ a piece of equipment used for playing CDs with music on them Do you have a CD player at home?

Unit 11 computer Computer *** n C /kǩmɑpjuətǩ(r)/
a machine that stores programs and information in electronic form and can 
be used for a variety of processes, for example writing, calculating, and 
communicating on the Internet

Go to Tottenham Court Road for computers, hi-fi, TVs and other 
electronic equipment.

Unit 11 credit card Kreditkarte ** n C /ɑkredǺt kǡə(r)d/ a small plastic card that you use to buy things now and pay for them later She wanted a credit card to pay for meals in restaurants.

Unit 11 lipstick Lippenstift n C/U /ɑlǺpɕstǺk/
a coloured substance in the form of a small stick that women put on their 
lips, or a stick of this

Debbie is putting on lipstick in the bathroom.

Unit 11 motorbike Motorrad * n C /ɑmǩȚtǩ(r)ɕbaǺk/
a road vehicle that has two wheels and an engine and looks like a large 
heavy bicycle

I've just bought a new motorbike.

Unit 11 MP3 player MP3-Player n C /ɑem piə θriə pleǺǩ(r)/ a piece of equipment used for playing MP3 files She wanted an MP3 player to listen to music on the train.

Unit 11 pen Stift ** n C /pen/ an object that you use for writing or drawing with ink Can I borrow your pen?
Unit 11 phone Handy *** n C /fǩȚn/ a telephone You mustn’t use your mobile phone in a plane.

Unit 11 sunglasses Sonnenbrille n pl /ɑsȜnɕǱlǡəsǺz/
glasses with dark lenses that you wear to protect your eyes when the sun is 
bright

I can't find my sunglasses.

Unit 11 TV Fernseher *** n C /ɑtiə viə/ television
Go to Tottenham Court Road for computers, hi-fi, TVs and other 
electronic equipment.

Unit 11 watch Uhr ** n C /wǢtȓ/  a small clock that you carry with you, usually on your wrist I'm not wearing a watch.
Unit 11 Clothes
Unit 11 boot Stiefel *** n C /buət/ a type of shoe that covers all of your foot and part of your leg She's got a new pair of boots.

Unit 11 cardigan Strickjacke n C /ɑkǡə(r)dǺǱǩn/ a jacket knitted from wool, that you fasten at the front with buttons or a zip I like your cardigan.

Unit 11 changing room Umkleide n C /ɑtȓeǺndȢǺŋ ɕruəm/
a room in which people can change their clothes before and after playing a 
sport

Of course, the changing room is over there.
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Unit 11 dress Kleid *** n C /dres/ a piece of clothing that covers a woman’s body and part of her legs That dress really suits you.

Unit 11 fit passen *** v /fǺt/ if clothes fit, they are the right size for you Do all their clothes fit?

Unit 11 flip flops Badelatschen n pl /ɑflǺp flǢpz/
a rubber shoe without a top or back, held to your foot by a strap in the shape 
of a ‘V’ that goes between your toes

Philip Dale was told to go home and change out of his casual shorts 
and flip flops.

Unit 11 go with zu etwas passen v /ǱǩȚ wǺð/ to be provided or offered together with something Will that go with something you are wearing?

Unit 11 gown Umhang, Robe n C /ǱaȚn/
a piece of formal clothing like a loose coat sometimes worn by judges, 
teachers, lawyers, and members of universities

At some colleges, they also have to wear the gowns at dinner.

Unit 11 jacket Jacke *** n C /ɑdȢækǺt/
a short coat that covers the upper part of the body and is made in many 
styles for different occasions and different kinds of weather

I'm looking for a black jacket.

Unit 11 jeans Jeans * n pl /dȢiənz/
trousers made of heavy cotton cloth called denim that you wear in informal 
situations

Do you think jeans are too casual?

Unit 11 jersey Pullover n C /ɑdȢǬə(r)zi/ a warm piece of clothing that covers your upper body and arms I'm wearing a jersey because it's cold.

Unit 11 scarf Schal * n C /skǡə(r)f/
a piece of cloth that you wear round your neck or head to keep warm or to 
make yourself look nice

She put on a scarf and left the house.

Unit 11 shirt Hemd *** n C /ȓǬə(r)t/ a piece of men’s clothing that covers the top part of the body Your tie doesn’t go with your shirt.
Unit 11 shorts Shorts * n pl /ȓǤə(r)ts/ short trousers that end at or above the knees Shorts and flip flops are not formal enough.
Unit 11 skirt Rock ** n C /skǬə(r)t/ a piece of clothing for a woman or girl Women can wear skirts and shorts.

Unit 11 sock Strumpf, Socke * n C /sǢk/ a soft piece of clothing that you wear on your foot inside your shoe I can't find two socks that are the same colour.

Unit 11 suit Anzug *** n C /suət/
a set of clothes made from the same cloth, usually a jacket with trousers or a 
skirt

That suit fits you.

Unit 11 suit stehen, passen *** v /suət/ if a style or something that you wear suits you, it makes you look good That dress really suits you.

Unit 11 sweatshirt Sweatshirt n C /ɑswetɕȓǬə(r)t/
a piece of clothing made of thick cotton that you wear on the upper part of 
your body for exercise or informal activities

In most state schools, children can’t wear a school sweatshirt.

Unit 11 tie Krawatte ** n C /taǺ/
a long narrow piece of cloth that a man wears around his neck under the 
collar of a shirt

Why do men have to wear hot trousers and ties?

Unit 11 top Oberteil *** n C /tǢp/ a piece of clothing that covers the upper part of your body I have the same top as you.

Unit 11 trainers Turnschuhe * n pl /ɑtreǺnǩ(r)z/
strong, comfortable shoes which are designed for doing sports in, but which 
many people wear as informal clothing

Amy bought some new running trainers.

Unit 11 trousers Hosen ** n pl /ɑtraȚzǩ(r)z/
a piece of clothing covering the body from the waist to the feet, divided into 
separate parts for each leg and worn by both men and women

Why do men have to wear trousers?

Unit 11 try on ausprobieren v /traǺ Ǣn/ to put on a piece of clothing in order to see how it looks and whether it fits You enjoy shopping and you like trying on lots of different things.

Unit 11 T-shirt T-Shirt n C /tiəȓǬə(r)t/ a soft shirt that usually has short sleeves and no collar He's wearing shorts and a T-shirt.
Unit 11 underwear Unterwäsche * n U /ɑȜndǩ(r)ɕweǩ(r)/ clothing that you wear next to your skin under your other clothes I need to buy some new underwear.
Unit 11 Other words & phrases 

Unit 11 antique Antiquität * n C /ænɑtiək/
an old object such as a piece of furniture or jewellery that is valuable 
because it is rare, beautiful, or well made

Portobello Road is famous for its street market (weekends), but it also 
has a lot of interesting antique shops.

Unit 11 awful schrecklich ** adj /ɑǤəf(ǩ)l/ used for emphasizing how unpleasant someone or something is The wine was good but the food was awful.
Unit 11 bargain Schnäppchen ** n C /ɑbǡə(r)ǱǺn/ something you buy that costs much less than normal Wow! 50% off is a real bargain.
Unit 11 bloke Typ ** n C /blǩȚk/ a man Tim's a great bloke.

Unit 11 branch Filiale *** n C /brǡəntȓ/
a shop or office representing a large company or organization in a particular 
area

With the opening this week of a new branch of Home Comforts, Kyra 
Komac now has 25 stores in her successful international chain of home 
and furniture shops.

Unit 11 candle Kerze ** n C /ɑkænd(ǩ)l/ a stick of wax with a string in it called a wick that you burn to give light She started making candles.

Unit 11 case Fall *** n C /keǺs/ a legal matter that will be decided in a court The case continues.

Unit 11 casual salopp ** adj /ɑkæȢuǩl/
casual clothes are comfortable, and suitable for wearing in informal 
situations

The company thinks that Mr Dale’s clothes are too casual.

Unit 11 chain Kette *** n C /tȓeǺn/
a group of businesses such as shops, hotels, or restaurants that all belong to 
the same person or company

Kyra Komac now has 25 stores in her successful international chain of 
home and furniture shops.

Unit 11 clearly deutlich *** adv /ɑklǺǩ(r)li/ in a way that people can easily see, hear, or understand
Mr Dale’s contract says very clearly “Employees must wear suitable 
clothes in the workplace.”

Unit 11 client Kunde *** n C /ɑklaǺǩnt/
someone who pays for the services of a professional person such as a 
doctor or lawyer

He often takes his clients out to dinner.

Unit 11 contract Vertrag *** n C /ɑkǢntrækt/
a written legal agreement between two people or businesses that says what 
each must do for the other or give to the other

Mr Dale’s contract says very clearly “Employees must wear suitable 
clothes in the workplace.”

Unit 11 department store Kaufhaus ** n C /dǺɑpǡə(r)tmǩnt stǤə(r)/
a large shop divided into separate sections, each section selling a different 
type of thing

Oxford Street is London’s main shopping street with all the international 
chains (Gap, H & M, Zara, etc), large department stores and two mega-
stores for CDs, DVDs and games.

Unit 11 discrimination Diskriminierung ** n U /dǺɕskrǺmǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/
unfair treatment of someone because of their religion, race, or other personal 
features

But the really important question here is the question of sexual 
discrimination.

Unit 11 electronic elektronisch *** adj /ɕelekɑtrǢnǺk/ involving the use of electronic equipment, especially computers
Go to Tottenham Court Road for computers, hi-fi, TVs and other 
electronic equipment.
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Unit 11 employee Angestellter *** n C /ǺmɑplǤǺiə/; /ɕemplǤǺɑiə/ someone who is paid regularly to work for a person or an organization Companies cannot tell their employees what to wear.

Unit 11 enormous riesig *** adj /ǺɑnǤə(r)mǩs/ very large in size or quantity
There are three enormous bookshops and many small specialist 
bookshops.

Unit 11 formal klassisch *** adj /ɑfǤə(r)m(ǩ)l/
correct or conservative in style, and suitable for official or serious situations 
or occasions

Shorts and flip flops are not formal enough.

Unit 11 furniture Möbel *** n U /ɑfǬə(r)nǺtȓǩ(r)/
the chairs, tables, beds, cupboards etc that you put in a room or house so 
that you can live in it

We sell everything from designer furniture to silver jewellery.

Unit 11 garage Autowerkstatt ** n C /ɑǱærǡəȢ/; /ɑǱærǺdȢ/ a place that repairs or sells cars I went to a garage to look at the new cars.

Unit 11 give sb a hand jdm helfen phr /ǱǺv (sb) ǩ hænd/
to give someone support or information so that they can do something more 
easily

When I got older, I gave my mum a hand and I really enjoyed it.

Unit 11 gold Gold *** n U /ǱǩȚld/ a valuable yellow metal used for making jewellery Is that ring made of gold?

Unit 11 human rights Menschenrechte * n pl /ɑhjuəmǩn raǺtz/
the rights that everyone should have in a society, including the right to 
express opinions about the government or to have protection from harm

This is a question of human rights.

Unit 11 hurry eilig ** n /ɑhȜri/
if you are in a hurry, you do something quickly because you do not have 
much time

I was in a hurry to leave.

Unit 11 image Image *** n C /ɑǺmǺdȢ/
the opinion of yourself, your company, or your community that you 
deliberately try to create in the minds of other people

We must think about our image.

Unit 11 impress beeindrucken ** v /Ǻmɑpres/ if someone or something impresses you, you admire them She wanted to impress her clients.

Unit 11 incense Räucherstäbchen n U /ɑǺnsens/ a substance that creates a strong but pleasant smell when burned In the first store, we only sold incense and candles.

Unit 11 instead (of) anstelle, anstatt *** adv /Ǻnɑsted/ used for saying that one person, thing, or action replaces another
Instead of the usual ‘Good morning’ from his boss, Philip Dale was told 
to go home and change.

Unit 11 investment Investition *** n C /Ǻnɑves(t)mǩnt/
the process of spending money in order to improve something or make it 
more successful

There has been lots of investment in new technology.

Unit 11 jewellery Schmuck ** n U /ɑdȢuəǩlri/ objects that you wear as decoration We sell everything from designer furniture to silver jewellery.

Unit 11 joke Witz ** n C /dȢǩȚk/ something you say or do that is intended to make people laugh My mum told me jokes and stories so I didn’t get bored.

Unit 11 judge beurteilen *** v /dȢȜdȢ/ to form an opinion about something after considering all the details or facts You can judge a person’s personality by their clothes.

Unit 11 medium mittel ** adj /ɑmiədiǩm/ between small and large in size He's got brown hair and he's medium height.

Unit 11 mega-store Mega-Store n C /ɑmeǱǩɕstǤə(r)/ a very large shop, especially one that sells many different types of products
Oxford Street is London’s main shopping street with all the international 
chains (Gap, H & M, Zara, etc), large department stores and two mega-
stores for CDs, DVDs and games.

Unit 11 metallic metallisch adj /mǺɑtælǺk/ consisting of or containing metal It's a small, metallic object.

Unit 11 mum Mutter ** n C /mȜm/ a mother When I got older, I gave my mum a hand and I really enjoyed it.

Unit 11 overtime Überstunden * n U /ɑǩȚvǩ(r)ɕtaǺm/ extra hours that someone works at their job I worked overtime to earn more money.

Unit 11 professionalism Professionalität n U /prǩɑfeȓ(ǩ)nǩɕlǺz(ǩ)m/
the qualities and skills that someone with a professional job is expected to 
have

It’s a question of professionalism.

Unit 11 recommend empfehlen *** v /ɕrekǩɑmend/
to say that someone or something is good and worth using, having, or 
experiencing

Are there any shops that you don’t recommend?

Unit 11 roof Dach *** n C /ruəf/ the top outer part of a building You get a great view of the city from the roof of the building.

Unit 11 sell out ausverkaufen v /ɑsel aȚt/
if a shop sells out of something, it sells all that it has so that there is no more 
available

They were sold out in 20 minutes!

Unit 11 seriously ernstlich *** adv /ɑsǺǩriǩsli/ in a way that is bad or dangerous enough to make you worried They weren't seriously injured in the accident.
Unit 11 sexy sexy * adj /ɑseksi/ sexually attractive She thought it was very sexy.

Unit 11 shape Form *** n C /ȓeǺp/ the outer form of something I spent my free time making candles of all different shapes and sizes.

Unit 11 sign Schild *** v /saǺn/
a flat object with words or pictures on it, put in a public place to provide 
information or advertise something

The sign in the window says 'vacancies'.

Unit 11 silver Silber ** n C /ɑsǺlvǩ(r)/ a light grey bright metal used for making jewellery, coins, silverware, etc We sell everything from designer furniture to silver jewellery.

Unit 11 size Größe *** n C /saǺz/ how large or small something is It’s the right size for you.

Unit 11 smart elegant ** adj /smǡə(r)t/
clean and neat in appearance and dressed in nice fashionable clothes, 
especially in a slightly formal way

It’s important to look smart at work and when you go out.

Unit 11 spokeswoman Sprecherin ** n C /ɑspǩȚksɕwȚmǩn/ a female spokesperson
‘This is work, not a holiday on the beach,’ said a company 
spokeswoman.

Unit 11 stall Stand ** n C /stǤəl/
a large table or a small building that is open at the front, used for selling 
things or for giving people information

When I was little, my mother began selling vegetarian food from a stall 
at Camden Market.

Unit 11 store Laden *** n C /stǤə(r)/ a shop of any size In the first store, we only sold incense and candles.

Unit 11 suitable passend *** adj /ɑsuətǩb(ǩ)l/ right for a particular purpose, person, or situation Employees must wear suitable clothes in the workplace.

Unit 11 uniform Uniform ** n C /ɑjuənǺfǤə(r)m/
a set of clothes that you wear to show that you are part of a particular 
organization or school

Children at this school don’t have to wear a uniform.

Unit 11 vegetarian vegetarisch adj /ɕvedȢǩɑteǩriǩn/ someone who chooses not to eat meat or fish
When I was little, my mother began selling vegetarian food from a stall 
at Camden Market.
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Unit 11 wax Wachs n U /wæks/
a soft natural or artificial substance that becomes liquid when heated, used 
for making candles and models, for making wooden furniture shine, and for 
protecting objects from water

My mum gave me some money to buy some wax to make more 
candles.

Unit 11 wheel Rad *** n C /wiəl/
a round object that turns round and round to make a car, bicycle, or other 
vehicle move

One of the wheels has fallen off my bike.

Unit 12 Phrasal verbs
Unit 12 call (sth) off (etwas) absagen v /kǤəl (sth) Ǣf/ to decide that something will not happen Unfortunately, the concert was called off.
Unit 12 carry on (+ verb + -ing ) (mit etwas) weitermachen v /ɑkæri Ǣn/ to continue doing something Are you going to carry on with your studies?
Unit 12 give (sth) up (mit etwas) aufhören v /ǱǺv (sth) Ȝp/ to stop doing something that you do regularly He has decided to give up smoking.

Unit 12 pick (sb) up (jdn) mitnehmen v /pǺk (sth) Ȝp/
to go and meet someone or something that you have arranged to take 
somewhere in a vehicle

James came to pick us up at our guest house.

Unit 12 put (sth) off (etwas) verschieben v /pȚt (sth) Ǣf/ to delay doing something, especially because you do not want to do it The meeting was put off until next week.

Unit 12 sort (sth) out (etwas) in Ordnung bringen v /sǤə(r)t (sth) aȚt/
to do what is necessary to deal with a problem, disagreement, or difficult 
situation successfully

She needs to sort out her money problems.

Unit 12 take off ausziehen v /ɑteǺk Ǣf/ to remove something, especially a piece of clothing I'm going to take off my coat it's too hot in here.
Unit 12 Festivals

Unit 12 band Band *** n C /bænd/ a small group of musicians who play popular music such as jazz or rock All the bands in the carnival have a Mas camp.

Unit 12 carnival Karneval n C /ɑkǡə(r)nǺv(ǩ)l/
a lively festival in which people walk through the streets playing music, 
dancing, and often wearing unusual colourful clothes

Venice has a carnival.

Unit 12 costume Kostüm * n C /ɑkǢstjuəm/ clothes that performers wear in a play, film etc They bought costumes that cost $250.

Unit 12 display Show *** n C /dǺɑspleǺ/ a performance that is intended to entertain people There was a huge firework display at the end of the concert.

Unit 12 fireworks Feuerwerk * n plur /ɑfaǺǩ(r)ɕwǬə(r)ks/
an object that explodes when you light it and produces coloured lights and 
loud noises

We really enjoyed the fireworks.

Unit 12 float Festwagen n C /flǩȚt/ a large vehicle decorated and driven as part of a parade We joined the people that were ‘wining’ behind the float.

Unit 12 mask Maske ** n C /mǡəsk/
something that you wear to cover part or all of your face in order to hide who 
you are or for decoration

It is famous for its beautiful masks.

Unit 12 parade Parade * n C /pǩɑreǺd/
a public celebration in which a large group of people move through an area, 
often with decorated vehicles and bands playing music

I’ve never seen a bigger parade in my life.

Unit 12 procession Umzug * n C /prǩɑseȓ(ǩ)n/
a line of people or vehicles moving in a slow and formal way as part of an 
event

By this time, the procession was a lot bigger.

Unit 12 (loud) speaker (Laut-) Sprecher n C /(ɕlaȚd)ɑspiəkǩ(r)/
a piece of electrical equipment that allows sounds or voices to be heard 
loudly at a distance

Looking out of our upstairs window, we saw a float which was covered 
in (loud) speakers …

Unit 12 Countries & languages

Unit 12 Arabic arabisch n /ɑærǩbǺk/
the language that most people speak in the Middle East and in most 
countries of North Africa

He's moving to the Middle East so he's learning Arabic.

Unit 12 Brazil Brasilien n /brǩɑzǺl/ a large country in South America Brazil opens rainforest reserve.
Unit 12 China China n /ɑtȓaǺnǩ/ a large country in Asia The company does a lot of business with China.

Unit 12 Chinese chinesisch n /ɕtȓaǺɑniəz/
someone from China; the group of related languages that peoplespeak in 
China

We often go to a restaurant that serves Chinese food.

Unit 12 France Frankreich n /frǡəns/ a country in Europe He succeeded in swimming between England and France.

Unit 12 French französisch n /frentȓ/
someone from France; the language that people speak in France, Belgium, 
and several other countries

I'm sorry, I don't speak French.

Unit 12 German deutsch n /ɑdȢǬə(r)mǩn/
someone from Germany; the official language of Germany, Austria, and 
Liechtenstein, and one of the official languages of Switzerland

The German explorer, Alexander von Humboldt, travelled through the 
Amazon jungle and collected plants.

Unit 12 Greece Griechenland n /Ǳriəs/ a country in southern Europe We went on holiday to Greece last summer.

Unit 12 Greek griechisch n /Ǳriək/ a person from Greece; the language that people speak in modern Greece
Most English that you hear and see around the world is spoken or 
written by non-native speakers – between, for example, a Greek and a 
German.

Unit 12 Hungarian ungarisch n /hȜŋɑgeǩrǺǩn/ a person from Hungary; the language that people speak in Hungary We met some Hungarians on holiday.

Unit 12 Hungary Ungarn n /ɑhȜŋgǩrǺ/ a country in Europe Have you ever been to Hungary?

Unit 12 Italian italienisch n /Ǻɑtæljǩn/
someone who is Italian is from Italy; relating to Italy, or its language or 
culture

Most English that you hear and see around the world is spoken or 
written by non-native speakers – between, for example, a Russian and 
an Italian.

Unit 12 Italy Italien n /ɑǺtǩlǺ/ a country in southern Europe This is my colleague from Italy.
Unit 12 Japan Japan n /dȢǩɑpæn/ a country in Asia I think this was made in Japan.
Unit 12 Japanese japanisch n /ɕdȢæpǩɑniəz/ the language that people speak in Japan; someone from Japan I love Japanese food.

Unit 12 Latin Latein n /ɑlætǺn/
someone from a European country such as Italy or Spain whose language 
developed from Latin

English has become the Latin of the modern world.

Unit 12 Poland Polen n /ɑpǩȚlǩnd/ a country in eastern Europe We went to Poland for the weekend.

Unit 12 Polish polnisch n /ɑpǩȚlǺȓ/
someone who is Polish comes from Poland; relating to Poland, or its 
language or culture

Do you know if he's German or Polish?

Unit 12 Portuguese portugiesisch n /ɕpǤə(r)tȓȚɑǱiəz/
the language that people speak in Portugal. Portuguese is also the official 
language of Brazil.

The Portuguese explorer, Gil Eannes, was the first European to sail 
past Cape Bojador on the coast of Africa.

Unit 12 Russia Russland n /ɑrȜȓǩ/ a large country in Asia I'm going to fly to Russia on Saturday.
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Unit 12 Russian russisch n /ɑrȜȓ(ǩ)n/
someone who is Russian is from Russia; relating to Russia, or its language 
or culture

Most English that you hear and see around the world is spoken or 
written by non-native speakers, for example, between a Russian and an 
Italian

Unit 12 Saudi Arabia Saudi-Arabien n /ɑsǤədǺ ǩreǺbǺǩ/ a country in western Asia She really enjoyed her trip to Saudi Arabia.
Unit 12 Spain Spanien n /speǺn/ a country in southern Europe He's on a business trip in Spain at the moment.

Unit 12 Spanish spanisch n /ɑspænǺȓ/
someone who is Spanish is from Spain; relating to Spain, or its language or 
culture

Do you speak Spanish?

Unit 12 Turkey Türkei n /ɑtǬə(r)ki/ a country in Europe I want to book a cheap flight to Turkey.
Unit 12 Turkish türkisch n /ɑtǬə(r)kǺȓ/ the language that people speak in Turkey Turkish food is delicious.
Unit 12 Global issues

Unit 12 clone klonen * n C/v /klǩȚn/
to create an animal or plant in a laboratory that is an exact 
copy of another using the original animal’s or plant’s dna

Scientists clone 12 sheep

Unit 12 crime Kriminalität *** n C/U /kraǺm/ an illegal activity or action Police need more money to fight online crime.

Unit 12 environment Umgebung *** n C/U /ǺnɑvaǺrǩnmǩnt/ the conditions and influences in which people carry on a particular activity We have a great working environment here.

Unit 12 genetic engineering Gentechnik n U /dȢǩɑnetǺk ɕendȢǺnǺǩrǺŋ/
the practice or science of adding genes to a living thing, especially in order to 
make it more suitable for a particular purpose

Scientists are making a lot of progress with genetic engineering.

Unit 12 genetically modified genetisch verändert adj /dȢǩɕnetǺkli ɑmǢdǺfaǺd/
a genetically modified plant or animal has had its genetic structure changed 
in order to make it more suitable for a particular purpose

The shop doesn't sell any genetically modified food.

Unit 12 global warming Erderwärmung * n U /ɑǱlǩȚb(ǩ)l ɑwǤə(r)mǺŋ/
the slow increase in the temperature of the Earth caused partly by the 
greenhouse effect increasing the amount of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere

Global warming is an important issue.

Unit 12 health Gesundheit *** n U /helθ/ relating to medical care
Oxfam trains health workers and sets up schools, for example.

Unit 12 homeless obdachlos * adj /ɑhǩȚmlǩs/ without a place to live New hostels for homeless men have been built.

Unit 12 minimum wage Mindestlohn n C /ɑmǺnǺmǩm weǺdȢ/
the smallest amount of money that an employer is legally allowed to pay a 
worker

European Parliament to vote on minimum wage.

Unit 12 nature conservation Naturschutz n C /ɑneǺtȓǩ(r) ɕkǢnsǩ(r)veǺȓ(ǩ)n/
the management of land and water in ways that prevent it from being 
damaged or destroyed

He works for a big nature conservation charity.

Unit 12 organic food Biolebensmittel n C /Ǥə(r)ɑǱænǺk fuəd/
organic food or drink is produced using only a small number of artificial 
chemicals

The woman doesn't want to eat organic food.

Unit 12 poverty Armut ** n U /ɑpǢvǩ(r)ti/
a situation in which someone does not have enough money to pay for their 
basic needs

Oxfam’s aim is a simple one: to work with others to find lasting 
solutions to poverty and suffering.

Unit 12 protester Demonstrant * n C /prǩɑtestǩ(r)/
someone who publicly shows their opposition to something such as a law or 
policy

Protesters destroy fields

Unit 12 rainforest Regenwald * n C/U /ɑreǺnɕfǢrǺst/ a forest in a tropical region of the world where it rains a lot Brazil opens rainforest reserve
Unit 12 Other words & phrases 

Unit 12 academic akademisch *** adj /ɕækǩɑdemǺk/ relating to education, especially education in colleges and universities
English is the main language of business, academic conferences and 
tourism

Unit 12 achievement Leistung *** n C /ǩɑtȓiəvmǩnt/ a particular thing that you have achieved
Other people think that his achievements are a waste of time and 
money.

Unit 12 adventurer Abenteurer n C /ǩdɑventȓ(ǩ)rǩ(r)/
someone who uses slightly dishonest methods to become rich or achieve 
high social status

Do you know of any explorers or adventurers from your country?

Unit 12 aeroplane Flugzeug * n C /ɑeǩrǩɕpleǺn/ an aircraft with wings and at least one engine What kind of aeroplane are we flying in?
Unit 12 attempt Versuch *** n C /ǩɑtempt/ an effort to do something He almost called off his attempt to fly around the world.

Unit 12 balloon Fesselballon * n C /bǩɑluən/ a large strong bag filled with gas or hot air that can float in the air Steve Fossett’s balloon took off from a town in Western Australia.

Unit 12 ballooning Ballonfahren n U /bǩɑluənǺŋ/ the activity of flying in a hot-air balloon He gave up ballooning after this journey.

Unit 12 charity gemeinnützige Organisation *** n C/U /ɑtȓærǩti/
an organization to which you give money so that it can give money and help 
to people who are poor or ill, or who need advice and support

All the money will be donated to charity.

Unit 12 climatologist Klimaforscher n C /ɕklaǺmǩɑtǢlǩdȢǺst/ someone who undertakes the scientific study of climate Climatologists are discovering more and more about global warming.

Unit 12 coast Küste *** n C /kǩȚst/ an area of land beside a sea
The Portuguese explorer, Gil Eannes, was the first European to sail 
past Cape Bojador on the coast of Africa.

Unit 12 collect sammeln *** v /kǩɑlekt/ to get things and keep them together for a particular reason
The German explorer, Alexander von Humboldt, travelled through the 
Amazon jungle and collected plants.

Unit 12 compare vergleichen *** v /kǩmɑpeǩ(r)/ to consider how things or people are similar and how they are different Compare your answers with another group.

Unit 12 confirm bestätigen *** v /kǩnɑfǬə(r)m/ to prove that something is true Scientists have confirmed the theory.

Unit 12 delay verzögern ** v /dǺɑleǺ/ to do something later than is planned or expected He had to delay his departure because of a problem with the wind.

Unit 12 departure Abreise ** n C /dǺɑpǡə(r)tȓǩ(r)/ an occasion when someone leaves a place, for example to go on a journey He had to delay his departure because of a problem with the wind.

Unit 12 determination Entschlossenheit ** n U /dǺɕtǬə(r)mǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/
the refusal to let anything prevent you from doing what you have decided to 
do

She showed a lot of determination to finish the race.
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Unit 12 dialect Dialekt * n C /ɑdaǺǩlekt/
a way of speaking a language that is used only in a particular area or by a 
particular group

These different dialects and accents depend on people’s social class 
and the geographical area where they live.

Unit 12 dirt Schmutz * n U /dǬə(r)t/ soil or mud (=soil mixed with water)
Everyone is brown, because they cover themselves with dirt, mud, or 
oil.

Unit 12 easily leicht *** adv /ɑiəzǺli/ without difficulty or effort They won the game easily. 

Unit 12 emergency Notfall *** n C /ǺɑmǬə(r)dȢ(ǩ)nsi/
an unexpected situation involving danger in which immediate action is 
necessary

If there is an emergency, please stay calm.

Unit 12 endurance Durchhaltevermögen n U /ǺnɑdjȚǩrǩns/
the ability to continue doing something physically difficult or continue dealing 
with an unpleasant situation for a long time

They showed a lot of endurance to finish the race.

Unit 12 epic episch adj /ɑepǺk/
an event or activity that lasts a long time and is sometimes difficult or 
complicated

They went on an epic journey.

Unit 12 explorer Forscher n C /ǺkɑsplǤərǩ(r)/
someone who travels to a place that other people do not know much about in 
order to find out what is there

The Scottish explorer, Mungo Park, travelled on horse and on foot 
along / into the Niger River in West Africa.

Unit 12 field Feld *** n C /fiəld/ an area of land used for keeping animals or growing food Protesters destroy fields

Unit 12 flood Überschwemmung ** n C /flȜd/ a large amount of water that covers an area that was dry before
Oxfam responds to emergencies, providing food and shelter for people 
who have lost their homes in floods, hurricanes and war.

Unit 12 forest Wald *** n C /ɑfǢrǺst/ a large area of land covered by trees and other plants growing close together Forest fires in Southern France.

Unit 12 fortunate Glück haben ** adj /ɑfǤə(r)tȓǩnǩt/ lucky, especially because you have more advantages than other people We were fortunate that the weather stayed fine.

Unit 12 generous großzügig ** adj /ɑdȢenǩrǩs/ giving people more of your time or money than is usual or expected She's very generous with her money.

Unit 12 geographical geografisch ** adj /ɕdȢiəǩɑǱræfǺk(ǩ)l/ relating to an area or place, or to its geography
These different dialects and accents depend on people’s social class 
and the geographical area where they live.

Unit 12 glider Gleiter n C /ɑǱlaǺdǩ(r)/ a light plane with no engine that people fly in for pleasure He flies his glider most weekends.
Unit 12 gliding einen Gleiter fliegen n U /ɑǱlaǺdǺŋ/ the activity of flying in a glider Louise went gliding for the first time yesterday.

Unit 12 guest house Gästehaus n C /ɑǱestɕhaȚs/ a small hotel or private home where people can pay to spend the night They stayed in a guest house that was near the town centre.

Unit 12 guide Fremdenführer *** n C /ǱaǺd/
someone whose job is to look after a group of people who are visiting a 
place and give them information about it

The tour guide took them around the walls of the old city and back to 
their starting point.

Unit 12 handsome gut aussehend ** adj /ɑhæns(ǩ)m/ a handsome man or boy has a very attractive face He's a very handsome man.

Unit 12 helicopter Hubschrauber ** n C /ɑhelǺɕkǢptǩ(r)/ an aircraft with large metal blades on top that spin and lift it into the air The helicopter took off one hour late.

Unit 12 helium Helium n U /ɑhiəliǩm/ a gas that is lighter than air, often used for lifting large balloons The balloon was filled with helium.

Unit 12 hero Held ** n C /ɑhǺǩrǩȚ/
someone who has done something brave, for example saving a person’s life 
or risking their own life

For some people, Steve Fossett is a hero.

Unit 12 horse Pferd *** n C /hǤə(r)s/ a large animal that people ride
The Scottish explorer, Mungo Park, travelled on horse and on foot 
along / into the Niger River in West Africa.

Unit 12 hostel Notunterkunft n C /ɑhǢst(ǩ)l/
a building where people can stay and get meals if they have no home or 
have been forced to leave their home

New hostels for homeless men

Unit 12 hurricane Orkan n C /ɑhȜrǺkǩn/; /ɑhȜrǺkeǺn/ a violent storm with extremely strong winds and heavy ra
Oxfam responds to emergencies, providing food and shelter for people 
who have lost their homes in floods, hurricanes and war.

Unit 12 inspiration Eingebung ** n U /ɕǺnspǩɑreǺȓ(ǩ)n/
a sudden feeling of enthusiasm, or a new idea that helps you to do or create 
something

She had the idea in a moment of inspiration.

Unit 12 lasting langfristig * adj /ɑlǡəstǺŋ/ continuing to exist or have an effect for a long time
Oxfam’s aim is a simple one: to work with others to find lasting 
solutions to poverty and suffering.

Unit 12 middle-class Mittelstand * adj /ɑmǺd(ǩ)l klǡəs/
the social class that consists mostly of educated people who have 
professional jobs: can be followed by a singular or plural verb

It is possible, for example, that a middle-class speaker from the south 
of England will find it difficult to understand a working-class speaker 
from the north.

Unit 12 mud Lehm ** n U /mȜd/ very soft wet earth Everyone is brown, because they cover themselves with dirt, mud or oil.

Unit 12 native speaker Muttersprachler * n C /ɑneǺtǺv ɕspiəkǩ(r)/
someone who has learnt a particular language from the time that they began 
to speak

Most English that you hear and see around the world is spoken or 
written by non-native speakers.

Unit 12 newsreader Nachrichtensprecher n C /ɑnjuəzɕriədǩ(r)/ someone whose job is to read the news on television or radio
If you listen to Standard English (the language that TV newsreaders 
use, for example) in Britain or the US, there are no problems of 
understanding at all.

Unit 12 ocean Ozean ** n C /ɑǩȚȓ(ǩ)n/ one of the large areas of salt water that cover most of the Earth Amelia Earhart was the first woman to fly over the Atlantic Ocean.

Unit 12 onion Zwiebel ** n C /ɑȜnjǩn/
a round vegetable with thin dry skin and many layers inside that tastes and 
smells very strong

He put the chopped onions in the pan.

Unit 12 opera Oper ** n C/U /ɑǢp(ǩ)rǩ/ a type of play performed by singers and an orchestra The summer festival in Verona is for music lovers. They like opera.

Unit 12 politician Politiker *** n C /ɕpǢlǩɑtǺȓ(ǩ)n/ someone who has a job in politics, especially a Member of Parliament Politicians will find solutions to the world’s problems.

Unit 12 property Besitz *** n U /ɑprǢpǩ(r)ti/ things, especially valuable things, that are owned by someone
The world is changing and English is no longer the property of the 
British, Americans or Australians.
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Unit 12 respond reagieren *** v /rǺɑspǢnd/ to react to something by taking a particular course of action
Oxfam responds to emergencies, providing food and shelter for people 
who have lost their homes in floods, hurricanes and war.

Unit 12 rhinoceros Nashorn n C /raǺɑnǢs(ǩ)rǩs/ a large animal with very thick grey skin and one or two horns on its nose Who will save the Javan rhinoceros?

Unit 12 sail segeln ** v /seǺl/ to travel somewhere by boat or ship How long does it take to sail across the lake?
Unit 12 sailing Segeln n U /ɑseǺlǺŋ/ the sport or activity of travelling across water in a sailing boat He set new world records for sailing.
Unit 12 sailor Seefahrer * n C /ɑseǺlǩ(r)/ someone who works on a boat or ship As a sailor, he set a record for sailing around the world.

Unit 12 soca Soca n U /ɑsǩȚkǩ/ a style of music from Trinidad and Tobago Soca is a kind of music which is played at carnival time.

Unit 12 social class Gesellschaftsschicht n C /ɑsǩȚȓ(ǩ)l klǡəs/
one of the groups into which people in a society are divided according to 
their family background, education, job, or income

These different dialects and accents depend on people’s social class 
and the geographical area where they live.

Unit 12 solo alleine * adj/adv /ɑsǩȚlǩȚ/ done by one person alone, without any help Steve Fossett flew solo in a balloon around the world.

Unit 12 solution Lösung *** n C /sǩɑluəȓ(ǩ)n/ a way to solve a problem or to deal with a bad situation
We should find solutions to our own problems before we try to help the 
rest of the world.

Unit 12 solve lösen *** v /sǢlv/ to find a solution to something that is causing difficulties
It is the job of the United Nations (not national governments) to solve 
the world’s problems.

Unit 12 speed Geschwindigkeit *** n C/U /spiəd/ the rate at which someone or something moves It's impossible to fly faster than the speed of light.

Unit 12 steel Steelband ** n U /stiəl/ a strong metal made from a mixture of ironand carbon We finally decided to join it behind another huge float with a steel band.

Unit 12 suffering leiden * n C/U /ɑsȜfǩrǺŋ/ mental or physical pain or problems
Oxfam responds to emergencies, providing food and shelter for people 
who have lost their homes in floods, hurricanes and war.

Unit 12 virus Erreger *** n C /ɑvaǺrǩs/
a simple living thing that is smaller than bacteria and that can enter your 
body and make you ill

Researchers find new flu virus.

Unit 12 wage Lohn *** n C /weǺdȢ/
an amount of money that you earn for working, usually according to how 
many hours or days you work each week or month

European Parliament to vote on minimum wage.

Unit 12 wealthy wohlhabend ** adj /ɑwelθi/
a wealthy person, organization, or country is one that has a large amount of 
money, land, and other valuable things

In the same way, a wealthy Californian may not understand a working-
class New Yorker.

Unit 12 working-class Arbeiterklasse * adj /ɑwǬə(r)kǺŋ klǡəs/

the social class that consists of people who do not have much money, 
education, or power and who work mainly in manual jobs (=jobs that involve 
physical work): can be followed by a singular or plural verb

It is possible, for example, that a middle-class speaker from the south 
of England will find it difficult to understand a working-class speaker 
from the north.
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